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ABSTRACT 
In the design ora gas turbine engine it is important to have a good prediction of the temperature 
distribution for components of the engine. This research work looks at the method of predicting air 
and mct3l temperatures orthc I IP compressor disc drum. It is a common practice to supply cooling 
air for the turbine disc and blades by passing the air axially between die bores of adjacent discs in 
die I IP compressor. some ordic central axial througliflow is known to enter the compressor inter- 
disc cavities and a parasitic temperature rise occurs in the througliflow air as a result or the 
convective heat transfer. It is important that the heat transfer mechanism within a compressor inter- 
disc cavity is understood, as the engine designer needs to know die temperature of the cooling air 
and the disc temperatures in order to predict the stress and the iiie orthe compressor, and also to 
predict the scal and blade tip running clearances. 
In this thesis, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used to study the flow and heat mechanism 
experienced by a gas turbine IIP compressor rotor. A review of previous research work and 
knowledge in the field of rotational buoyancy-drivcn flow has shown that die flow within the 
compressor intcr-disc cavities is highly three-dimensional and time dependent in nature. Two 
approaches in the numerical modelling of the flow can be considered; one is to use CFD as a tool to 
model a single inter-disc cavity with axial througliflow in full three dimensions with unsteady flow. 
Using this approach requires a huge amount of computational memory and time to run the CFD 
models. A second approach is to break down this complex flow process into separate physical 
mechanisms and introduce approximate but computationally cfficicnt models for these processes. 
The second approach has been taken in this thesis, with the aim of producing a method that can be 
incorporated into current design practice. Two underlying flow mechanisms may be identified for 
this complex flow; the first associated with the flow within the inter-disc cavities and the second 
associated with the axial througliflow under the compressor disc bores. 
Using the commercial CFD code FLUENT, modelling of the two underlying flow mechanisms has 
been combined and a steady axis), mmctric modelling method has been developed. This CFD 
modelling method allows for enhanced mixing of the flow within the intcr-disc cavity. The 
enhanced mixing model is added to the CFD code by using the User Defined Function (UDF) 
functionality within FLUENT. The technique has been applied to both a research compressor rig 
and to an actual gas turbine IIP compressor rotor. CFD results for both test cases have been 
compared to measured data covering a wide mnge or buoyancy conditions. For the CFD simulations 
of the research compressor rig good agreement was achieved for the cavity shroud beat transfer 
with a maximum error or 9% and for the disc metal temperatures where the error was 3%. The 
cavity shroud heat transrer predicted by the CFD agreed reasonable well with the estimated beat 
transrer for the engine compressor, however there was poor agreement with die disc metal 
temperatures. Some instability in the CFD solution has been shown to occur with the application or 
die enhanced mixing model. These instability problems are still to be fully resolved. 
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TO [K] outer radius cavity wall temperature 
T. JK] wall temperature 
Tb [K] bulk fluid temperature 
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a [m 2 S' 11 thermal difTusivity -k/ (p cp) 
a 101 cavity sector angle 
0 101 thermal volume expansion coefficient 
a Iml boundary-layer thickness 
distance of fluid ccll centre from the nearest wall in the enhanced 
mixing model 
AT (K] appropriate temperature difference 
(D [kg m*1 S, 3j viscous dissipation term 
0 [radians] cone or disc half angle (0 - 90' for a disc) 
P [N S M, 2j dynamic viscosity 
/1 0 [Ns M-2j modified viscosity in the enhanced mixing model 
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S, I 1-t Le's 
avg appropriate average 
b basic fluid property value 
C, N, E, S, W mesh cells (cell ccntrcd values) named Centre, North, East, South and West 
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corrcl / corrl heat transfer correlation value 
Exp experiment 
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I/ inner inner radius 
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m metal 
NWP near wall point 
o/ outer outer radius 
W/W wall 
00 frce-strcam 
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CHAPTER1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 An Introduction to the Research Problem. 
For a typical civil aero-engine, the main gas stream annulus air temperatures can be of the order of 
1800K at entry to the turbine, where combined with high rotational speeds, of typically 10,000 
rev/min on a 0.6m diameter, significant rotational stresses are created. The centrifugal loads 
combined with thermal stresses create deflections in components that can cause a loss in efficiency, 
or worse, compromise safety. 
The performance of an aero gas turbine engine is characterised by the thermal efficiency, propulsive 
efficiency, specific thrust and specific fuel consumption. Improved engine performance may be 
achieved by increasing the overall pressure ratio of the cycle and by increasing the turbine entry 
temperature. The gas temperatures experienced by the turbine exceed the melting point temperature 
used for the turbine components, such as rotor blades, nozzle guide vanes and discs. Having an 
effective and efficient cooling system reduces these high component temperature levels. To achieve 
this, cooling air is drawn from the compressor and is passed to the turbine via an internal secondary 
air system. On its route, this throughflow of air may be heated by both convection and viscous 
dissipation, and through 'windage' from bolts and other components. Since air is bled from the 
compressor where work has been done to raise its pressure, use of this air usually represents a 
parasitic loss to the main cycle. The internal air system as a whole may use 20% of the mainstream 
airflow and cost up to 5% of the specific fuel consumption in a modem turbofan engine. 
The objective of an efficient cooling system is to maintain acceptable component temperatures with 
minimum cost. This involves conveying the air with as little unnecessary pressure loss, temperature 
rise and coolant flow loss as possible. The internal air systems also perform other functions, namely 
to pressurise the turbine cavities and seals to prevent hot gas ingestion from the main gas stream, to 
control the radial temperature gradients in the compressor and turbine discs to reduce stresses and 
tip clearances, to balance bearing loads on each spool and to pressurise the bearing chambers to 
prevent oil leakage and the possibility of oil fires. In the design of a gas turbine engine it is 
important to have a good prediction of the temperature distribution for all components of the 
engine, especially critical rotating components such as discs. The research described here focuses 
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thermal efficiency. I lcnce, the internal air system must be designed in such a way to keep the 
cooling air flow rate to a minimum but to retain a pressure level that is sufficicrit to provide the 
required flow rate and temperature for turbine cooling and rim scaling pressurization. 
Unfortunately, the bcncijts gained from increasing the overall pressure ratio reduce the cooling 
potential of the internal system air (higher inlet temperature) and increase the bcaring loads and scal 
leakage flows. As a consequence, the internal system flow needs to be increased. In ordcr to balance 
these conflicting requirements and optimize the internal air system, detailed design rules and 
reliable predictive design methods for the fluid flow and the heat transfer in the gas turbine 
components arc required. 
This research work looks at the method of predicting air and metal temperatures of the I IP 
compressor. As mentioned previously in the design ora gas turbine engine it is important to have a 
good prediction of the temperature distribution for all components of the engine, especially critical 
rotating components such as discs. 11is is bcc3usc temperature levels and gradients have a very 
strong effect upon component life. As cooling air flows through the borc of the compressor it 
interacts with the air inside the compressor disc cavities. Some of this central axial throughflow is 
known to cnter the intcr-disc cavity and a parasitic temperature rise occurs in the througliflow air as 
a result of the convective heat transrer from the disc surraccs and the shroud and also, as mentioned 
above additional heating may occur due to viscous dissipation and 'windage'. During changes in 
cngine conditions, the temperature at the rim of the compressor disc responds more quickly to 
changes in the temperature of the main gas stream flow than does the temperature at the hub. Ilic 
resulting radial temperature gradient produces high stresses and reduced disc life. Also with the 
whole compressor drum responding much slower than the compressor casing to changes in tile 
annulus air temperature the resulting diffcrcntial expansions and contractions lead to changes in the 
blade tip and scal clc3ranccs affecting the surge limit and the compressor cfilicicricy. It is important 
that the heat transrcr mechanism in the compressor cavity is understood. as the engine designer 
needs to know the temperature of the cooling air and the disc temperatures for both transient and 
steady state operation. 
Sensitivity studies have shown that, in ordcr to predict the strcss and the fatigue lire of the 
compressor as well as the rotor and casing clearances, component temperature predictions arc 
required to have an accuracy of 5K for steady state and 30K during transients. An accurate 
prediction of metal tcmpcraturcs may allow the designer to use less expcnsive materials for the IIP 
compressor rotor with confidcncc and also reduce the overall engine production cycle time and cost. 
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Today's computational method of using thermal analysis to predict component metal temperatures 
is supported by expensive rotating metal temperature measurements on an engine late in to the 
engine development programme (costing up to L2 million per test). It is important that the design 
engineer has an understanding of the heat transrcr process inside the compressor cavities early on in 
the engine design, so any changes in design can be made before the engine validation and 
certification tests. 
I'lic flow in the intcr-disc cavities becomes highly complex when the shroud or the discs arc heated, 
with the flow becoming three dimensional and time dependent. Experimental tests have been 
pcrrorincd to investigate the flow inside a simple rectangular rotating cavity with a central axial 
throughflow, see for example Farthing. Long, Owen and Pincombe [ 1992a, 1992b] and Long 
[19941. Also attempts have been made to model numerically the flow within the same rotating 
cavity used in the cxpcrimcntal test (Tucker 1993]. An observation from the tests, also captured by 
the numerical model, is that some of the central through-flow does enter the cavity. which is the 
result orthe buoyancy cfrccts in the centripetal acceleration ficld. As will be discussed later, such 
previous research has given insight into this complex fluid dynamics problem. but has had limited 
impact on design methods. A major objective or the current study is to develop an improved 
predictive capability for use in design calculations. 
1.2 Outline of theThesis 
It has been established that the flow within the inter-disc cavities of aII Pcomprcssor is three 
dimensional in nature and time dependent. One approach in the numerical modelling of the flow is 
to use computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a numerical tool and model a single intcr-disc cavity 
with axial throught'low in full three dimensions with unsteady flow. Using this approach requires a 
huge amount of computational memory and computational time to run the CFD models. A second 
approach is to break down this complex flow process into separate physical mechanisms and 
introduce approximate but computationally ciTicicnt models for these processes. The second 
approach has been taken for this research, with the aim of producing a method that can be 
incorporated into current design practice. Full CFD models are used to aid understanding of the 
physical mechanisms. 
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Two underlying flow mechanisms may be identified for this complex flow; the first associated with 
the flow within the intcr-disc cavities and the second associated with the axial throughflow under 
dic compressor disc bores. Both of these flow mechanisms will be discussed in the review of 
previous work in Chapter 2. The flow within the inicr-disc cavity is a natural convection, buoyancy 
dominated mechanism resulting from the differential heating between the two compressor discs and 
the connecting shroud at the outer radius of the cavity. In an engine the temperature of the cavity 
shroud is usually hottest with the temperature decreasing moving radially inwards to the disc cobs, 
which are cooled by the axial flow of air under the disc cobs. A small amount of the axial through- 
flow is known to enter the intcr-disc cavity at distinct circumferential positions that do vary with 
time, but how much flow and at what circumferential locations still needs to be fully investigated. 
With some gas turbine engines the compressor intcr-disc cavities arc scaled with no flow entering 
the cavity. Chapter 2 presents a review of existing work and knowledge in the field of rotational 
buoyancy-drivcn flow. Both scaled cavity flow and flow in an enclosed cavity with an axial cross 
flow arc considered. 
In an attempt to understand the licat transfer process the simpicr case ora completely cncloscd 
cavity will be considered first. In the study the flow inside the cavity might be assumed to have 
solid body rotation, rotating at the same speed as the compressor discs and hcncc tile relative 
velocity of the fluid to the walls is near zero. As a precursor to the rotating flow studies, Chapter 3 
describes a CFD study of the flow due to gravity-drivcn natural convection in a stationary three- 
dimensional cube. Ilic CFD results are compared with experimental data from Kirkpatrick and 
Bohn [ 1986]. Tlicse workers performed experiments on high Rayleigh number natural convection in 
a cube with various configurations of heated and cooled vcrtical and horizontal surfaces. All the 
configurations were variations of the 'licating from below' case. The CFD results are compared 
with the experimental measurements for heat transfer, flow patterns and temperature distribution. 
A CFD study of buoyancy-induccd flow in a centrifugal force field is prcscnted in Chapter 4. This 
ch3ptcr describes Bohn ct al's ( 1993,1994] cncloscd rotating sector experiments and the three 
dimensional CFD modclling used of these. With rcrcrcncc also to other workers' results, similarities 
and diffcrcnccs to natural convection undcr gravity arc notcd. 
The second underlying flow mcchanism is associated with die axial througliflow under the 
compressor disc cobs. In the absence of buoyancy efTects this would be a dominant flow 
mechanism. The question addressed is what cffcct the axial cross flow has on the flow within the 
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inter-disc cavity. A shcar layer exists between the cross flow passing over the cavity and the air 
within the cavity. 11crc is a need to know the levels or heat and momentum transrcr across this 
shear layer rrorn the cross flow to the cavity air and in terms ora compressor the transrcr of heat 
and momentum from the axial througliflow under the disc cobs to the intcr-disc cavities. In Chapter 
5a relatively simple flow, relevant to axial througliflow mechanism is considered. Comparison is 
made with I laugcn and Dhanak's ( 1966] measurements. Tbcse workers carried out an analytical and 
experimental investigation aimed at describing the turbulent momentum transfer mechanism in the 
separation flow region of a rectangular cavity racing an oncoming turbulent boundary layer. The 
chapter describes I laugcn and Dhanak experiments and the computational CFD models used to 
simulate the experiments. The CFD results have been compared to the experimental measurements 
for cross flow velocity, pressures along the cavity walls and ffic flow patterns within the cavity. 
Relevance to the compressor disc cavity problem is then discussed and implications ror modelling 
orthe cavity flow are considered. 
Chapter 6 looks at traditional finite element based thermal modelling techniques. Tbcsc arc applied 
to a fully instrumented research rig at the University of Sussex (2001 ). Temperature predictions 
obtained from the thermal model using CSt3blishcd working practices arc compared with measured 
temperatures. A new natural convection heat transrcr correlation is also cvaluitcd. I'lie rig test 
consisted of an acccleration-dcccieration cycle and thcrcrorc the transient temperatures have been 
measured and the thermal models attempt to simulate transient temperatures as well as the steady 
state temperatures. 
In Chapter 7a new two-dimensional (21)) axisymnictric CFD-based model is proposed ror 
buoyancy-drivcn flows. I'his is applied to Kirkpatrick and Bolin's [ 19861 stationary enclosed cavity 
experiment. The 2D axisymmetric CFD modelling approach is extended to rotating cavities with 
axial througliflow in Chapter 8, and evaluated using the University or susscx test rig data. 
Application of the 2D axisymmctric CFD model applied to an engine compressor is then described 
in Chapter 9. 
In the final chapter, Chapter 10, conclusions from the work carried out to date and further research 
work will be discussed. This chapter will describe the future thinking of how the new 2D 
axisyminctric CFD technique, modelling the two underlying flow mechanisms, can be applied 
successfully to link with a transient 2D axisyminctric thennal model. 7lic modelling will need to be 
computationally economic and easy to apply. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OFPREVIOUS WORK 
2.1 Introduction 
To gain an understanding of the fundamental physics of the complex flow mechanism within the 
inter-disc cavities, the literature review will look at two flow mechanisms. Firstly the buoyancy- 
driven flow within an cncloscd rotating disc cavity and secondly the cffcct of axial throughflow or 
the cross-flow through the borc or the compressor on the flow within the intcr-disc cavity. 
Buoyancy cflects, relevant to the intcr-disc cavity flow. can be broken down into two further 
categories, a stationary cncloscd cavity and a rotating encloscd cavity. These arc discussed in 
sections 2.2 and 2.3 below. For the stationary cavity the driving mechanism for the flow is 
buoyancy under the gravitational forcc. To achievc various degrees orbuoyancy differential heating 
between the surraccs or the enclosed cavity havc been used. Natural convection in a rotating cavity 
is achieved by rotating the cavity about an offset longitudinal axis. At high rotational speeds, 
centrifugal force dominates over gravity and temperature differences lead to ccntrirugally driven 
natural convection. This is expected to show similarities to the gravitational driven convection but 
will be modified by the Coriolis force in the rotating cavity. Section 2.4 reviews the work carried 
out investigating the cffcct that axial througliflow has on the flow within the disc cavities. Different 
numerical approaches using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to solve these types of flows arc 
discussed in section 2.5. In section 2.6 the work on the cross-flow over a stationary cavity is 
reviewed. The chapter is completed in section 2.7 by discussing possible methods of numerically 
simulating these flow types by using a steady flow two-dimensional axisymnictric CFD model 
modificd to capture the 3D unsteady flow cffccts. 
S 
2.2 Natural Convection Buoyancy Driven Flows mithin a Statlonary Cosity 
2.2.1 lla)lclgh-llknard convection 
Rayleigh-Bdnard convection [Rayleigh 1916, Nnard 19011 is the natural convection of hcat 
between two parallel horizontal platcs placed in a gravitational ficId where the lower plate is heated 
and the upper plate cooled. For natural convection under gravity the Rayleigh number is an 
appropriate charactcrising paramctcr. Rayleigh number, Ra, is dcrined as 
Ra - PrGr (2.1) 
whcre Pr is the Prandtl numbcr defined as 
Pr - pCp k 
and Gr is dic Grashof numbcr dcrincd as 
I XT9 Gr w2 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
I lolland ct al. [ 1975] rcportcd on the experimental measurements for natural convective heat 
transport through a horizontal layer of air, between a heated plate and an upper cooled plate, 
covering the Rayleigh number range from sub-critical to 4x 106. Chandrasckhar [ 1961 ] derived the 
critical Rayleigh number to be 1708. At Rayleigh numbers below this die fluid layer is stagnant and 
the Nussclt number is unity. r-or air a Nusselt number dependence that is asymptotic to a 1/3 power 
on the Rayleigh number as the Rayleigh number approaches infinity can be correlated from the 
combined experimental data from this test and from data obtained from Goldstein and Chu 
(Rayleigh number range 5x 103 to Ix 10'). 
I folland ct al's experiment apparatus consisted of two parallel copper plates (560mm by 610mm 
and I Omm thick) with the upper one cooled and the lower one heated to give a Icniperaturc 
difference of die order of I OK between the plates. I'lic plates were inserted into a vacuum (or 
pressure) vessel in which the pressure could be varied from 10 Pa to 700 kPa. 7lic plates %%, crc 
spaced at 10mm, 25mm and 38mm apart. Measurements of fluid tenipcraturc prorilc at high 
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Rayleigh number show boundary-laycr type structures, with a nearly isothermal inner core and high 
temperature gradients close to the boundary surraccs. in their paper I lolland ct al. used a conduction 
laycr model to model the layer or stagnant fluid next to the platcs. Between the conducting layers, 
theinner core or the fluid was assumed to be perfectly mixed, due to eddy diffusion, with the 
temperature profile being approximately that observed from the data. The following Nusselt number 
correlation was obtained ror air. 
Air Nu - 1+ 1.44 1_ 
1708 
+ 
Ra I 
Ra 
] [(5830)1'3 
(2.4) 
I lolland ct al. cxtcndcd the Equation 2.4 to obtain the following corrclation for natural convcction 
in watcr by 
%Vatcr. Nu = 1+ 1.44 1- 
1708 
+ 
Ra 1/3 
-I +2.0[Rall'II401 (2.5) 
1 
Ra 
[(5830) 1" 
In the above equations the expressions in brackets: [ J* indicates that irthe argument inside the 
bracket is negative, the quantity is to be taken as zero. 
Many other authors givc further correlations and ror high Rayleigh numbers the proportionality of 
Nusselt number to Ra'13 is a good fit to cxpcrimcntal data. For example, experimental 
measurements in the range 3x 103 < Ra < 7x 109 arc well correlated by an expression derived by 
Globe and Dropkin [19591, for the average Nussclt number, 
müdv m 0.069Rall) Pro, 074 (2.6) 
Grossmann and Lobse [2000] have derived a systematic theory ror the scaling of tile Nussch 
number and or the Reynolds number in strong Raylcigh. Wnard convection. Grossmann and Lobse 
idcntiricd several regimes in the Rayleigh number versus Prandtl number phasc space, dcrined by 
whether the boundary layers or the core bulk flow dominate the global kinetic and thermal 
dissipation, and by whether the thermal or the kinetic boundary layer is thicker. I'lic theory assumes 
large-scale convection roll; Grossmann and Lolise call this the 'wind of turbulence' and it is based 
on the dynamic equations both in the bulk and in the boundary layer. The theory is not applicable 
ror very large llrandtl numbers ror which the ccll velocity 'wind' Reynolds number is :5 50, where 
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the whole flow is viscosity dominated. Also for very small Prandtl number in which tile Nusselt 
number attains a value or i, the theory no longer holds. For large Rayleigh number tile kinetic 
boundary layer becomes turbulent. Bcyond the turbulence onset Grossmann and Lohsc say the flow 
is bulk dominated. 7be theory does not make any statement about how the licat is transported from 
the bottom to tile top. i. e. Whether it is mainly through large-scale convective transport or Mainly 
transport through plumes rising from the heated bottom. Both processes May Contribute, as both 
create thermal and viscous dissipation. 
Extending the work by Fostcr and Wallcr [1985], Asacd3 and Watanabe [1989] reported on tile 
small-scale structure of free convection at high llaylcigh number. which was investigated by flow 
visualization and temperature measurement. 'I'lic experimental apparatus consisted of a square 
section tank. with sides 900mm, in the plan view and 700min deep. I'lic sidcwalls and the top wall 
were insulated, whilst the bottom wall could be heated. The top wall (or lid) was placed on the 
surface of the water. I'lic cxpcdmcnts were carried out using water with depths ranging from 
I 00mm to 150mm. The licat flux through the bottom was kept constant throughout all testing. 
Changing the water depth altcrcd the flux Rayleigh number, Rar, dcrincd as, 
Ra. - j7Fgd'1pCj) a2V (2.7) 
where F is the heat flux (W/m 2) at time 1-1. which was obtained from records of the temperature at 
four different depth positions within the water, dcrincd as follows, 
F- pCp 
[T. (t. 
+A' At-' + q, (2.8) T 21 2) 
(t" 
%%, here T. is the temperature at water depth z. is the thickness of the layer whose average 
tcmpcraturc is represented by T., and qj is the conduction heat loss per unit time, which was found 
to be less than 0.5% of the heat input. 
77heranSc of the flux Rayleighnumber in thecxpcrimcnts was from Ix 101- 1xI Ol I. 111C 
temperature distribution near the bottom was measured using three horizontal sensors positioned at 
heights of 2mm, 4mm and 7mm from the bottom plate and another at tile Illid. depth. *ThC fluid 
motion near the bottom was visualized with suspended aluminiuni particles illuminated by a vertical 
or horizontal light sheet and photographed. 7lic velocity field was obtained from the length of the 
particle streaks and the exposure time of the photographs. In sonic experiments tile temperature was 
measured at mid depth using a sensor attached to the end of an L-sh3pcd rod that was moved 
horizontally at 8.3mm/s. 
II 
Ile aim of Asacda and Watanabe's research was to investigate the characteristics of the thermal 
behaviour and then to estimate the heat transport rate from the conduction boundary layer to the 
interior core. Ilicy determined that the dominant rcaturc of the flow field was many convection 
lines or 'shcct-likc plumes' consisting of several thermals, which transport beat from the conduction 
boundary layer to the core region. Ile authors found that the boundary heat flux and the fluid's 
properties determined the average characteristics orthe tiicnnais, namciy. 
* Ilic distance from the boundary where the thermals are generated - ct 
,f< 
1013) (2.9) S, ld - 27.1 Ra,, "0'3 (for 104 < Ra 
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where AT is the temperature excess at the ccntre of the thermals over the average temperature 
measured far above the descending flow region. L is the longitudinal length scale, B is the 
transverse length scale, P is the time period during which the thermal was supplied with the heated 
nuid from the conduction boundary layer and where the coefricicnts orx, y, and t arc determined 
from the definitions orL, B and P, respectively, given below. 
LId- 33. ORa.. ' 1/4 (ror 107 < Raf < 1011) 
B/d- 16. ORa., -114 (for 10' < Rq(< 1012) (2.12) 
Pald2 -9. M., '112 (ror 10' <, Ra (2.13) y< 10") 
Itis intercstingtonotc, Fosterand Wallcr[19851 and from tlicircxperimcntal rcsults csti mated the 
thermal time period in dimensionless rorm to be Ma,, "". only a small difference in the constant 
when compared to Equation 2.13. 
* The upward velocity of the fluid in a thcrtnal - w, (mls) 
IV I= 
,, 2 Ra,, 
III I 2x 2 
cx _(1.2y)2 cx _( 
1.2t 
TO 
(X), 
Cxp[-(L12)] P[ i-/d2-) 
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71ic estimate of licat transported by the thcrmals was almost equal (96%) orthat supplied from the 
bottom. I Icat supplied from the bottom is first stored in the conduction boundary laycr, and then 
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most of it is transported to the upper region by thermals generated along convection lines in the 
form of plumes. It is therefore important to model the thermals accurately. The remaining beat 
transfer (allowing for losses in the experiment apparatus) is through the viscous interaction of the 
core with die conduction boundary layer. 
2.2.2 Natural convection with healed side %valls 
As for Rayleigh-136nard convection. a body or i itcrature is available for convection in cavities with 
heated sidewalls. Examples or this research arc described below. 
Pcng and Davidson [20011 carried out a numerical investigation of turbulent natural convection 
flow (Ra - 1.58x I Cý, a relatively low Rayleigh number) in a confincd cavity with two diffcrcntially 
heated sidewalls by means of large eddy simulation (LES). The flow was cxpcrimcnt: klly idcntirjcd 
by Tian [19971 as being characterized by a relatively low turbulence level and thcrtnal stratification. 
No visible transition was detected in the boundary layer along the hcatcd/coolcd vertical walls. A 
dynamic sub-grid-scale (SGS) model modificd for buoyancy flow was used in the simulation. Pcng 
and Davidson compared their numerical predictions with Tian's test data. 
The natural convection flow experiment carried out by Tian used an air-fillcd cavity with relative 
dimensions of W- D/2, If - D/2 and D in the x, y and z (spanwisc) directions. The two opposite 
vertical walls, located at x-0 (hot wall) and x-W (cold wall) were maintained at constant 
temperature with a temperature difference orAT - 40 K, hot wall to cold wall. The Rayleigh 
number Ra - (g 0 AT 113 Pr)/v2 was 1.58x 109.7lic flow was cxpcrimcnt, 31ly identificd as being 
charactcriscd by low turbulence and no visible transition was detected in the boundary layer along 
the licated/coolcd vertical walls. The bottom (y - 0) and top (y - 11) walls were highly conducting 
boundaries. Through a well controlled experimental sct-up, Tian claimed that the cavity produces a 
2D mean flow in the middle section of the spanwise direction (at z- D/2), whcrc the measurements 
had been made. Thermocouple measurements were obtained ror the air temperature in the cavity. 
Two-dimensional LDA was used ror velocity measurements. 
In flic LES simulation a fine mesh was used close to the hot/cold vertical walls and near to the top 
and bottom with 12-13 nodes clustered within the near wall distance, Y" (-Puty/p) < 10. No-slip and 
adiabatic wall conditions were used for the span wise walls. The time step used in the computation 
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was At - 0.0 13 1 to, where to -II/ q(g 0 AT 11). The results from the LES simulation with tile 
dynamic SGS model (mean flow streamlines in the x-y plane) show that within the cavity several 
circulating flow regions exist away from the ncar-wall boundary layer flows. There cxist several 
smaller circulations (or rolls) next to the wall flows that arc comparatively strong. With increasing 
Rayleigh numbers, the boundary layer flow may be more intensive and the ncighbouring rolls could 
be expected to merge with each other to ronn a large circulating motion around tile core. Pcng and 
Davidson concluded that tile LES simulation is able to reasonably reproduce the global mean flow 
and thermal f icld, as validated in the experiment. The dynamic SGS model is able to yield mean 
flow quantities that agree with the measured data, however there arc some discrepancies in the 
prediction of turbulence, particularly in the outer region of the ncar-wall flow where the boundary 
layer interacts with the circulating core region. Pcng and Davidson showed that the timc-avcragcd 
contribution of the SGS shcar stress is significantly smaller than its resolvable counterpart, which 
illustrates that the sub-gdd scale turbulent transport is a secondary cffcct. The most visible SGS 
contribution is not in the vicinity of the wall but in the region about the maximum velocity in the 
boundarylaycr. In the viscous/conductivc sub-laycrorthc boundary laycrclosc to the 
licated1cooled vertical walls the flow tends to form strcak-likc structures, which do not however 
emerge in the ncar-wall flow along the horizontal top and bottom walls, where flow tends to be rc- 
laminarizcd. 
2.2.3 Nllycd horizontal and vertIcal convecilon 
Obviously, practical problems may include both vertical and horizontal thermal gradicnts, 
combining the types or flows discussed in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 above. I lerc the results from 
Kirkpatrick and Bohn's [ 19861 studies which include a varicty of heating configurations (and is 
particular relevant to the present work) arc discussed. 
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Kirkpatrick and Bohn performed an cxpcrimentil investigation in high Rayleigh number natural 
convection within a cube with four difTercnt configurations ordiffercritially heated and cooled 
vertical and horizontal surfaces. A schematic orthe test ca and the test configurations are shown in 
Figure 2.1. All the configurations were variations or the heating from below case. The experiments 
conducted were to determine Nussclt-llaylcigh number correlations and to determine the flow 
patterns and temperature distributions. The four configurations tested were: 
" Heated bottom and cooled top and conducting side walls, IIC case 
" licatcd bottom and cooled top with one heated and one cooled side wall, 1111CC case 
" Heated bottom and cooling from above with two cooled side walls, IICCC case 
"I lot and cold side wall with a heatcd bottom and hcatcd top, III If IC case 
Ilie cubical enclosure had an interior dimension of 305mm. The working fluid used in tests was 
dcioniscd water. Ilic temperature difTercntial chosen in the definition of the Rayleigh number was 
dic temperature difference between the hot and cold walls. Temperature measurements in the 
enclosure core were made using a thcrmocoupIc probe. which could be moved vertically and rotatcd 
is 
about the ccntrc line of the cubical enclosure. I'lic probe could not be placed closer than 8mm from 
the top and bottom surfaces. The length scale used was the interior dimension orthc cube, 305mm. 
The heat transfer measurements will be examined first, rollowcd by a description of tile flow 
patterns observed for the four test cases and finally the fluid temperature distributions will be 
discussed. 
2.23.1 Heat transfer measurements 
It must be noted that the temperature used in the dcrinition orthe Nusselt number is the difference 
bctwccn the wall temperature and the bulk fluid temperature. 7be experimentally derived average 
Nussclt-Raylcigh number licat transrcr correlations for each test configuration were: 
HC case 
Nu-0.09861ta"3 for Top and Bottom walls (2.15) 
HHCC case 
Nu - 1.10 Rai 0.236 for Top and Bottom walls (2.16) 
Nu - 0.141 Raho-313 for Side walls (2.17) 
HCCC case 
Nu-0.3461tao, 285 for Top, Bottom and Side walls (2.18) 
HHHC case 
Nu - 0.223 Ra, "" for Top wall (2.19) 
Nu - 2.54 ltalo, 212 for Bottom wall (2.20) 
Nu - 0.233 RahO, 286 for Side walls (2.21) 
71c I IC case showed that the cxpcrimcntally derived licat transfer correlation, Equation 2.13, 
compares well with I folland ct al. 's [ 1975] conduction-laycr model equation, namcly 
Nu - 0.103 Ita 
113 (2.22) 
At this point it is worth comparing Kirkpatrick and Bohn's hcat transrcr corrclations with those 
corrcl3tions dcrivcd by othcr authors. The corrclations can be cornp3rcd to the standard and 
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gcncrally uscd mcan licat transfcr corrclations for natural convcction from a horizontal platc and 
from a vcrlical platc. 
For a horizontal plate of length L, Fislicndcn and Saundcrs [ 19501 correlation's arc; 
NUL m 0.54 Rk 1/4 105 < Ra < 2x 107 (2.23) 
NUL - 0.14 ROL 13 2x 107 < Ra < 3x 1010 (2.24) 
and for a vcrtical piate or licight L, Wcisc [19351 and Saundcrs [1936] corrclation's are; 
NUL - 0.59 Rk 
114 104 < Ra < 109 (2.25) 
NUL m 0.13 ROL 
113 109 < Ita < 10 (2.26) 
Also Jakob [19491 dcrivcd the following corrclations for natural convcction in an cncloscd 
horizontal air spacc; 
Nux - 0.21 Ra 1/4 104 < Ra < 3.2x 101 (2.27) 
Nux - 0.075 Ra 113 3.2x 103 < Ra < 107 (2.28) 
and for an cnclosed vcrtical air spacc; 
Nux - 0.2 (Ux)*"v Ra. " 2x104 < Ita < 2.1 x 105 (2.29) 
Nux - 0.071 (Ux)*"9 Ra113 2.1 x 105 < Ra < 1.1 xW (2.30) 
wherc x is the clearancc bctwccn the platcs, L is the platc Icngth, and the imperaiurc diffcrcnce is 
defincd as the diffcrcncc in the metal tenipcraturcs orthe two plaics. 
Fislicndcn and Saunders correlations have multiplying factors that are approximately twice the 
factors for the Jakob's correlations for both a horizontal plate and a vertical plate in free space, but 
the definition of the temperature difference is not the same. For die enclosed cavities the 
temperature difference between the two walls is used, whilst the wall to bulk air temperature is used 
for the plate correlations, this will account for most of the change in the multiplying factors. The 
Kirkpatrick and Bolin correlations for an enclosed cavity show the Rayleigh number power to lay 
between flic values 0.25 and 0.333 which appear in the above correlations. No disccmabic pattern 
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for the multiplying factor can be observed when comparing the enclosed cavity correlations to the 
free space vertical and horizontal plate correlations. 
2.2.3.2 Flow patterns 
Kirkpatrick and Bolin used a shadowgraph to show the flow pattern within Ilic cube. Tbcir 
observations arc suminariscd below. 
HC case 
Thermals rose from the bottom surface and fall from the top surf3cc. The thermals were of varying 
characteristic sizes, averaging about I Onim in height and 5mm in width. No overall flow pattern 
was disccmablc, other than the mixing motion of the thcrinals. The thermals appeared to be released 
periodical ly from the top of a boundary layer about I nini away from the surface and propagate at 
about 50mm/s. Only the large thermals were able to penetrate to the opposite side ortic cavity. nc 
thermals usually moved at sonic random angle, less than 45* to the vertical. 
HHCC case 
Tbcre was an interaction oroic thcmials and the boundary layer, with tile thermals shined by tile 
sidcwall boundary 13ycrs into triangular regions in the upper cold wall to cold wall comer and to the 
lower hot wall to hot wall comer or tile cavity. Kirkpatrick and Bohn report that tile overall flow 
pattern and the convection of the thermals were along the perimeter or tile enclosure in a clockwise 
direction, wlicn viewed with the hot sidewall on the MI. I'licrmals caused the boundary layer to 
separate at some point along the horizontal traverse. Kirkpatrick and Bolm noted that the vertical 
and horizontal Nussclt numbers were very close to the limiting cases, and inferred that the thcrmil 
interactions have only a small effect on the overall heat transrcr from the surfaces. 
HCCC case 
*nIe overall flow pattern was a central plurne rising from the hot lower surracc, which diverged at 
the top of the cavity and returned along the cold sidewalls. The rising thennals were located near 
the centrc orthc tank and the falling thmnals wcrc located near the cold sidcwalls. 77he nature or 
the thennal convection on the sidewalls was a rnixcd free and rorced convection type, which 
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explained why the Nussclt numbers were higher for this case than for the other cases. The sidcwall 
heat transfer is approximately equal to the vcnical heat transfer. 
HHHC case 
Kirkpatrick and Bolin observed that thcrc was very little activity in the core of the cavity, especially 
near the top surface. I'lic motion of the thermals was confined to within I Ornm of the heated bottom 
plate. Boundary layers were present on the sidcwalls, but not along thc top surface. Temperature 
stratification in the core occurred due to the heated top plate. I'lic low licat transfer from the top 
surface is due to the stable stratification in the core. which also reduces the sidcwall heat transfer. 
2.2.3.3 Temperature distribution 
I'lic temperature distributions measured by Kirkpatrick and Bolin showed the thermals rising from 
the hot bottom and failing from the top of the test cell. The I IC configuration showed the most 
regular thermal disturbance orthe fluid from a baseline temperature, with other configurations 
being more irregular. For the I IC case the magnitude of the temperature disturbance was of the 
order or IK and period or the order of 4s. hican temperature distributions in the vertical mid-planc 
orthe cavity for the IIC, 111 ICC and I ICCC configurations showed the core fluid temperature to be 
within 0.5K of the bulk temperature (bulk temperature - arc weighted average temperature of the 
heated and cooled wall temperatures). For the 11111 IC case where the top is heated the core fluid 
temperature was within 4K, of the bulk temperature. The results of the I fill IC case showed that a 
nonzero vertical Rayleigh number, Rah (or temperature difference between top and bottom) was 
required to produce a &-stratified core and the thermals did not act as a mixing mechanism for the 
core in this case. Both the I IC and III [CC mean temperature profiles show a small temperature 
reversal, near the top and bottom surfaces, attributed to the persistence of the thermals traversing 
across thc enclosure. 
Results from investigating the influence of different vertical Rayleigh numbers on the core 
temperature distribution showcd that for the I if ICC case, as thc vertical Rayleigh number %vas 
increased, the level orcorc temperature stratification was dccrcascd. Kirkpatrick and Bohn also 
showcd that the onset of stratification was sudden, at a Rai, orabout 0.65x 1010. As the teinpcrature 
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of die bottom was increased the formation of thermals became vigorous enough to cause mixing in 
the core of the cavity. 
2.23.4 Conclusions 
Kirkpatrick and Bolin concluded that generally the heated floor promote$ mixing in the cavity and 
tends to eliminate the stratification seen in the limiting case of a horizontal temperature difference 
alone. Although the temperature disturbances associated with thermals appeared to persist for only a 
small distance from the horizontal surfaces, the thcrtnals arc cffcctivc in mixing tile core fluid. For 
the vertical temperature difference case the only fluid motion in tile cavity was that due to tile 
thermals. 17he heat transfer from the heated floor compared favourably to a conduction-laycr model. 
For the horizontal temperature difference case there was rotation of the fluid core with a horizontal 
velocity component to the thermals. The heat transfer from the horizontal surfaces was not strongly 
affected by the presence of a horizontal temperature difTcrcncc; however the thermals did affect the 
heat transfer from tile vertical surfaces. I [cat transfer from the vertical surfaces was reduced if the 
top was heated, due to the stable stratification in the top portion of the cavity core. 
I'lic Kirkpatrick and Bohn experiment will be revisited in Chapter 3 where 3D CFD an3lyscs will be 
compared to the experimental data. 
2.3 Convection Flow %illhin a Rotating Enclosed Cas-Ify 
I ligh Rayleigh number natural convection under centrifugal acceleration has been studied 
cxperimentally and computationally at Aachen University. Bohn ct al [1993,1994] reported 
experimental investigations for three rotating cavity geometries. To achieve a centripetal or radial 
beat flux inside the annular cavities the outer radii cylindrical wall was heated and the inner radii 
cylindrical wall cooled. Both end surraccs or the annulus (discs) were thermally insulated. Two or 
the configurations, labelled A and 11, (Figure 2.2) wcrc for closed annuli rotating around their 
horizontal axis. The radius of the inner cylindrical wall (ri- I 25mm) and the width (s- I 20mm) or 
the annular cavity was the same ror both these configurations. For geometry A the outer cylindrical 
wall radius was rý-335rnm, and for geometry B rrMmm. The third cavity configuration, C, had 
the same dimensions as for 11, but 8 radial walls (all thermally insulated) divided the annulus into 
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45* segments. The test rig had a maximum rotor speed of 3500 rcvhnin and a maximum cavity 
pressure or4 bar. The tcnipcraturc of the outer cylindrical wall could be varied up to I 00"C, whilst 
the inner cylindrical wall could be cooled to 15*C in the sununcr and to 8*C in the winter. 
11 
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125 240 182.5 115 0.63 120 45" 
Figure 2.2 Dimcnilons of the annular cas, 111cs for three experimental test configurations. 
Using the measured overall heat transfer Bohn ct al were able to derive a Nussclt number 
correlation for each test configuration. 71c temperature difTcrcncc, AT. used in the dcrinition or 
Grashof number is the temperature between the hot and cold cylindrical walls. The results may be 
summariscd as follows. 
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Configuration A, (I I/r,. - 0.96 and s/r. - 0-5) 
Nu - 0.246 Ra+ 0.221 1xI Ol< Ra#< Ix 1012 (2.31) 
Configuration 11, (11 / r. - 0.63 and s/r. - 0.66) 
Nu - 0.317 Ra#0*211 IxI 0'? < Ra#< Ix 1012 (2.32) 
Configuration C, (I I/r., - 0.96, s/r,,, - 0.5 and 45* scctor) 
Nu - 0.365 lla#'O- 
213 1x 107< Ra4< IXIO12 (2.33) 
where the rotational Rayleigh number, Ra# - Gr Pr, and the rotational Grashof number, Gr# - r. w2 
ATL3P2/(T. p2) with L- 11, r. -(ri+ r. )12 and the Nussclt numbcris dcrincd as NU-414A 
where 4 is the heat flux and 4, is thc licat transfer by conduction alone. 
Comparing the results for configuration A widi configuration 1) shows that the change in geometry 
has only a weak influence on the licat transfer in the rotating annulus. 11c insertion orthc 
separation walls, as for configuration C, attenuates the relative circumfcrcntial velocity inside the 
cavity, resulting in a decrease orthe radial component ortim Coriolis force. The natural convection 
flow inside the cavity is strcngtlicncd so the heat transfcr is increased. Comparing the results from 
Configuration C to those from B confirmed the increase in licat transfer for the separated wall sector 
cavity. 
In addition to the experimental work, Bohn ct al also carried out a numerical simulation (CFD 
analysis) for the sectored annulus geometry, configuration C. Both steady and unsteady three. 
dimensional analyses were perfornicd using a coarse mesh. All computations %%-crc carried out with 
the density calculated by the ideal gas law and the flow was assumed to be laminar, i. e. Direct 
Numerical Simulation (DNS) - like solutions whcre the full Navicr-Stokcs equations arc solved 
directly. Ilicir steady solutions showcd that the flow inside the segment was confincd to the 
boundary layers on the cylindrical and radial walls with virtually no relative motion in the core. The 
core was virtually isothcrmal (with T z: 1/2(TI+Tc)) with no conduction occurring in the radial or 
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circumrcrcntial direction. I lcat transrcr was confincd to the boundary layers. 77he predicted flow is 
illustrated schematically in Figure 2.3.77he hot fluid that flows radially inward creates a large 
Nusselt number near ct - 0' on the cold surface, and the cold fluid that flows radially outwards 
creates a large Nussclt number near ct - 45' on the hot surface. Thcrcrorc. there is a large 
circurnrcrcntial variation in the local Nussclt numbers on the cylindrical surfaces. Results from the 
steady computational analysis or the sectored cavity showed the convective heat transrcr to be 
consistent with, but slightly greater than the experimental results with differences oraround 8 %. 
The authors attributed most orthc difference to heat losses in the experiment with the losses 
through the insulated discs estimated to be between 10% and 20% of the heat supplied. 711c 
unsteady computational analysis showed the flow to be unstable with the Nussclt numbers showing 
a stochastic behaviour. 
Further CFD studies have been made for these types of cavitics and will be discussed later in 
section 2.4. 
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Bohn ct al. [1994] also used the Aachen rig to investigate the pure axially directed heat flux case, 
where one disc side wall is hot and the opposite disc is cold and all other walls thmnally insulated. 
Only configuration 11 was considered in the investigation. In addition to the experimental work 
r 
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numcrical calculations wcre also conductcd. The derivcd licat transfcr corrclation from the tcst data 
for this configuration was, 
Nu - 0.364 Rz4 0.124 2x)0% < Ra< 5x 1010 (2.34) 
Conclusions drawn frorn the axial heat flux work were th3t the numerical and experimental data 
were in quite good agreement, with exception of high Ita-riumbers, %%, here the numerical analysis 
predicted higher heat transfer than the experiments showed. 77he heat transrcr ror the axial heat flux 
case is much smaller than that ror the radial directed heat flux case. Comparison of the level orhcat 
transfer between the pure radial and pure axial directed heat flux cases shows that the radial heat 
transrcr is the important mechanism for cavities with the combination oraxial and radial 
temperature distributions that occur in gas turbine compressor disc cavities. 
Bohn ct al's experiment will be revisited in Chapter 4 %%, here further 3D CFD analyses, with various 
Rayleigh numbers, will be compared to the experimental data. 
2.4 Rotating Ca% Ity %s Ith Axial Througitnow 
2.4.1 SingIc ca% fly Investigations 
As noted in Ch3pler 1. the flow in the inter-disc cavities becomes highly complex when the discs 
arc heated with the flow becoming three-dimensional and time dependent. 71is complexity of the 
flow has been revealed by a number orcxpcrimcntal studies. much orthe published work originates 
from the University orSusscx. For example, Farthing ct al [19921 pcrrormcd an experiment to 
investigate the flow inside a simple rectangular rotating cavity with a central axial througliflow. 
2.4.1.1 hotlicrnial flow 
Farthing ct al. 's [19921 simple model ora rotating cavity with axial throughtlow is shown in Figure 
2.4. Two discs oroutcr radius, b, and inner radius, a, are separated by an axial gap, S. 17he rotational 
speed or the cavity is n, the flow rotational speed is to and the bulk average axial velocity orthc 
axial throughtlow is W. For a fluid kinematic viscosity v, the rotational Reynolds number is dermcd 
as Re. -0 b2 / v, and the axial Reynolds number as Re, -W di, / v, where dh is the hydraulic 
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diameter or oic inlct. For a cavity with an inner drive shail or radius, r. dh - 2(a. r') and for one 
without an inner drive shaft, dh - 2a. 
I Stroud I 
I Down*"an cisC 
rigure 2.4 Nomenclature for axial throughtlow and Isothermal flow structurc. (I'arthing ct al) 
A further non-dimcnsional parameter, the Rossby number, Ro links the effects of rotation and 
inertia of the axial througliflow. This is defined as the ratio or the incan velocity of the throughflow 
to the tangential velocity at the borc radius; 
RO M IV/04 M 
PRc. 
,1 (2.35) 
j2a(a-rjRc 
Laser illumination flow visualisation and Laser Doppler Ancmomctry (LDA) were used by Farthing 
ct al. [19921 to study the flow structure in unheated (or isothermal) and heated cavities with a/b 
0.1. A series of schematic diagrams of the isothcrmal flow structure is shown in Figure 2.5. I'lic 
principal parameters afTccting the resulting flow arc the Rossby number, Ro, and the gap ratio, G 
Vb. For no rotation, Ro - co, the througliflow generates one or more (depending on gap ratio) 
axisymmctric toroidal vortices. Rotation has the cffcct or suppressing the toroidal vortex and 
dcstabilising the central througliflow, creating a change in behaviour of the central jet. This is 
charactcriscd by a number orrcgimcs oraxisyrnnictric and non-axisymmctric vortex breakdown. 
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11-1gure 2.5 Visual Impressions of smoke patterns In an Isothermal rotating mity %%kh axial 
througliflow: Re. - 5000 (I'arthing ct al. 119921) 
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For turbulent flow (Rc, > 2000) and for a constant gap ratio four scparate rcgimcs of voricx 
brcakdown were identified as the Rossby number is decreased (from around 100 to a value of less 
than 1). These were given flic following names (in order of decreasing Rossby number): Modc Ia 
(21: 5 Ro: 5 100), Nf odc 2a (2.6: 5 Ro: 5 2 1). Modc Ib (1.5: 5 Ro: 5 2.6) and Modc 2b (Ro: 5 1.5). For a 
gap ratio of G-0.533, the rcspcctivc boundaries of these regimes occur at Ro = 21-23,2.6 and 1.5. 
The Mode I regimes arc associated with a non-axisymmctric bchaviour of the central througliflow; 
Modc 2 behaviour is associated with axisymmetric behaviour. Decreasing the gap ratio appears to 
suppress the formation of Modc la behaviour. Further dctails orthe tests and description of the 
modes of instability are given by Owen and Pincombe (1979] and by Owen and Rogcrs (1995). 
2.4.1.2 Nonisothernial flow 
When the cavity is heated, the Sussex research has indicated that significantly more of the 
throughflow penetrates into the outer part of the cavity. Most observations of tile heated now 
structure were made with gap ratios of G-0.124 and 0.267, and a surface temperature distribution 
that decreases with radius. It was found that this gave a clearly defincd flow structure. Long and 
Tuckcr [I 994a] found that the flow structure inside the cavity is heavily influenced by the radial 
distribution or surface temperature imposed on the discs. Flow entered the cavity in one or more 
radial arms, bifurcated near the outer radius forming one or more pairs orcirculations in the radial- 
circumferential, r-O plane. A schematic diagram, in the r-O plane, of the heated flow structure is 
shown in Figure 2.6. One circulation rotated in the same direction as the discs, called the cyclonic 
region; the other circulation rotated in the opposite direction, which is called the anticyclonic 
region. Under most conditions the regions orcirculations did not merge but were separated by a 
region in which the fluid did not appear to enter. The cyclonic region has a lower pressure than that 
of the anticyclonic region. In the experiment with a surrace temperature distribution that increases 
with radius it was not possible to obtain clear visual or photographic evidence of the flow structure 
in the cavity. I Iowcvcr the overall impression was that significantly more of the central througliflow 
penetrated the cavity, the higher velocities leading to an ill-defined flow structure especially in the 
region adjacent to the peripheral shroud. These difTercnccs in flow structure may be qualitatively 
explained from consideration of thermal stratification in a centrifugal rorce field. A fluid 
temperature that decreases with radius has a stable stratification, whilst a fluid temperature that 
increases with radius has an unstable stratification. resulting in incrcaicd radial mixing. It appears 
that heating the cavity introduces buoyancy forces that act to dcstabilise the central througliflow. 
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Farthing [1988] found that when only the shroud was heated a similar flow structure to one 
mentioned above occurs, cxccpt there were multiple radial arms and multiple separation zones. 
When both the shroud and the discs were heated, the same flow structure as for the heated shroud 
was observed. T`hcse radial arms appear to exchange fluid with the strong cyclonic flow adj3cent to 
the shroud. The cntirc flow within the cavity routes at an average angular velocity, w, which is 
found to vary with the disc gap ratio (axial distance bct%%, ccn the discs to the cavity outer radius). 
and is different from (1, the angular speed orthc cavity. Carcrul examination of high-speed video 
recordings was used to determine the ratio co/fl, and it was found that 0.9 < (, A) <I for the Rossby 
number, Ro-%V/fla, region of 0.57 < Ro < 9.2. 
I 
rigurc 2.6 Schematic diagram of llic heated flow structurc In r4 plane 
Farthing ct al (1992) measured the heat transrcr rroin the discs ora cavity with a/b- 0.1 and G -s/b 
- 0.138. I'licy round that for symmetrically headed discs, where the level and radial distribution or 
temperature is the same, the heat transfer was the same on each disc, implying symmetry orthe 
flow in the midaxial plane. For asyninictrically heated discs, the heat transfer on the cold disc was 
round to be lower than the heat transfer on the hot disc. The radial temperature distribution also had 
a significant cffcct on the local heat transfer. The radial variation orthe heat transfer rallowcd the 
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disc surface temperature distribution. For a surface temperature that increased with radius, heat 
transfcr also increased and vice versa. From the heat transrcr test data, Farthing ct a]. derived the 
following heat transfcr correlation for a disc surface temperature distribution where the tcmpcraturc 
increases with disc radius: 
Nis 0.0054 Rc*, -3 Gr*-'s 
%%-hcrc Gr = 112rl7(T, - T,,, Xb - r)' v2 , T, is thc disc tempcraturc and Ti. 
is thc inIct fluid 
tcmperaturc. 
xr.. _ q(b - A. (T, - TO 
jT94 - 
The abovc corrclation Equation 2.36a can also bc exprcsscd as, 
(2.36a) 
Nu - 0.0054 Rclo" Rco'12 (PAT)" (rl bX(bl r) - 1)"" (2.36b) 
%%, hcrc the Nussclt numbcr, Nu = 
qr 
! 
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The significance of Equation 2.36 is that it suggests the flow and licat transfer in the (narrow G- 
0.138) cavity occurs as a result of rotationally induced laminar rrcc convection. 71is is supported by 
the work or Long and Tucker [1992,1994b], who reported on licat transrcr measurements rrom the 
Shroud itscir(ror a/b - 0.1 and s/b - 0.13). Tlicy noted that the disc surface temperature distribution 
appears to have little cffcct on the shroud licat transrcr, providing the cavity air temperature is used 
as the rcrcrcncc temperature to define the Nussclt and Grastior numbers. The measured shroud licat 
transrcr is then in reasonable agreement with the licat transrcr predicted using an established 
correlation ror natural convection rroin a horizontal surracc. Tlicse findings arc also confirmcd in 
the multiple cavity investigations of Long ct al. (2003] and Long ct al. [2006]. The licat transfer 
from a cavity with a wider gap ratio (G - 0.36, alb = 0.1) was investigated by Long ( 19941. 
Increasing the gap ratio was round to increase the licat transrcr. in the range 4< Ro < 5, there was a 
significant increase by a factor or 3; ror Ro < 4, the results were approximately the Sallie; ror Ro > 
5. there was a smaller increase by a factor or2 in Nussclt number with gap ratio. Two mechanisms 
were identified as being responsible ror the licat transrer, rotationally induced buoyancy and direct 
influence or the central througliflow. 
Tucker and Long (1998] carried out further cxpcrimcntal work, aiming to measure the temperature 
field inside a rotating cavity. Tlic cavity used in the experiment consisted of two steel flat faced 
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discs with an inner radius a-48.5mm and outer radius, b-484.5mm and separated by a distance, 
s-65mm. Tlicsc dimensions correspond to gap ratio, G-s/b, of 0.13 and an inlct radius ratio a/b of 
0.1. The peripheral shroud was made from a carbon-fibre epoxy resin composite. Each cavity disc 
was fitted with 5 separate annular 4.8 kW heaters, enabling control of the radial distribution or 
temperature. The shroud could also be heated via an electrical heater system. The inner faces orthe 
discs were covered with I mm thick glass fibre instrumentation mats to which approximately 40 
thermocouples were mounted. Ilic cavity air temperature was measured using a probe consisting of 
three thermocouples positioned at the non-dimcnsional radial locations, r/b-0.37,0.6 and 0.87 and 
the probe was placed half way along the cavity at s/2. Tbrcc disc surracc temperature conditions 
were considered; disc temperature incrc3sing with radius and unheated shroud, disc temperature 
decreasing with radius and unheated shroud, and unheated discs with a heated shroud. T`hcsc three 
conditions represent engine conditions, following an acceleration, following a deceleration and 
during the engine acceleration, respectively. Tucker and Long's experimental investigation showed 
again that the cavity radial and circumrcrcntial temperature distributions were both strongly 
influenced by cavity surface temperatures. When the discs were heated, significant circumferential 
cavity air temperature variations were observed, showing the flow to be three-dimensional. %Vhcn 
the shroud is heated and the discs unheated, no circumrcrcntial temperature variations were 
observed. Tests were conducted covering a range of rotational Reynolds numbers 2401: 5 Rc#: g 
8x 105 and axial Reynolds numbers 2x 101: 5 Rc,: S 4x 104 and importantly showed that both the 
rotational and axial Reynolds numbers had little cffcct on the cavity air temperature distributions. 
Temperature time traces were used to infcr that the angular velocity ratio (WO (0, w arc the cavity 
and fluid angular velocities, respectively) is inversely proportional to the parameter 0 AT., which 
is consistent with previous LIDA measurements by Farthing ct al [1992]. 1 Icre 0 is tile fluid thermal 
expansion factor (-I /Ti., Ti. is the inlct air temperature) and AT.,, - Tn.. - TI. where T.., is the 
maximum cavity surface temperature. 
Results from a numerical CFD 31), unsteady flow analysis by Tuckcr [19931 showcdqualitativc 
agreement with the visualisation results in prediction orthe flow structures rcfcffcd to earlier. For 
the disc and shroud licat transfer Tuckcr showed that the derived local Nussclt numbers (Nu -qL 
AT k) agreed reasonable well with the measured heat transfer data and with the Farthing ct al. 
correlation. 
Owen and Powell [20041 made velocity and licat transfer measurements in a single cavity research 
rig with central inlet and exit, a/b-0.4, s/b-0.2 with just the downstream disc heated. Tests 
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were carried out for 4xIO5< Re# <3.2x 106 and lAx I 01<11c, <5404.7lictimc-average LDA 
measurements of tangential velocity showed that near to solid body rotation occurs in the cavity. 
0.96 <w/ 11r < 0.99, when the downstream disc was heated to 75K above the inlet air temperature, 
for the range of dinicnsionlcss radii 0.67 < r/b < 0.97. The radial velocity was found to be 
approxinutcly two orders of magnitude smaller than the tangential velocity. 71c timc-avcrage 
tangential velocity was also found to increase above w/ 11r -I when the temperature between the 
disc surfaces and the inlet air was reduced to below approximatcly 40K. A spectral analysis of the 
velocity measurements revealed behaviour that was consistent with one, two or three pairs or 
cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices in the flow ficid. 
2.4.2, '%Iultlplc cavity Investigations 
An earlier study carried out on an engine representative geometry was reported by Burkhardt ct al. 
[ 1994). I'licir experimental rig comprised five cavities with all the discs having a common bore 
radii with G-0.256 and a/b -0.286, and tests were carried out for rotational and axial Reynolds 
numbers 1.9x 106: 5 Rc#: 5 5.6x 106 and 2.7x 104: 5 Rc,: 5 9.5x 104.1 Icat transrcr results were obtained 
using measured surracc icinpcraturcs and a conduction solution method. I'lic test rig also carried a 
central drive shafý which could bc made to rotate in either direction. The licat transrcr froin the 
discs was round to increase whcn the rotational speed or ti, c shaft approached that or the discs. For 
the central and outer part of the discs there was reasonable agreement between the measured local 
Nussclt numbers and those predicted by the Farthing ct al correlation, Equation. 2.36. 
2.4.2.1 Sussex UTC multiple ca%-I(y rig build I ciperlinental Invest Ign I Ions 
Further experimental work was carried out by Alcxiou [2000], to investigate the [teat transfer and 
flow physics within the intcr-disc cavities Ora gas turbine compressor with axial througliflow. 
Alcxiou derived licat transfer correlations from cxpcrimcnial test data from the Sussex UTC 
Multiple Cavity Rig (NICR) Build 1. A general assembly drawing for this rig is shown in Figure 
2.7. The rotor and inner si, an or the rig represent part Oro 11 P compressor internal air system and 
were scaled down from a Rolls-Royce Trent acro-cnginc, to a ratio orO. 7: 1. Temperature 
measurements were obtained from the drive conc and disc surfaces. A conduction solution method 
using the measured surface temperatures as boundary conditions was then used to estirnatc the heat 
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transfer from both the surface orthc rig cone and rrom the surracc ortlic disc. Alcxiou round that 
the measurements from the outcr surracc or the cone were in reasonable agreement with the 
theoretical predictions ror the heat transrer from a rrcc cone in turbulent flow. I [cat transrcr 
measurements from the inner surrace of the cone revealed two regimes of heat transrcr. Depending 
on the values or Ro/(pAT,, j)"2, the heat transrcr would either be dominated by rotation at a low 
value, Ro/(PAT., &)"2 <6 or by through-flow effects at a high value, Ro/(PAT.,, )112 > 6. In the 
rotationally dominated regime, the shaft sense or rotation was found to influence the heat transrcr 
rrom the inner surface of the cone. A co-rotating shaft gavc higher heat transrcr than a contra- 
rotating shaft. I'lic rollowing correlations were derived ror beat transrcr rrom the inner conc surracc. 
Ro<3.5, Nu - 0.0243 Rc, O'OK6 Gro, 32x", " 
[r (al (2.37) 
Ro>3.5, Nu - 8.93 x 10" Rc, "341 x'3-921 (2.38) 
wherc, Gr - fl2r sinO PAT(r/sinO)l/v2 is the Grashof numbcr, and 0 is thc conc hairang1c. 
17he hcat transrcr from the disc was lower than that rrom the inner cone, however the average 
Nussclt numbers showed similar behaviour to that from the inner cone surracc and suggcstcd the 
same influence from the two regimes. From the heat transrcr results in the disc-cone cavity, Alcxiou 
suggested that at the higher Rossby numbers (Ro) the througliflow 'drives' a large vortex that rills 
the cavity. At lower Rossby numbcrs the mechanism orccntrifugal buoyancy causes radial outflow 
towards the ccntrc of the cavity with radial inflow next to the disc and cone surfaces, which is 
consistent with Farthing ct al. s findings. 
Owen and Powell [2004] from their single cavity work also obscrvcd that the heat transfer 
measurements gave support to the existence ortwo different flow regimes, a buoyancy induced 
rcgime at high rotational speeds and small axial througliflow, and a througliflow dominated regime 
at the lower rotational speeds and larger values oraxial througliflow. 
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periodicity in the flow structure. This was linked to the existence of pairs orcontra-rotating 
vortices, which is consistent with the current understanding or the heated flow structures. 
The Sussex Multiple Cavity Rig shroud heat transfer results from Build 2 and Build 3 have been 
reported by Long ct al. [2006b]. The heat transfer from the shroud was shown to be governed by 
rotationally induced free convection and was mainly affccted by the shroud Grashof number. The 
axial througliflow rate had little or no cffcct on the shroud heat transfer. Ilic heat transfcr appeared 
also to be virtually insensitive to the sense orshall rotation. Earlier work has demonstrated the 
principle that the shroud heat transfer may be predicted from modified cst3blishcd correlations for 
free convection from a horizontal plate in a gravitational field. Gravitational acceleration is replaced 
with the centripetal term and the cavity core air temperature is used and not the inlet temperature. 
I'lic rig temperature data was consistent with this approach. T'herc was a diffcrcncc in the shroud 
heat transfer between Build 2 and Build 3, with values from Build 3 being greater than from Build 
2. This difference was attributed to the greater influence of the axial throughtlow on the cavity air 
when the annular gap was increased. The heat transfer from the inside ora rotating conical surface 
exposed to axial througliflow could also be predicted using the frcc convcctions, providing the 
Rossby number, Ro, was small enough. 
Disc beat transfer results from Build 2 and Build 3 have been reported by Long ct al. 12006c]. 71c 
disc heat transfer showed a stronger dependence on axial Reynolds number, Res than the rotational 
Reynolds number, Reo. Increasing Re, tcndcd to increase the average disc heat transrcr. This was 
attributed to the stabilising cfTcct of the Coriolis acceleration. Widening the disc borc gap appeared 
to increase the disc heat transrcr. Unlike the earlier work by Farthing ct al. and Long using a single 
cavity with axial througliflow where the disc heat transrcr was influenced by both forced and rrcc 
convection cffccts, Long ct al's later work showed little cvidence to suggest that disc heat transfer 
was affected by the buoyancy driven flow. It is clear frorn Long ct al's work that the shroud does 
have an influence on the flow in the cavity. As mentioned earlier for an unheated shroud and a 
narrow cavity and a small radial inlct (as with the Farthing ct al. experiment) heating the disc 
created buoyancy forces that dcstabilisc the axial througliflow, and the narrow gap ratio suppresses 
rorced convection cffccts. For a wider gap ratio (Long [ 19941), forced convection effects would be 
cxpected to have an cffcct on the flow in the cavity. In both narrow and wide gap ratio cases, the 
maximum disc surface temperature was comparable to the shroud temperature, with values of the 
buoyancy parameter based on the average disc surface temperature of PAT. q - 0.25. So even in the 
wider gap ratio cavity. buoyancy driven cffccts occurred towards the outer radius or the discs. 71c 
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disc licating pattern on the Sussex Multiple Cavity Rig was quite different to that on tile earlier 
single cavities. The maximum disc temperature was around 25K less than the shroud temperature 
and typical values of [fie buoyancy parameter were in tile range 0.02 < PAT., j < 0.1. The gap ratio 
G-0.2 was also significantly larger than in the earlier single cavity work. Taking into consideration 
all these f3ctors, and the presence of a shaft at a relatively large radius ratio, it is perhaps not 
surprising that there was little evidence of buoyancy driven heat transrcr behaviour on tile disc 
surfaces in Ole Long experiments. 
2.5 Stationary and Rotating Cavities - Numerical Studies 
Long and Tucker [ 1994a) attempted to numerically model the flow within the same rotating cavity 
with axial througliflow used in Owen and Powell's experimental test. The numerical model 
reproduced the experimental observation that some or the central througliflow does enter the cavity 
as the result of the buoyancy cffccts, induced by rotation. 
Other numerical studies have been carried out, for example by Long, Nforse and Tucker [ 19971, 
Tucker and Long [ 19951, Tucker and Long [ 1996], Wong [20021 and by Tian, Too, Ding and Xu 
[2004). In general, these CFD studies have given results that arc qualitatively similar to 
experimental observations and give acceptable agreement with beat transfer and LDA 
measurements. The three-dimensional numerical study by Tian ct al. [2004) supports the earlier 
qualitative flow visualisation work of Farthing ct al. The isothermal flow structure is seen to be 
axisymmctric and stable, and rotation decreases the influence orthc central toroidal vortex. For a 
heated cavity the flow may become unstable due to the influence orrotationally induced buoyancy. 
An instability that develops close to the shroud was seen to affect the rest or the cavity as the 
Rayleigh number was increased. Predicted heat transfer appears to be consistent with previous 
experimental measurements and shows the different afTccts or the two flow regimes or rorced and 
free convective heat transrcr. 
Johnson ct al. [2004) developed a stability analysis and applied this to the case of rotating cavity 
flow with axial througliflow. 71c analysis showed that for a Rossby number, Ito < 0.1 the flow in 
the cavity may be stabilised by a density gradient that increases with increasing radius, (but this 
behaviour ceases at Ro > 1). For intcrnictliate values of Ito, achieving stability involves a more 
complex relationship of velocity and temperature proflics. 
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As part of the study in to the flow and licat transrer within both stationary and rotating scaled 
cavities numerical work has been done using Large Eddy Simulations (LES) Cr-D. LES methods 
may have distinct advantages over the unsteady Reynolds-avcragcd Navicr-Stokcs (RANS) 
methods ror this type of buoyancy driven problem, which is know to give rise to large scale 
unsteady flow structures. In LES the larger turbulent eddies arc simulated, with smaller (sub-grid 
scale) eddies being modcllcd. 7he sub-grid scale modelling is dependent up on the mcsh size and 
unlike RANS is designed to allow development of the larger resolved eddies that interact with the 
mean flow. 
Concurrent work by Sun, Kilfbil, Chew and I lills [2004] and by Sun and Chew [2004] comparing 
die use of LES with standard k-c RANS CFD for both stationary and rotating cavities with and 
without axial througliflow will be described and the results discussed in later chapters. 
2.6 Cross Flow Over a Stationary Cavl(y. 
As noted above, for an unheated cavity rotating at low speed the axial througliflow generates one or 
more toroidal vortices in the cavity. Similar cffccts have been observed ror planar two-dimcnsional 
flow over a stationary planar 2D cavity. I fence it is also appropriate to consider this simpler planar 
flow. The literature review has revealed a limited amount of research work has been completed on 
this subject. It was decided to focus mainly on the study by I laugen and Dhanak [1966). Ilicsc 
workers carried out an analytical and experimental investigation aimed at describing the turbulent 
momentum transfer mechanism in the separation flow region ora rectangular cavity racing an 
oncoming turbulent boundary layer. 
I laugcn and Dhanak's experimental apparatus consisted oran adjustable length flow channel and a 
rectangular cavity with adjustable depths. The channel was 2.5 in. (63.5mm) wide and had an aspect 
ratio of 10, ensuring a substantially 2D flow. I'lic cavity width was fixed at 2.5 in. (63.5mm) and its 
depth was varied up to 4.5 in (I 14.3min). 7lic free strcam air velocity was estimated to be 100 ft/s 
(30.48m/s). Ilic boundary layer thickness just upstream of the cavity could be varied up to I in. 
(25.4mm) and was found to be turbulent. Static pressures were measured along the cavity walls by 
means of a micromanonictcr. The static pressure was also measured across the shear layer by a 
probe held normally to the cross-flow direction. Tcrnporal-incan velocity and turbulent intensities 
were measured by means of a constant-currcnt hot-wire anemometer. A variablc-position traverse 
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mechanism was developed to move a hot-wirc probe longitudinally, parallel to the mean flow, and 
transvcrsely across the mixing region. The hot-wirc probe measurements wcre used to dctcrminc the 
distributions of the timc-mcan longitudinal velocity, turbulence intensity, and turbulcnt shcar strcss 
across the mixing rcgion. For flow-visualization studies a second experimental rig with the same 
dimensions was used. This rig was subjcctcd to flow of water approximately simulating the 
dynamic conditions in terms of flow Reynolds number and relative boundary-laycr thickness. 
Analytical flow models were postulated for tile three zones, namely, for the flow outside the mixing 
process within the shear laycr, for the flow within the shcar mixing layer and ror tile now outside 
tile mixing zone, inside the channel. Ile velocity profiles calculatcd from the analysis wcrc in 
agreement with the hot wire experimental data in the rcgion of the mixing process. 
A conclusion drawn from this work was that the relative size or the turbulent boundary layer at the 
upstream edge ora rectangular cavity appeared to have significant cffects on the drag and tile 
velocity profiles in the slot. This could be important to the rotating cavity problem because of the 
need to know the levels of heat and momentum transfer across the shcar layer from tile cross flow to 
die cavity, or (in terms of a compressor) the transfer of heat and momentum from the axial 
througliflow under tile disc bores to the intcr-disc: cavities. 
Investigations using similar type of cavity geometries have been carried out at die University of 
Surrey. Experimental studies were pc6ornied by Disimile ct al. (2000] and by Savory ct al. (20001 
whilst Czech ct al. carried out both experimental and numerical studies. Both the experimental and 
numerical studies (using the RANS standard k-c model) showed similar results to the 1[3ugcn and 
Dhan3k experiments. I'lic CFD model predicted the flow reasonably wc1l and it was concluded that 
CFD could be used as a cost-effective tool in the design process concerning flow over cavities. 
This I laugen and Dhanak experiment will be revisited in Chapter 5 where a 2D CFD analysis, with 
various cavity depths. will be compared to the cxpcrimcntal data. 
2.7 A Numerical AxisymnictricAlodel or me Buoyancy 1, *. ffccts In Rotating Ca% Ity llom. 
To conclude the review of previous work, a look at a possible numerical mohod to model the 
unsteady thrcc-dimcnsional flow buoyancy cffccts within a rotating cavity with a simple steady 
flow two-dimensional axisymmctric model is cxamincd. Chew [20001 in a discussion note on 
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axisymmctric modelling orbuoyancy cffccts in rotating cavity flows postulated a simplificd model. 
In this simple model flow bctwccn two coaxial, corotiting, infinite cylinders at difrcrcnt unironn 
temperatures was considered. Averaging over time, it is expected that the flow variables will not 
vary with z or 0 in the natural cylindrical co-ordinate systcm(rO, z). From analogy with turbulent 
diffusion, simple dimensional arguments, and consideration ortlic stability of rotating flows, Chew 
postulated that in the interior flow the heat flux (4) is given (in terms ortimc averaged variables) 
by the rollowing cquation, 
-, 4Ra, *k 
dr dr 
dr dr 
whcrc the 'local rotational Rayleigh numbcr' Rai is dermcd as follows 
Ra, = Pr max[(I-)'_ r 
dp, o 22c 11 rcp dr 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
I IcreA and n are non-dimcnsional constants, Listhe representative length scale and, P, /1. Pr 
(-pC, A). v., CF. T. k and c denote the fluid density, viscosity, Prand(I number, swirl velocity, 
specific beat at constant pressure, static temperature, thennal conductivity and the speed orsound, 
respectively. In the low Mach number limit this model will promote beat transrer if the radial 
temperature gradient is positive. Eckhoff and Storcslcttcn [ 1978,1980] round this necessary low 
Mach nurnbcr criterion for the linear stability ora rotating, compressible and inviscid fluid. 
ror the conditions of interest the contribution orconvcntional thennal conduction to heat transrcr is 
cxpccied to be negligible. T'lien the core heat flux is givcn by: 
-ARal*k 
dT 
gir 
(2.41) 
For tile limiting condition orsmall values orAp/p, AT/T and Eckert number fIY/2ATCp where Ap 
and AT are representative values of pressure and temperature differences, solution or tile above 
equation for Ole core heat flux, el gives; 
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4r [In(r. / r, )] 
prploTAir- 
kAF, * PI 
(2.42) 
wherc. JT, is the inncr-to-outcr temperature rise across the interior region and /7 is a cocfricient or 
thcnnal expansion, which can be taken as I divided by the gas icinpcrature. 
Close to the boundary cylinders, thin layers arc assumed in which the heat conduction is given by 
modified experimental correlations for convection from a heated horizontal flat plate in gravity. 
I Icre the Fislicndcn and Saunders [ 1950] correlations are adapted to include centrifugal acceleration 
radicr than gravity; 
Nu - 0.54 Itaoý23 for 101 < Ra < 2x 107 (2.23) 
Nu - 0.14 Ra0.33) for 2x 107 < Ra < 3x 1010 (2.24) 
%%, here the Nusselt number Nu -L4 /(k AT) and the rotational Rayleigh number Ita - Pr Wr P2 0 AT 
L3 / p2 and L, AT, Pr, 0 (- I /Ts) denotes representative length scales, fluid to wal I temperature 
difference, Prandtl number and coefficicrit of thennal expansion, respectively. Tj is Ole gas 
temperature at the edge of the layer. Choice of the representative length scale, L is somewhat 
arbitrary, as the free convection correlation is based on experimental configurations quite different 
from that considered here. ror a finite cavity the haircavity width would be a reasonable choice. 
(Note that the characteristic length scale, L will cancel out if the flow is in the high Ra range as the 
Oterm in the Rayleigh number is raised to a power or 1/3 and the resulting L is cancelled out when 
the Nussclt is converted to a beat transfer cocfficicnt). 
Chew suggests that for each point on the wall surracc an air temperature could be estimated 
internally within the CFD calculation. This may be done by associating surface points with internal 
mesh points a specified distance away from the wall, or (more generally) by including an estimate 
orthe thermal boundary layer extent in the iterative procedure. Using this value orair temperature, 
the local wall temperature and fluid properties, the appropriate natural convection licat transrcr 
correlation equation (horizontal plate) may be applied to estimate the free convection licat transrer. 
4,, say. The following equations might then be used to estimate the additional heat flux, 4. say, due 
to buoyancy effects. 
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-, 4Ra, *k 
"T in the flow 'core' dr (2.43) 
r4. - r. 4" in the near-wall region (2.44) 
Such a method might be incorporated within the iterative CFD solution and extended to include the 
effects of cxtra mixing in the momentum conservation cquations. For conditions in which the frcc 
convection hcat transfcr was relatively small these modifications should have little cffect on the 
CFD solution. 
In conclusion Cliewrcports the following points thatcnicrSc rrom comparing the 'mixing model' 
with experimental data rrom Bolin ct al's closed annual cavity, and the inner cone cavity on the 
Sussex NICR Build 1. 
Frcc convcction in the closcd rotating annulus is supprcssed rclativc to that expectcd in an 
cquivalcnt gravitational ficld. Assuming this is duc to a uniform 'thcrm3l rcsistancc' across 
the corc flow docs not Icad to inconsistcncy with mcasurcmcnts for difrcrcnt radius ratios. 
The 'rcal' flow appcars to bc more complcx than this. 
Iligh Rayleigh number licat transfer in the inner cone cavity for the Sussex rig is quite 
different from that orthe closed annulus. The axial througliflow is thought to play a major 
role in promoting mixing in the cavity. 
'Mis work will be further developed into a modelling technique in Chapter 7 and aic application or 
the method to rig and engine rotating cavities in chapters 8 and 9, respectively. 
2.8 Conclusions. 
This chapter has reviewed the research work carried out in the ficid or flow within intcr-disc 
cavities. Two flow mechanisms, the buoyancy driven flow within an enclosed rotating disc cavity 
and the axial flow through the bore of the compressor, have been identirlcd. Studies in to the 
buoyancy driven flow cfTects for both stationary and rotating enclosed cavities have been discussed. 
ror a stationary cavity case with a vertical temperature difTcrencc the heated floor promotes mixing 
within the cavity and eliminates the temperature stratification which occurs for the horizontal 
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temperature difTcrcncc case. For the vertical temperature difference case the only fluid motion in 
the cavity was that due to the thermals. The heat transfer from tile heated floor compared favourably 
to a conduction-layer model. For the horizontal temperature difference case flicre was rotation of 
the fluid core with a horizontal velocity component to the thermals. I [cat transrcr correlations have 
been derived from experiments for the various heating configurations, all variations of the beating 
from below case, by a number of researchers. 11cre is a good agreement between these heat transfer 
correlations. For the rotating encloscd cavity, studies have shown that for high rotational speeds, 
centrifugal forces dominate gravity and temperature differences lead to centrifugally driven natural 
convection. I Icat transfer correlations have been derived from experiments for pure radial 
temperature difference and for pure axial temperature difference cases. Heat transfer results 
obtained from the numerical studies orthe experiments have shown good Pgrccmcn4 except for the 
high Ra-numbcr region with axial temperature difference, %%, here the numerical analysis predicted 
higher heat transfer than the experiments showed. Ilic heat transfer for the axial heat flux case is 
much smaller than that for the radial directed heat flux case. Comparison or tile level of beat 
transfer between the pure radial and pure axial directed heat flux cases shows that the radial heat 
transfer is the important mechanism for cavities with the combination of axial and radial 
temperature distributions that occur in gas turbine compressor disc cavities. Both experimental and 
numerical studies carried out for rotating cavities with axial througliflow have shown that the 
physics of flow mechanisms are complex, being 3D and unsteady. For low rotational speed cases 
3D unsteady numerical studies have been able to capture the flow physics reasonable well, with the 
LES CFD out performing k-c RANS modelling. From these studies two flow regimes for heat 
transfer were identified, a buoyancy induced regime at high speeds and small axial througliflow, 
and a throughflow dominated regime at the lower rotational speeds and large values of axial 
throughflow. Ilic heat transfer from the cavity shroud has been shown to be governed by 
rotation3lly induced free convection and the axial througliflow rate had little or no efTect on the 
shroud heat transfer. Shroud heat transfer has shown to have a greater influence on the flow within 
tile rotating inter-disc cavity than does the disc heat transfer. 7lic experimental and numerical 
studies showed with increasing rotational speed the flow within the inter-disc cavities become 
increasing complicated. To model tile now at the higher rotational speeds will require increased 
computing memory and speed to adequately capture the now physics to achieve an acceptable 
accuracy within a satisfactory time scale. An alternative approach is model these complex flow 
processes with approximate but computationally cfficicnt models. As a part of this alternative 
approach it was necessary to review tile research on cross-flow over a cavity, to study tile 
interaction of the cross-flow with the flow within the cavity. 7lic main conclusion drawn from the 
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studies, in terms of a compressor intcr-disc cavity, was that the relative size of the turbulent 
boundary layer at the upstream edge of a rectangular cavity appeared to have significant cffccts on 
the drag and the velocity profilcs in the slot. I'his could be important to the rotating cavity problem 
because orthc need to know the levels of licat and momentum transfer across the shear layer from 
the cross flow to the cavity. To conclude the ch3pter a simple 2D axisymmctric steady now 
approach combining the two flow processes, the cavity flow with the axial throughflow, has been 
postulated, which if achieved will be able to adequately model the complex flow in a computational 
efficicrit and timely way. 
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CHAPTER3 
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF NATURAL CONVECTION 
IN A CUBE 
Summary 
This chapter presents CFD results for natural convection in a cube. Two licating configurations 
wcrc considered, both being heated from the bottom surface. The computations were performed 
assuming both unsteady and steady flow and results have been compared with other worker's 
experimental measurements for licat transfer, flow patterns, and the mean and fluctuating 
temperature distribution. Calculated heat transrcr results compared well with the experimental 
derived licat transrcr correlation at low Rayleigh number (5. Ox 10') with a small difference at the 
higher Rayleigh number (3. Ox 1010). The unsteady flow computational analysis accuracy was better 
than that for the steady flow analysis, 
3.1 Introduction 
Published research in this area of natural convection in an enclosed cavity appears to have been 
limited to experimental investigations. whilst very little computational modelling has been 
published. The majority of the experimental research has been performed for the limiting cases or 
vertical enclosures heated from below and cooled from above, and horizontal enclosures 
diffcrcntially heated from the side. A smaller amount of cxpcrimcrital work has been performed for 
the mixed cavity natural convection, where the enclosure is both heated and cooled top and bottom 
and on the sides. This chapter cornparcs the CFD results for natural convection in a cube with test 
data from the Kirkpatrick and Bohn's ( 1986] cxpcrimentst. First, a description orthe experiment 
will be presented followed by the licat transrcr results in section 3.2. In section 3.3 the numerical 
investigation using the FLUENT [1998) CFD code will be discussed. CFD results will be presented 
in section 3.4, firstly for the steady flow and secondly for the unsteady flow solutions. Summary 
and conclusions for the chapter will be in presented in section 3.5. 
tAW 
of this rescamh work has been publithed in Paper No. OT2004-53528. presented at die ASNIC Turbo Expo, 
Vienna. Austria. 2004 (Sun, Kilroil. Chew and I fill*. 2004). 
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3.2 Description or the Experiment. 
At Ilia Colorado State University Kirkpatrick and Bolin conducted two separate experiments, the 
first to determine the overall Nussclt-Raylcigh number correlations and ilia second to determine the 
flow patterns and temperature distributions. A brief description of ilia experiments and the four test 
licating configurations were given in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3. All the configurations have a heated 
bottom plate. The experiments were pcrronncd using the test cell shown in Figure 2.1. The cubical 
enclosure had an interior dimension of 305mm, which was constructed orcight 12.7mm thick 
aluminium plates. I'lic four inner plates overlap one another and were screwed together with a 
neoprene gasket between them to form the enclosure. 'T'he four outer plates provide heating and 
cooling to the four enclosure walls via milled channels through which hot and cold water was 
pumped. The outcr plates were scalcd and boltcd to the inner plates. 7lic remaining two vertical 
surfaces were 19mm Lucite plates that allow for flow visualization. The test cell was instrumented 
with the top and two sidcwalls having centrally located thermocouples bored to within 3mm orthe 
enclosure's inner surface. The top wall also had eight additional thermocouples located as shown in 
Figure 2.1. The purpose or these coppcr-constantan thermocouples was to determine the average 
wall temperatures and spatial variations in the wall temperature across the plate. The spatial 
variation was less than 10% and typically 5% of the overall hot-to-cold surricc temperature 
difference. The hot and cold surraccs were thercrore considered isothermal. For the I IC case, the 
two vertical metal walls were considered to be perfectly conducting giving a linear temperature 
distribution along the wall. I'lic overall licat transfer measurements were expected to be within: f: 5% 
of ilia actual convective licat transfer rrom each surface. The working fluid in the test cell was 
dcioniscd water. Properties orthe water in the test cell wcrc calculated at a tenipcraturc equal to the 
average of the heated and cooled wall temperatures, rcrcrrcd to as the bulk temperature. 
Temperature measurements within the enclosure core were made with a coppcr-constantan 
thermocouple probe inserted through the top plate. The L-shaped probe was moved vertically ror 
vertical scans and rotatcd ror horizontal scans. The probe could not be placed closer than 8mm frorn 
the top and bottorn surraccs or the test cell, due to the dimensions or the probe. The thcrtnocouple 
output was sampled by a microvoltinctcr at a 101 Iz rate for a period of 120s. I'lic time constant of 
the probe is calculated to be 0. Is, an order ormagnitude smaller than the characteristic time or 
thermals. The temperature measurement was repeatable to 0.1 K. 
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3.3 Test I lent Transfer Measurements 
From the experimental results, Kirkpatrick and Bohn were able to derive heat transfer correlations 
for the various heating configurations. in each of the test configurations, the bottom surface of the 
enclosure was heated. For the calculation orthe Nussclt number, wall-to-bulk temperature 
diff'ercrice was used. 
Nu - h., o L/k (3.1) 
h., l - Q/( A. I Tw-Tb (3.2) 
wherc h., g is the avcrage licat transfcr codricica 
In the definition of the Rayleigh number, Ra, the temperature differential used was the di(Tercnce in 
temperature between the hot and cold walls. 
Ra - (g 0 AT L3 / V2) pr 
for vcriical Rayleigh number, Rah -g0 ATh h' / va 
based on enclosure licight. h 
for horizontal Rayleigh number, Rai -gPATI 11 /va 
based on enclosure length, I 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3.1, for the limiting conriguration I IC me the 
Nusscit-Rayleigh number correlation of the test data can be given by, 
Nu - 0.0986 Ra"j (2.14) 
The I If ICC case involves simultaneous heat transfer rrom the surface and vertical sidewall to the 
top surracc and opposite vertical sidcwall. Also as nicntioncd previously in Ch3pter 2, for the 
111 ICC case the Nusselt-Ray1cigh number corrcl3tions of lite test data are given below: 
For the top and bottom surfaces, Nu - 1.10 V'216 (2.15) 
and for the side walls, Nu - 0.141 RP 1) (2.16) 
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The bottom and top surface Nussch numbers were approximately 25% higher than the sidewall 
Nussclt numbers. I'lic test results showed that thc dominant mode of heat transrcr was the natural 
convection from the bottom to the top of the enclosure rather than the laminar boundary-laycr heat 
transrcr from one vertical wall to another. 
3.4 Numerical Investigation 
Forthe numerical investigation, CFD was used to model the I IC and I If [CC conrigurationsorthe 
natural convection experiments. Comparisons orthe CFD results have been made with the 
cxpcrimcntal measurements. The interior gconictry of the experimental test cavity was used in the 
CFD analysis. Thus, ilia geometrical size was 305mm cubcd. A typical calculation mash ror the 
geometry is shown in Figure 3.1. Various CFD meshes wcre used in the analyscs. The base line 
mash was 106ccils; 100 mash lines in cach direction. This mash had an expansion ratio, R or 1.1 
away rrorn each edge or the cavity. For a study of mash dcpcndency two further mashes wcrc used, 
aI 50-cubcd mash (R-1.058) and a 200 cubed mash (R-1.039). Ilia uppcr wall temperature was set 
to 300K for all cases, with ilia hotter, lower wall icnipcrature varicd from 301 K up to 340K to give 
a range of Rayleigh numbers from 5.83 x 10' to 2.33 x 1010. For the I IC test two metallic sidcwalls 
were insulated (the inner conducting plate was insulated from a second outcr plate) and the Lucita 
front and rcar surraccs had a low conductivity. All the sidewalls were thcrcrorc assumed adiabatic 
in die CFD analysis. For the I If [CC case. the same incsh was used in ilia CFD. The uppcr wall and 
one sidewall temperature were set to 300K ror all cases, with the hotter, lower wall and the opposite 
sidewall temperature set to 31 OK (Ra - 5.83 x 101) and 330K (Ra - 1.75 x 1010). 
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3. Conservation of Energy 
whcre E-h- 'pf + 
ul 
p2 
P, -P. V+p 
g(p. -P) 
Of + 
V- (pEU) w -pV-U + V-(kVT)+ (1) (3.8) 
r 
is the total cncrgy and scnsible cnthalpy, h- fCpdT. T,, r is 298.15K 
r,, 
and (D is the viscous dissipation tcnn (scc Equation AI- 10) 
is a rcduccd prcssurc 
is the buoyancy tcnn, whcre po Is the (constant) dcnsityorttic now. 
Ilic fluid used in the simulations was water, to match Kirkpatrick and Bolin's experimental 
conditions. The Prandd number (Pr) for water was taken as 7.0. with specific heat Cp - 4200 J/kgK, 
thermal conductivity k-0.6 W/mK, dynamic viscosity ti - 0.00 1 kg/ms and thermal expansion 
cocfricicnt P-0.0003 K*1. As this is a natural convection problem involving small changes in 
temperature the Boussincsq approximation [Vcrsiccg and Nfalalasckcra, 19951 was used to treat the 
fluid density (p): 
P-POO -PAT) (3.9) 
where AT -T- To, operating temperature, To - 300 K and operating density, po - 1000 kg/m) 
In the CFD solver [FLUENT 19981, the Boussincsq model treats density as a constant value in all 
solved equations except for the buoyancy terni (body rorce term) in the momentum equation. 
(p - pa) g *I - po P (T -To) g 
The acceleration due to gravity, g was set as -9.81 nils*2 in the vertical downwards direction (i. e. 
towards the hot bottom surface). 
Models were run assuming both steady and unsteady flow. For the steady flow models, both 
laminar and turbulent flow assumptions were used whilst for the unsteady flow models only laminar 
flow ("pscudo" DNS solution) was assumed. For the turbulent flow calculations. the standard k-c 
model and the 2-laycr k-c/ W near wall turbulence model were used. The standard k-c model 
turbulence equations and the near wall turbulence models used in the FLUENT CFD codo arc given 
in Appendix 1. 
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To solve the system orcouplcd differential equations a rinite volume scheme was used. For both tile 
steady and unsteady flow models, the segregated solver method was used, where ilia governing 
equations are solved sequentially. In ilia segregated solution method, each discrete, non-lincar 
equation is linearized implicitly with respect to that equation's dependent variable. Because ilia 
equations arc non-lincar, an iterative solution loop must be performed before a converged solution 
is obtained. Each iteration consists orupdating the fluid properties. the u, v and w momentum 
equations are each solved in turn using tile current values orprcssurcs and face mass fluxes (update 
(fie velocity field), solve the prcssurc-corrcction (continuity) equation (update pressure, face mass 
fluxes), solve energy, turbulence and other scalar equations and complete the iteration loop by 
checking for convergence. Temperatures, pressures, and u, v and w velocities are calculated and 
stored at the call centrcs. The method chosen ror discrctization of the scalar and momentum 
equations was the sccond-ordcr upwind scheme. A second order scheme was used ror ilia pressure 
interpolation and for the prcssurc-vclocity coupling (prcssurc-corrcction) the SIMPLE algorithm 
was used. 
ror the unsteady flow, the temporal discrctization ronnulation chosen was the second order implicit 
scheme. A time step orO. 2 seconds and 20 iterations per time step was used in the unsteady flow 
analysis. Rcrcrring back to the work orAsacda and Watanabe (1989] work in Ch3p1cr 2, they 
derived fonnulac to estimate a time constant for this type of flow problem 
Time constant, r- LIU - L'(Pr Rtj)"" la 
=LI (gflA TL) III 
whcrc U is the velocity scale [rn/sj and L is the length scale [m) 
For a temperature difTercncc hot to cold surface, AT or40K. U-0.191m/s and with L -0.305m 
the time constantý r-L/U-1.6s. For the time step the CFD code provider [rLUE- NTý 19951 
recommends taking a time step, At - T/4 -0.4s. Thetinic step used rorcach or dicManalyscs 
was 0.2s, clearly within the time step calculated above. 77hercforc. a time step orO. 2s should ensure 
that die majority of the thermal activity within the cavity would be captured. With time step of 0.2s 
die Courant. Friedrichs- Lcwy, CFL number w 13 ror the average distance across a cell on. 05nim 
that is only acceptable when using the implicit solver. The CFL number is high and could be 
lowered by reducing the time step, which may help to capture the smaller scale flow rcaturcs and 
die possible the onset ora thermal plume rising rrom the conduction layer. Further scaling 
calculations arc presented later in section 3.5.2.5. 
so 
3.5 Numerical Simulation Results 
3.5.1 Steady flow CFD solutions 
Steady flow CFD analyses were carried out rorboth the I IC and III [CC heatingconfigurations. 
Analyses were perrormcd assuming both laminar flow and turbulent flow models. Two temperature 
differences, hot to cold surraccs, were modelled IOK and 30K and all the simulations were 
pcrrorrncd with aI 00-cubcd mesh. with a grid expansion ratio or i. t rrorn each wall. Table 3.1 
below presents heat transrcr results obtained from the steady flow CFD analyses performed for the 
I IC configuration. The CFD licat transfer results are compared with Kirkpatrick and Bohn's heat 
tmnsrcr correlation. I teat transrcr results are expressed in the ronn oran area averaged Nusselt 
number, Nu, dcrined by Equations 3.1 and 3.2. The bulk temperature, Tb was taken as the mean or 
the hot and cold surface temperatures. 
Table 3.1 Comp2risons of steady laminar and turbulent CFD results %%1111 measured licat 
transfer for the I IC case. 
Case AT 
(K) 
, 
Pressure 
(Bar) 
Ra Nu 
(Exp. ) 
Nu 
(CFD) 
ANu 
V/0) 
Notes 
All ror StcatlX Flow 
1 _ 10 1 5.833xlO^ 177 172 . 2.8 Laminar, 100'incsh. R-1.1 
2 10 1 5.833xlO9 177 144 . 18.6 Turbulent. 100' inesh. R- 1.1 
3 30 1 1 1.75xlOlo 256 222 . 13.3 1 Laminar, 100' mcsti. R- 1.1 LH 
41 30 1 1 1.75xlO" 256 187 . 27.0 1 _Turbulent 
100' inesh. R- I 
Table 3.1 clearly shows that the heat transfer computed by the steady laminar flow model was 
closer to the measurements than for the turbulent flow model. Tlic steady flow turbulence model 
appears to damp down the tlicnnal activity within ilia cavity. However, for ilia steady laminar flow 
model there arc large discrepancies in the licat transter on the hot and cold surraccs. 71is error in 
the steady state calculations may be expected, as the flow widiin the cavity is clearly unstable and 
thcrcrorc time dcpcndcnL Convergence of the steady flow solutions were also a problem making the 
solutions doubtful and unsatisfactory. 1 lcncc the need to run ilia unsteady flow solutions. 
Table 3.2 shows the steady flow CFD licat transfcrrcsults rorthe 1111CC conriguration. The CFD 
heat transfer compares well with the measurements ror the top and bottom surraccs but not for the 
sidewalls. Overall, the I If ICC steady flow licat transrcr results arc closer to the measurements than 
for the I IC configuration 
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Kirkpatrick and Bohn Natural Convection in a Box 
I R, case Delta TI OK. 
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Figure 3.2 Contours of vertical velocity, IfC case, AT=IOK. 
Furbulent. Sleudý 
Laminar. Stead) 
Laminar, I'micad) 
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Table3.2 Comparisons or s(cady laminar and turbulent CFD results it HIS measured heat 
transrer for the IIIICC case. 
Case AT Pressure Ra Ton & ottom Walls Side Walls Notes 
(K) (Bar) 
I 
Nu Nu ý 1 ANu 
Nu Nu ANu All ror Steady 
(Exp. ) ý (CFD) M (Expj (CFD (%) Flow 
5 10 1 222 215 -3.2 161 143 -11.2 Larnmar, 
100, Mesh , 
6 to 1 5.833404 222 210 -5.4 161 142 -11.8 Turbulent, 
1 003 mcsil , 
7 30 1 T 7-5 x 288 284 . 1.4 227 190 -16.3 Laminar, 
100 1 mcsh. 
8 30 1 1.754010- - U8 267 7 5 -18.5 Turbulent, 
E I 
1 
: 
100 1 incsh 
I 
, R-1.1 
3.5.2 Unsteady now CFD solutions ror (lie I IC conlIguration. 
3.5.2.1 Flow structure 
Figure 3.2 shows contour plots of vertical velocity, and compares the steady state cases of laminar 
and turbulent flow with the unsteady laminar flow case for aI OK temperature difference. The figure 
shows that there was less activity within the cube for the steady cases compared to the unsteady 
case. Ilic plot of the steady flow turbulence model shows the apparent damping or tile thermal 
activity mentioned above. This allowed a near steady solution to be obtained. Overall, the unsteady 
laminar model produced the best results by capturing the main flow structures within the cube. As 
will be shown later, results frorn the unsteady faminar model compares well with the experimental 
results. The unsteady flow predictions arc illustrated by a time series orinstantancous vcrtical 
vclocity component and temperature contours on tile mid-planc of the cube, shown in Figures 3.3 
and 3.4 respectively. Pictures arc shown at 4-sccond intervals over a period lasting 28 seconds. 
T`hcsc results were produced on aI 00-cubcd mesh with the bottom surracc at 31 OK and tile top 
surface at 300K, giving a Rayleigh number or5.8x 109. Laminar flow was assumed for this 
simulation. The range of the temperature contours is from 304K (blue) to 306K (red). During the 
simulation period, two plumes can be seen to be released rrom the hot bottom surface, migrate 
towards a side of the cube bcrorc deaching rrorn the surface and rising up to the cold top surracc, A 
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cold plume appears to be released from the uppcr surrace and falls down a sidcwall. but is curtailed 
before reaching mid distance of the enclosure. The velocity range for the contours is from -0.02 mls 
to -+0.02m/s. The velocity plots show fluid rising from the hot bottom plate near the sidcwalls and 
accelerating as it moves upwards. Not shown clearly in the pictures is the high ievci oractivity in 
the directly opposite comer (rormcd between the two sidcwalls) where plumes firorn the cold surracc 
appear to flow down the opposite cdge of cnclosurc (the back edge is obscured in the pictures). Ilic 
general flow pattern is then diagonally across the cold surracc. Much less activity occurs in the 
other two corncrs, but again the plumes rise in one comer and rail in the diagonally opposite comcr. 
11crc appears to be less movement in the central core. The core temperature is rairly uniform and 
constant, the mixed temperature being the mean of the hot and cold surface temperatures. Some 
large-scale structures of the flow arc evident, with upward flow in the comcr viewed. The findings 
from the computational analysis, compare well with the observations made from the experimental 
work. Allowing for the change in the temperature diffcrcncc between the cxperimcntal work 
(approx. 30K) and the computation (10K), the size, the speed orpropagation and the period of 
release of the plumes from the hot bottom surracc arc consistent between the experiment and the 
computational work. Time history plots were only produced ror the I OK unsteady flow solutions 
and the only experimental data was given for the 30K conditions. T'he vclocity magnitude compares 
well with a value of -0.02 m/s cstimatcd from the adapted Asacda and Watanabe's [ 19891 
cxprcssion for the upward velocity scale at the edge of the thermal boundary layer, Equation 2.13. 
This cquation was deduced from experiments in water above a heated flat plate and when adiptcd to 
the current notation gives a maximum velocity of -8.5%1(OATgd) Ra*"6. 
Two movie clips of theCFDrcsults rorthcunstcadylaminar, I OKtcrnpcraturcdifrcrcncc I IC case 
showing the vertical velocity and tcnipcrature contours arc included on the CD disc attached to the 
thesis. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 were taken rrom these two movic clips. Filcimmes arc 'vclmovicdtlO' for 
the vertical velocities and 'tcnipmovicdt 10' ror the temperature plots. 
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Figure 3.3 Contours of vertical velocitv, IfC case. unsteady, laminar flow. Ra = 5.83% 10' 
(AT= 10 K). 
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Figure 3.4 Conlours of temperature, 11C case, unsteady, laminar flo'A. Ra ý 5.83%109 
(A'I'=IOK). 
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3.5.2.2 ficat trati%1'er 
Figure I. S Shows dic calculated licat transfer rales I'Mill the 101) and bottom stuflicc'. as .1 function of' 
hine for a Rayleigh number of'2.3x 101(l. Since these fluxes are averaged o%cr the walls. the 
variation with time is perhaps surprising. and must he due to the time dependent large-scale flow 
structures. In an experiment some %ariation ofthe top and NIton, surface temperatures might also 
he expected. but cannot occur mvith the houndary conditions specified in these calculations. Such 
eflects might danip out some ofthe variations in the lical flux seen here. Obviously, with adiabatic 
sidewalls, the t1me-averagcd licat input from the bottom plate should equal the output from the top 
plate. 'rhe numerical results are seen to satisfy this condition. 
11000 
Figure 3.5 Calculated %arialion of hem tran%ler on the lop md hollom -. tjrf. ice% for 14.1 
2.. 1%10"'(%T 40K). 
\ýciagc Ntissclt numhas 161. cach casc \%Cl. c ohlamed h\ 11111C a\ c1liging the sm Lik., c 11C. 11 11,111,4ci 
rates over a period of' I minute. As previously tiowd the Nu%selt number is del ined us,,,, lie 
ho(-to-cold plate temperature difference, while thc Ravleigh number definition uses (lie full 
temperature differcrice. Unsteady laininar flow CFD heal transfer result-, for four Rayleigh numhers 
-ire presented in Table 3.3. The table shows that (lie lical transt'cr is most accurale at the lower end 
17 
of* the Ray lei gh number range. I -or ilic I OK temperature (I I I'lerence case. Case 10. a time averaged 
heat transfer Nusselt Number within . 
1"o ol'the experimcn(al test derived Nusselt nuintwr was 
achieved. At the highest Rayleigh number condition (40K). Case 12, the error is 13".. 
Table 3.3 Comparisons of mWea(IN laminar CIA) resufts "ith nica%ured heat (ran%fer for the 
11C case. 
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Figure 3.6 Ifeal traiisfer numerical (111t. 1 compared "ith Kirkpatrick and Rohn 
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The results obtaincd from using the 100-cubcd mcsh have been compared with the experimental 
derived hcat transfer Nu-Ra correlation in Figure 3.6. The CFD heat transfer compares well with the 
experimental correlation with a small deviation at the higher Rayleigh numbers (13% crror). As can 
be seen from the graphical plot there was a small imbalance between the heat transfers on the two 
surfaces. 
3.5.2.3 Xlesh dependency 
To investigate mesh dependency, solutions were also obtained on two other fincr meshes. 150- 
cubed and 200-cubcd. In these cases the expansion factors away from the walls were reduced in 
order to keep the ratio of maximum to minimum grid spacing the same as for the 100-cubcd mesh. 
CFD heat transrcr results obtained ror the highest Rayleigh number (40K) using aI 50-cubcd mesh 
(Case 13) and 200-cubcd mesh (Case 14) have been presented in Table 3.3. The results have also 
compared to the experimental correlation, in graphical rorni, in Figure 3.7. Comparing the 
numerical heat transrcr with the experimental correlation shows that with mesh refinement the 
disparity between the numerical results and the experimental data correlation was reduced frorn a 
13% difrcrcncc with the 100-cubcd mesh to within 6% difrcrcnce orthe correlation with the 200. 
cubed mcsh. In addition, the difference in the Nusselt number between the hot and cold surfaces 
was reduced. This is due directly to the reduced error in the time averaged licat flow balance 
between the surraccs. From the plot it is reasonable to assume that no significant increase in 
accuracy can be gained by increasing the number of mesh cells above 200-cubcd. Numerical tests 
were also conducted to show that sensitivity to the timc-stcp used was small. Considering possible 
differences between experimental and modelled conditions and experimental uncertainty. the 
agreement of the simulations with measured heat transfer rates is excellent. 
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Kirkpatrick and Bohn Natural Conv*ction with In a Stationary Son - HC caso O*Ita T- 40 dog (with Water) 
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Figure 3.7 Ileat transfer numerical (CFD) re%ults compared %Olh Kirkpalrick and Bohn 
empirical correlation for %arious niesh sii. e, *. 
3.5.2.4 Temperature lield 
Figure 
.1 
Xa sho%%s ;I time series record ot'llic let npcra I tire calctilated at tile inter Im 
Otm l1k)"It Im"'. 
gnim above the bottom surface and Sinin below (lie top surface for the IW configuration. I'liese two 
posltl I ons correspond to the thermocouple probe locations Ili the experimental test. Flus particular 
lime series is flor the temperal tire diflerence of'40K oil the I W-cubed inesh. The (line step used in 
the computation was 0.2 seconds. The plo( shows thermals rising firom the bottom surface and 
falling From the top surt'ace Crom the spike-., Ili the temp, erature. The magnitude of'the temperature 
disturbance is ol'the order ot'2K. Thc period ot'llie thermals is of* the order of'6 to Ss. Comparing 
with the ineasured temperat tire data (temperat tire difference 30K). the magnitudes of* the 
calculated temperature fluctuations are similar (IK Ili the test). but the period ol'the thennals is 
greater (4s Ili the test). III addition. the number ot'dierinals released over a set time is less Ili the case 
of*1he computational analysis compared to (lie experiment. The choice of'the Mile step and Illesil In 
the computational analysis may have Ili influence oil the temperature magnitude. the perrod and tile 
1'requency of'the release ol'tlic thermals. 
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Temperature record for HC configuration - top and bottom of the enclosure 
Temperature difference a 40 degrees 
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Figure 3.8a Computational analysis -- temperature record for IW configuration %%ilh %F 
40K for the 100-cubed inesh. 
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Figure 3.8h, Computational anulý, sis - lemperal tire record 
for Ifc configuration "ith NU 
IOK for the 100-cubed mesh. 
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To compare the temperature magnitude and (lie period of'release ol'the thernials tor a diflerent 
surflace temperature differential, Figure 3.9h shows the unic series record ot'llie temperature again 
for the IfC configuration but for the temperature difference of' IOK. also on the I(K)-cuhcd mesh. 
The plot shows the magnitude ot'llie temperature disturhance is of' the order of' IK and the 1wriod of' 
the themial is ol'the order of' 12s. Also lor the I OK temperature difference the 1requency of* (hernial 
release was reduced. showing that there is much lessactivity in the cavity with the smaller dri% ing 
temperature diflerential. 
The computational time averaged temperature (over 60s) distribution along the vertical centreline of' 
the chamber flor the I R' configuration with a temperature dillerence of'40K (Ra 2.11 - 10"') Is 
sho%kn in Figure 3.9. The tune averaged vertical centreline temperature is plotted relailve to the bulk 
lemperat tire, the bulk temperat tire heing the average ofthe heated and cooled wall temperat tires. 
Mean Temperature Profile (Ra - 2.33 sIO) for HC configuration - Delta Tm 40 dog. 
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Figure 3.9 Computational analysis - mean lemperature profile (time averaged) 
for IfC 
configuration with AT ý 40K for the 100-cubed mc%h. 
The plot shows that the core ofthe fluid is within IK ofilie bulk I empera t tire. The experimental test 
results showed the core temperature it) be %ý ithin 0.5K ofthe bulk temperature. *['lie experimental 
results also showed a slight temperature reversal near the top and Nmom stjrf*ace%. due to the 
thernials traversing across the enclosure. The computati . onal results %how the diflerence in (fie nican 
temperature and bulk temperature is slightly sinaller than the unilonn core temperature near (fie top 
surface but there is no temperature reversal. The mean core icnipera I tire is less than the bulk 
temperature except close to the hot bottom stirtace. The uniforin centreline lemperature Is the result 
of (fie formation ofthermals that are vigorous enough it) cause mixing within the fluid core. 
, rhe computed non-cliniciisional temperature fluciuations along the vertical centreline llor I R' 
configuration with a temperature difference ol'40K. averaged over a period of 60 seconds are 
shown in Figure 3.10. The magnitudes of' the flucitiations are computed by (hviding the standard 
deviation ofthe temperaitire by the hot-cold wall temperature difference. I'lic largest Iluctuanolls 
are near to the top and bottom surfaces. and the smallest values ofahout 0. (9)2 in the middle ofthe 
chamber. The level and distribution o I'll tict uat ions 1rom the compulational analysis compared well 
" ith the fluctuations calculated lor the experimental test. 
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Figure 3.14) Computalional analysis temperalure fluctuation profile for IfC configuration 
%ith AT = 40K for the 100-cubed mesh. 
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Variation of'point values oftemperat tire with time shows randoin fluctuations and is, smular to Ille 
thennocotiple measurements. Fhe predicted temperai tire fluctuation spectnim F(m) obtained from 
(lie temperature variation with time at a position Smin above the heated plate is showi ill Figure 
3.11. qualilit"', is dchiled Such that 
T'T' f E((, ))(I(, ) 
where (t) is the frequency of the temperature fluctuations J- and the overhar denoles a tune avera... 
These results were obtained 1rom simulations on the I 00-culwd mesh for Ra 2.1 - 10 
"'. The Ii me 
Step used was 0.2 s and [lie Fourier analvsIs used data from a period of' 120 seconds. The figure 
includes a --5/1" trend line to allow comparison with dependency expected for isotropic turbulence 
in (lie inertial subrange and observed in many experiments. Qualitatively. the spectrum has (he 
properties expected ofa turbulent llo%k,. with numerical effects m the higher 1requencies. 
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Figure 3.11 Femperature fluctualion %pectruin from reference pohil Xmin abo%c bo(lom plate. 
Ra 2.. 1% 1 o", (. %-I- 40K). 
Further to Iliesc calculations for the waler-filled cube. additional calculations %%crc performed for in 
air-Mcd cuk A Sun and Clew INNNI also using FLUENT. I-lie 1wrlect gas Ia%% was used in the 
(A 
CFD and a Rayleigh number of 0.542x 108 was achieved by setting g-9.81 m/s2 with a temperature 
difference of 20K at a pressure of 1.013405 Pa. A 50-cubcdmcsh was uscd. Theavcragc Nussclt 
number was over 10% higher than that given by Kirkpatrick and Bolin's correlation (which is ror - 
I. OxIO9<Ra<- 1.45x 1010), but in good ogrccmcntwitlithercsultsgivcn by I lollandsct41(19751 
for rrcc convection with air ror the Rayleigh number range - I. Ox 101 < Ra< - I. Ox 101. In the 
present notation this correlation gives Nu - 2.88+0.111 Ral/3 . 
3.5.2.5 Scallng 
Asacda and Watanabe ( 1989] found that from the boundary heat flux and the fluid properties 
average characteristics such as the thermal plume dimensions, the vcrtical velocity of the plume, the 
frequency and period of the thermal plumes could be determined. lllickncss of the conduction 
boundary layer away from the wall can also be calculated. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2 Asacda and Watanabe defined a flux Rayleigh number, Raf as, 
Raf-go Fd 4 /(pCpCtIV) (2.7) 
Avcragc frcqucncy of thmnal plumcs gcncratcd pcr unit arca and unit timc, f was thcn deterinincd 
as, 
(d4 f)/a-5.6x 10'511ar ( 107 < Raf< 1011 ) (3.13) 
Pcriod, P, during which the thm-nal was supplied with the licatcd fluid rrom the conduction 
boundary laycr, was detcrrnincd as, 
(Pa)/ d' - 9.9 Rar*112 ( 107 < Ra(< 1011 ) (3.14) 
Thickness of the conduction boundary laycr, 8, 
8,; /d- 27.1 Ilar'" ( 103 < Ra(< 1013 ) (2.8) 
I lorizontal longitudinal scale of the thcnnal, L was dctcmiincd as, 
L/d- 33.0 Ra(*"4 ( 107 < Ra(< 1011 10) 
I lorizontal transverse scale of the thcrmal, B was dctcrinincd as, 
B/d- 16.0 Raf '1/4 ( 10' < Ra(< 1012) 
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Vcrtical vclocity, w was givcn by cquation, 
(Raf 
tv, = 8.0(PATgy " ý. 
L_ 
(2401<ltat<24010) 
d' 
) 
(2.13) 
and PAT g-2.08 (ct2 v)'1112 (PFg/p pp)114 (2.90) 
Time stcp, At At-1/w 
where I-3.05inm average distance across a cell 
(3.15) 
Using the above equations, for a tcinpcraturc difference, hot to cold surface, AT or40K 
I [cat Flow - 930.628 W and I Icat flux. F- 10 004.1 Wm*'. Ra(- 2.972 x 1011 
f- 2747.92 M, 2 s"' - 255.62 1 lz, (one thermal every 0.004s). 
P-3.74s L-7.67mm B-3.72mm 8, - 1.4971nm w-0.0 1361ns* 
At - 0.225s which gives a CFL- I comparcd to CFL ft 0.9 for a time step orO. 2s ror an average 
distance across a ccit or3.05mm. 
and ror a AT of I OK 
I feat Flow - 156.434 W and I [cat flux, F- 1681.63 Wni*', Ra(- 4.997 x 1011 
f- 461.91 M, 2g*l - 42.97 1 lz, (one Ilicnnal every 0.023 s). 
P-9.12s L- 11.97mm B-5.80mrn 8, - 2.557inin w-0.0087m: Cl 
At - 0.35 1s which gives a CFL- I comparcd to Cr- L ms 0.6 for a time step of 0.2s ror an average 
distance across a ccli or3.05nim. 
Both the numerical and the Kirkpatrick and Bolin cxpcrinicnt3I rcsults compare wcll with tile 
Asacda and Watanabe calculations ror the plunic dimcnsions and tile thickness of tile thermal 
conduction boundary layer. With the CFD mcsh rcrincd near to the wall. the near wall cell 
distribution falls within the Asacda and Watanabe dcrivcd conducting layer thickness. thus 
capturing the thermal activity near to the walls. With the 100-cubcd mcsh eight cells rail within the 
conducting layer thickness. The calculated period of plume release compares wcll with the 
experiment but the CFD produccd 25%-50% longer pcriod. The plume release vclocity for tile CFD 
results are in line with the calculated velocity or-o. oinvs. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, results rrom numerical CFD simulations of ilia experimental tests pcrronncd by 
Kirkpatrick and Bolin for the natural convection in a cubical enclosure with diffcrcntially heated 
and cooled horizontal and vertical walls have been presented. Particular attention has been given to 
the configuration IIC case where ilia bottom surface is heated and the top surface cooled. with all 
other surfaces considered adiabatic. The numerical results have been compared to the experimental 
results throughout. 
The CFD derived heat transrer compares well with the experimental correlation with only a small 
deviation at the higher Rayleigh numbers. The CFD simulations also show that the heat transrcr 
computed by the unsteady laminar flow model (tinic-avcrage Nussch number) was the most 
accurate at the lower end or the Rayleigh number range. I'lic steady flow model assuming 
turbulence (k-c with the k-c /W near wall model) raircd the worst. 11c use of this turbulence 
model appears to damp down the thermal activity within the cavity. 
Comparing the numerical heat transfer with ilia experimental correlation shows that by refining the 
mcsh the disparity between the numerical results and the experimental data correlation was reduced. 
In addition, the difference in the Nussclt number between the hot and cold surfaces was reduced. 
I'his is due directly to the reduced error in ilia time averaged heat flow balance between ilia 
surfaces. 
The findings frorn the numerical analyses compare well with the observations made from the 
experimental work with the size, the speed orpropagation and the period of release period orthe 
plumes being similar. The numerical analyses also agree with the experimental findings that the 
heated floor appears to promote mixing in the cavity and eliminates temperature stratification. 
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS SIMULATION FOR CONVECTION IN AN 
ENCLOSED ROTATING ANNULAR SECTOR CAVITY 
Summary 
This chapter extends the CFD simulation of natural convection in a stationary heated cube 
discussed in the previous chapter to the modelling orconvection in a rotating enclosed annular 
sector cavity. The computations were pcrroancd assuming unsteady flow and the results have been 
compared with other worker's experimental measurements and numerical predictions for heat 
transrcr and other flow ficid parameters. Some good agreement with experimental values for mean 
surface licat transfer has been shown for Rayleigh numbers of the order 1010.1 lowcvcr there arc 
also some poor results froin the CFD simulations of the scaled rotating sector. The reasons for the 
discrepancies in the hcat transfer results between the experimental and CFD predictions arc 
discussed. 
4.1 In(roduction 
Both experimental investigations and numerical simulations were carried out by Bohn ct al [ 19931 
to analyse the convective heat transrcr in a closed, gas-fillcd annulus rotating around its horizontal 
axis using a rig in the Institute orStcam and Gas Turbines at the Technical University orAnclicn. A 
brief description or the experiments and the three test configurations were given in Chapter 2, 
section 2.3. The configurations tested in the Aachen experiment are shown in Figure 2.2. It is to be 
noted that the radial distance between the inner cylindrical wall and outer cylindrical wall ror 
configuration A was twice the distance orthat for configuration 11. Ilic axial length was kept 
constant for both of these configurations. Results rrorn the experiment and numerical simulation 
were presented for the pure radial or centripetal licat flux situation, where natural convection radial 
licat transrcr from the heated outer wall to the cooled inner wall occurs (with the side wall thermally 
insulated), driven by the buoyancy cffect under rotation. Further work to investigate the effect or 
dividing the annulus into sections, by inserting eight radial separation walls to rorm a 45*sector, 
configuration C (configuration 11 with a 451sector) was also pcrrormcd on the Aachen rig. In the 
cxperimcntal investigations the range of rotational Raylcigh number encountered was between 1.0 x 
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107 and 1.0 x 1012. A steady state numerical investigation was performed by Bohn ct al. assuming 
isothermal cylindrical walls and adiabatic sidcwalls for the 45* sectored annular cavity. Bohn ct al. 
[ 19941 also used the Aachen rig to investigate the axially directed licat flux case, where one disc 
sidcwall was hot and the opposite disc was cold with all the other walls thermally insulated. Only 
configuration B was considered in that investigation. In addition to the experimental work, Bolin ct 
al also conducted numerical calculations for the purely axial heat transfer case. 
Unsteady 3D CFD modelling of convection in a rotating enclosed annular sector cavity has been 
undertaken in the present study. Only the 450 annular sector case, configuration C, with radial licat 
flow has been considered in this current work. For the radial heat flow condition, heat was applied 
to the outer radial cylindrical surface and the inner radial cylindrical surface was cooled with all the 
other surfaces assumed to be adiabatic. I Icat flow is thcrcrore in a radially inward direction, similar 
to the I IC case considered ror the stationary cubc. Further concurrent work by Sun and Chcw 
[2004] used unsteady 3D CFD to model the flow and heat transrcr within the same enclosed 
rotating annulus using both the conventional k-c turbulence model and by LES. 
4.2 Description or me E xperlment 
The dimensions of the enclosures are given in Figure 2.2. For the radial beat flux tests. an electrical 
heater placed at the outcr radius of the annulus was used to input heat into the cavity. I feat is 
removed from the cavity by a water-cooled rotor shaft at the inner radius of the cavity. Both the disc 
surraces of the cavity were thcrnially insulated. The cavity could be pressurized. Ilic rotor shaft was 
driven by a DC motor. The test fluid contained in the enclosures was air. I feat fluxes from the outer 
cylindrical wall to the working fluid and rrom the working fluid to the inner cylindrical wall were 
determined by measuring the temperature differences across thermally resistant layers. During the 
experiments the rotor speed, the cavity pressure, electric current to the heater and the mass flow rate 
of (he cooling water were kept at constant for each test condition. For the radial heat flow tests the 
maximum rotor speed tested was 3500 RPNL The maximum pressure in the cavity could be set up 
to 4 bar. I'lic temperature at the outer heated cylindrical wall could be increased up to I OOOC. 17hc 
minimum temperature at the cooled surface was fixcd by the cooling water, which was taken from a 
water tap, with a temperature between 80C and 15*C. For the purc axially heat transfer tests there 
was nine thin-film resistance thermometers located across the length of the inner and across the 
outer surfaces. There were also 18 thin-film thermometers distributed across the rotor disc surraccs. 
The accuracy in the absolute temperature measurements was 0.0 1 K. 
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The temperature difference used in dcriving the Rayleigh number is the diffcrcnce in temperatures 
of the hot and cold walls: 
Rotating Raylcigh numbcr, Ra, = 
(r. w3XTL3 lv2)Pr 
Rotating Reynolds number, Reo =par. Llp 
Nusselt numbcr, Nit - -2. qA 
Eckcrt numbcr, Ec 2c, AT 
4.3 Test I Icat Transfer Alcasurenien(s 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
As mcntioncd carlicr in Chaptcr 2, scction 2.3, from the licat tr3nsrer nicasurcmcnts, Bohn ct al. 
dcrivcd both Nussclt-Raylcigh numbcr and Rcynold-Raylcigh numbcr corrclations or the Icst data 
for configurations A, B and C assurning radial dirccled licat flow: 
Configuration A: Alit - 0.246Rao 0.2.11 (2.3 1 a) Re = 0.733Rao 0.173 (2.3 1 b) 
Configuration B: Alit = 0.3 Maoo 111 (2.32a) Re - 1.441 Ra. 0 15' (2.32b) 
Conriguration C: Nu = 0.36SRa, 0.21) (2.33a) Re - 1.615Ra# 015% (2.33b) 
Ilic Aachen measurements obtained from the radial directed heat flow tests showed that changing 
the inner radius to give I Ur,,, - 0.96 (Config. A) and to I I/rn- 0.63 (Conrig. 11) had only a small 
influence on the Nu number. At the higher Ila number the heat transrcr was reduced by 11% 
moving between configurations A and B. With the annulus divided into sections. by inserting radial 
separation walls, the influence or the Coriolis rorccs is reduced resulting in an increase in the heat 
transrcr. At the higher Ra number the heat transrcr was increased by 20% moving between 
conrigurations B and C. Insertion orthe separation walls attenuates the rclitivc circumrcrcntial 
vclocity inside the cavity, resulting in a decrease of the radial component of the Coriolis force. 
Coriolis forces have a damping crfect on the flow, thus by attenuating the Coriolis forces flow 
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is L-r. - ri. The temperature gradient, due to the pressure gradient across the vortex in tile cavity, is 
expected to be negligible for this small value or r. c. The Nussclt number used in this section follows 
the dcrinition given by Bolin ct al, and normaliscs the radial heat flux by the value given by pure 
heat conduction, so Nu - 40 r. ln(r. Irj)/kAT. Three further shroud temperatures giving AT equal to 
I K, IOK and 30K were also considered, with corresponding Rayleigh numbers, Ra - 1.141 E8, 
1.092E9 and 2.973139, and Eckert numbers, Ec - 0.7275,0.0727 and 0.0242 respectively. The 
working fluid was air for all the test cases. The grid expands away from each wall with an 
expansion ratio or i. i ror tile I 00-cubcd mesh. ror the 50-cubcd mcsh and 150-cubcd mcsh tile 
expansion ratio was set so that the first ccil distance away from tile wall was the same as for the 
I 00-cubcd mcsh. 
The computations carried out solve the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy 
using the FLUENT CFD code. Incompressible now with the density dependent on the fluid 
temperature only was assumed throughout all the simulations. Standard fluid properties for air were 
assumed constant, with a spccific heat (Cp) of 1004.4 J/kgK, thermal conductivity (k) 0.026 %V/mK 
and dynamic viscosity (p) 1.855E-5 kg/ms. The CFD calculations were performed assuming 
unsteady laminar flow ("pscudo" DNS solution). The FLUENT segregated solver, and second order 
implicit time stepping with the second order upwind scheme used for the spatial discrctisation were 
chosen for the calculations. A time step of 0.0005s (Courant CFL number to 2.2 for the average 
distance across a cell of 1.15mm which is acceptable for the implicit solver) and 20 iterations orthc 
pressure correction scheme per time step were spccificd. The time step was take as being 
approximately 1/100'h of the time for one full rotation ortlic cavity and the number oriterations was 
based on the knowledge that the flow solution residuals reduced and became steady afler 20 
iterations. The flow was solved in the relative velocity reference frame. The Presto scheme 
(Patankar, 19801, a second order pressure correction method was set for pressure interpolation for 
the velocity. For the pressure coupling method (prcssure-corrcct ion), the SIMPLE algorithm was 
chosen. 
4.4.2 The governIng equations 
1. Conservation of Momentum 
Vvlicn the flow equations are solved in a rotating rrarne of rcrcrcnce, the acceleration of the fluid is 
augmented by additional tcnns that appear in the moincriturn equations. With a rotating rrame the 
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problem can be solved using either the absolute velocity. V or the relative velocity, V', as the 
dependent variable. The two velocities are related by [fie following equation, 
V, .; -(flx; ) (4.5) 
here, 6 is the angular velocity vector, the angular velocity of the rotating frame, and F is [fie 
position vector in the rotating frame. 
For a rotating rcrcrcnce rrame, the momentum cquations can be written in terms of the absolute 
velocities as, 
+v-V, 4; 
) + P(cl x -Vp +v-ý, V; ) (4.6) at 
or in terms of relative velocities as, 
a 
Lit 
+V- (p;, wVw) + 1)(2CI x ;,, + 
Cl x Cl x F) - -71) +V- UIVO (4.7) 
where p(26 x ý. ) is the Coriolis force. 
2. Conscrvation of Mass 
(4.8) 
3. Conservation of Energy 
(pE) 
+ V. (ý(, Pr + P)) . V. (kVr) + (11 
01 
cit 
(4.9) 
where E=h-L+ v' and (D is the viscous dissipation tcnn. 
1) 2 
4.5 Numerical Simulation Results for the 45* Enclosed Rotating Sector Case 
4.5.1 Unsteady flow FLUENT CFD solutions 
4.5.1.1 Ileat transfer 
Table 4.1 shows the test/model, conditions, rotational speed. and ilia temperature difference between 
the hot and cold surfaces, ilia cavity pressure and the rotational Rayleigh and Eckert numbers for 
each test. For the unsteady flow analyses the total heat flow into and out or ilia cnclosure through 
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the hot and cold surfaces, respectively, calculated from the CFD models were time averaged over a 
period of 5 seconds. T11c time averaged total heat flow values were then used to calculate the 
Nussclt number, Nu. for the appropriate surface. I'lic heat transfer calculated from the CFD models 
was compared to the experimental heat transrcr and the difference presented as a percentage error, 
ANu - (NUCMI Nuc,, p. - 1). 
Table 4.1 Comparison or the CFD results (unsteady laminar now) %villt measured heat 
transfer for the Anchen 45* enclosed rotating sector, configuration C case. 
Case Speed AT p Ra+ Ec Nu Nu ANu Notes 
(rpm) (K) (bar) (Exp. ) (CFD) (%) 
1 2000 1 1 1.141xl5r 07-275 19.0 21.0 10.5 100' MCS11 
45* model 
2 2000 10 1 1.092xlO" 0.0727 30.7 45.4 47.9 100' mcsh 
45* model 
- 3 2000 30 1 0.0242 38.0 69.8 83.7 1W MCS11 
43* model 
4 2000 40 1 3.781xlO" 0.0182 40.0 73.6 84.0 100' mesh 
45* model 
R-1.1 
5 2000 40 - 1 T, . 781xl5r 0.0182 40.0 63.6 
59.0 50'tncsh 
43* model 
11-1.256 
6 2000 40 1 3.781xlO 0.0182 40.0 81.5 10 .8 150' mesh I I I I I I 43* model 
R-1.038 
Figure 4.3 shows a plot of the average Nussclt number, Nu verses rotational Ray1cigh number. Rao 
forthe 1001ccll mesh. The figure also includes an adapt atioll to the rotating annulus ofthe 
Colorado Kirkpatrick and Bohn [ 19861 correlation based on their cxpcrimcnI of a natural 
convection cubc. The adaptcd Colorado correlation was obtained by using the tcrnpcraturc 
difference. AT between the hot and cold walls and rcplacing gravitational acceleration by 
centrifugal acceleration. For this configuration it may be written, 
I/) Alu m 0.05 1 Ra,, (4.10) 
The predicted hcat transrcr is much higher than that given by Bohn ct al's corrclation. There was 
84% difference in the CFD predicted heat transrcr comparcd, with the experimental test correlated 
heat transfcr at the higher Rayleigh numbers, shown both from the graph, Figure 4.3 and given in 
Table 4.1.1 lowevcr a much closer fit is obtained when compared with the adapted Colorado 
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correlation, with a good agreement at the higher Rayleigh numbers. In a subsequent study Sun and 
Cliew 120041 conducted a series of*(TD analyses for (lie same geometry using both FLUENT and a 
Rolls-Royce code. I lydra overa range of' Rayleigh number%. Sun and Chew found that hoth CH) 
codes over predicted the surfilce heat transfer compared to the experiment. Flie over-prediction was 
XF. hm less than the about 10"ý, to 20",, flor the Hydra code and approximately 40"o for FIVE 
current predictions. 
Bohn at al (Aachen) Heat Transfer in a Closed Rotating Annuli 45 dog. Sector at 2000 rpm 
- HC case (wwrith Air) 
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of the predicted lical tramfer %0h c%1wrimental corrchiliom for the 
Auchen rolaling sealc(l %edor, conliguralioo ( '. 
I- . igure 4.4 shows a comparison of'surface heat transfer between the CI- D solution and (lie 
experiment in the form of time history plot for the 45 ' rotating sector. Fhe e --ý pert menta I heat 
transt'er values were calculated using Bohn et al's heat Iranstler correlation (Fqu. 2.33). The time 
step for the CIA) calculanons was 0.0005 s. and a simulation period ofat least 5 seconds was 
required before it 'converged' solution could be assumed. Fhe %arialion ot'heat transfer %k Ith lime 
indicates the presence oflarge-scale flow structures in the CIA) soltmons. but they are not ; is 
prominent as those predicied by CFD t'or the natural convection in a stimonary heated cube shown 
in the last chapter. 
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Bohn at at Heat Transfer In a Closed Rotating Annuli 45 dog. Sector. HC case - Delta T 40 dog.. 20OOrpm. 
with a Mesh 100 cube, with Viscous Heating, 
Inner & Outer Radii Surface Total Heat Flow 
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Figure 4.4 Wall heat transfer from the CIA) %olulion and the Auchen rotating scaled %ector 
c%periment for Ra4 3.781 % 10" 
4.5.1.2 F'Imý %trticitire and teniperature fleld 
13 00 
-1200 
. 700 
li 00 
E\ammmg ilie flow field, It was lotind that ilic lical iranslcl- Is dominated bý a plllmlrý ýorlc\ I()\%. 
instead ofthe radial arm siructures that may he expected for a full Ioo" annultis flow as identified ill 
early work oil rolating cavity with axial tlirotjglillo%% by. for example, Farthing et al I 1992a. 1992bj 
and Long and Tucker 119941. The flow structure is Illustrated by the inslamaneous temperature and 
velocity plots in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. respectively. The contour plots are shown for the nud-axial. 
mid-radial and mid-circuinflerential planes through the Cavity. Most of the llow actt% ily appears to 
happen next to the circtinif'erciifial wall with the hot thernial plume% leaving the outer radial surflace 
and moving to a circumferential wall whilst the cold denser plumes leave the inner radial wall and 
travel to the opposite circunil'erennal wall. Willi all the ac(lvIiy near to the walls a central core of' 
near uniform temperature is formed, with a temperature near to the inean ol'the inner and outer 
radial surface leniperal tires. The radial velocity plot shows that the flow is radially otawards close 
to one circunillerential wall and radially inwards on the opposite circumferential wall. In the relative 
frame the flow appears to rotate at approximately 5.0ni/s around a s(alionary central core. 
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Figure 4.7 shows the temperature variations at a monj . tort . ng position at (lie mid-radial point oil the 
mid-axial plane. This also clearly indicates the presence ol'small-scale flow acti% ity in the central 
core ofthe rotating cavity. The temperature plot shows that there is a distinct drop in temperature 
(approx. 0.5K) halfway through the 5-second sampling period. This drop in temperature does [lot 
appear to influence file surface heat fluxes. I lowever flor other Rayleigh number cases dismict 
changes in the heat fluxes, both increasing and decreasing. have been seen to occur during the CIA) 
analyses. Reasons flor these sudden changes have yet to he explained. The first step %%ould he to rull 
the solution over a longer time period to see H*a cyclic irend is produced or not. 
Bohn at &I Heat Transfer In a Closed Rotating Annull 45 dog Seclof. HC case - Oefla T 40 dog, 200orpm. 
with a Mesh 100 cube. wAth Viscous Hosting. 
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Figure 4.7 CFD p redicled fentperit I tire p lof it I Ili e cit%i I) cc it Ire for R u# 3.78 1% 10" 
4.5.1.3 Mesh dependenc) 
Figure 4.9 shows the CIA) mesh sensitivity for (lie highest Ra number case using (lie three meshes. 
the 125.000 (50) cell mesh. the ( I()()') cell jilesh and the 3.375,000 ( 150) cell mesh. 
UFD predicted lical transfer appears to converge ;, symptotically with the adapted Kirkpatrick & 
Bohn correlation with increasing mesh refinemem. I lowever in doing so the heat transfer error 
CavltV Contro Point 
. 
114 914 K 
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increases compared with the Bohn et al's correlmion. Therefore tile mesh dependency is small 
relative to (lie difference beiween tile Bohn et al. correlation Fhere is a small discrepancy in tile 
heat transfer balance lbr the I 50-cubed mesh, which was due to tile solution not being fully settled. 
Bohn @I al (Aachen) Heat Transfer In a Closed Rotating Annuli 45 dog Sector of 2000 rpm 
- HC case (with Air) Delta T- 40 dog. using As 50.100 and a 150 cubed cell mash 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison (if (lie predided heal tran%fer isilh experimental correlation% - CFD 
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4.5.2 Solid body rotation CFD invesligaliow 
An adi a batic case %%, I,, imest I ga I cd to I tie IIII fy lit) S., IbIcC. 1 II Scs of IIIc 0% CI -p I Cd It -I Io IIoIIIC. It II ai Is ICI, 
noted above. Compared with the theoretical -solid body rolation". tile CFD adiabatic calcu kit lolls 
gave relative velocity flucitiations of'over 0.6m, /% at a rotational speed ol*2MO rpin. Fills is 
significant compared to the velocity fluctuations for tile heat transfer case and is likely to contribute 
to the over-prediction. In a flit-ther study Still and Chew 120041 also encountered difficulties In 
obtaining soltitions for the solid body rotation case %vith FLUENT. I lowever. lie had more . success 
with the I lydra UFD code, using uniform mesh spacing in (lie circumferential direction. Sun and 
Chew's results are described in section 4.6 below. 
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4.6 Numerical Investigation or Convection In a Scaled Rotallng Annulus 
In complementary studies, Sun and Chew (2004) and Sun ct al. [20041 have investigated Bolin ct 
al's configuration B. For completeness these results arc included and discussed here. 
The geometry is exactly the same as for the rotating sector above, except that no radial plane plates 
were inserted in the annulus. To save computational time most of the calculations were performed 
using a 450 model with assumed circumferential periodicity. Two different meshes were used. a 50- 
cubed mesh with unirorm, grid spacing in the circumferential direction and a second rcrincd mesh 
with 1,000,000 cells, 100-cubcd. Most of the calculations were pcrronned using the [tolls-Royce 
I lydra CFD code and then rc-run using FLUENT. I lydra uses a second order numerical scheme. the 
same as used for standard RANS calculations. To speed up the I lydra calculations the low N13ch 
number prc-conditioncr was used. Sun ct al. have reported similar results from I lydra and FLUENT 
for convection under gravity in a cube as studied in Chapter 3.1 lydra and FLUENT solutions for 
the rotating annulus arc described in the rollowing two subsections. 
4.6.1 CFD Hydra solutions for the full rotating annulus. 
Fivcdiffcrcntcascswcre run covering a range of Ra numbers, 1.95 x 104 to 1.1 x 1010. A summary 
of the running conditions and the results for the average heat transfer arc shown in Table 4.2. 
Tablc4.2 Comparison of the I Iydra CFD results %s It h measured licat transfer for tile Anchen 
scaled rotallne annulus. conflLurallon It. 
Case Speed AT p Ra# Ec Nu I Nu ANu Notes 
(rpm) (K) (bar) (E xp) (CFD) (%) 
1 2000 24 1 2.76x 10' 0.038 31.2 31.5 2.0 50'mcsh 1 
45* modcl 
2 2000 24 2 1.10XIO10 0.038 41.7 42.8 3.0 501 mcsit 
I 1 1 45* inodcl 
3 500 28 t 1.95x-I OT- 0.002 17.8 18.5 4.0 50' MCA 
45* modcl 
4 2000 24 1 2.76x 10' 0.038 31.2 32.5 4.0 5Ox5Ox4OO mesh 
360* model 
5 2000 24 1 1- T 2.76x 10' 0.038 .2 3 I. j 34.2 [ 9.0 9.0 100' mesh I 1 
_ 
[ 
45* model 
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The mean Nusselt numbers given in Table 4.2 for cases I to 4 arc shown graphically in Figure 4.9. 
Good agreement with Bohn et al's correlation is demonstrated. including the Rayleigh number 
dependency. Sensitivity to both inesh size (see Fable 4.2) and whelliera 45" sector ora full. 360" 
annulus are modelled is probably within the uncertainty ot'llie experimental correlation. Figure 4.9 
also includes an a(hiptation to the rotating annulus ol'the Colorado correlation (Kirkpatrick el af. 
[ 19961) based on their experiment ol'a natural convection cube. The adapicd Colorado correlation 
was again derived by using the temperature difference. AT helween (lie hot and cold walls and 
replacing gravitational acceleration by cennit'ligal accelermion. It may be wrillen 
Nit - 0.05R, i, ' ' (4.11) 
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Figure 4.9 ComparKon of Ihe predicled lical franJer %%ilh Ihe %-ichen wäleil rotaling annulu% 
C%1)Crinientill c(brrei. Itiofl% ISIIII ei al. 20041 
I lie predicted lica II ransler I evel agices %%e I I%% it hI Io Im cIa I's t: mtclation. Much ,I imt, N .1 \%c. lkcr 
Rayleigh number dependency than the adapted Kirkpatrick & Bohn (Colorado) correlation, As 
mentioned earlier, it seems that the Coriolis force suppresses the convecil'on. and the Rayleigh 
number dependency is closer to that expected in gravity at lower Rayleigh numbers (Ra I (y). 
This lower Rayleigh number regime is sometimes referred to as laminar com ect ton in the 
engincering literature. I lowever, it is to be remembered that Grossman and Lolise's 120001 results 
xI 
indicate that the low Ra regime is associated with significant re%imance to heat transfer across the 
central core. At high Ra, (irossman and Lolise's work indicates a regime with Nu f Ra' ' In which 
heat transter is controlled by the boundary layers on (lie surfaces. 11 may he that in the rotating I'low 
Coriolis effects suppress heat transt'er across the central core. reducing heat transfer rates and 
delaying or preventing onset ofthe Ra II dependency as Rayleigh numher increases. 
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Figure 4.10 Variatiom of surface hea( Iramfer %0h Iline for cases I&4, Ra$ - 2.76%10" ISun 
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Figure 4.10 gives an example ol'variation of%urface heal I ransfer %%i Ill time It cases I and 4 from 
Fable 4.2. File linic , tcl) for these calculations was 10 
' s. and a simulation period ofat leas( 5 
seconds was require(] before it *converged* solution could lie assumed. Tile figure also %flows tile 
results given by tile Aachen correlation. Hie 45" sector heal trall-st . er is I X" ofthat for tile I. till 
annulus due solely to tile reduced area. Flie variation ol'heM transfer %vith mile clearly indicates tile 
presence of' large-scale flow structures. Such flow structures are indicated by the instantaneous 
temperature comour plots in Figure 4.11. Fliese structures , Iio%,., similarities to those identified for 
the rotating cavity woh axial througliflow by. for example. Farthing el A 11992a. 1992hj and Long 
and Tucker 119941. Although tile imposition of'periodicity in tile 45" sector model changes tile 
details ofthe flow structure, it is apparent froill tile mean Nussell nuinher results presented in Figure 
4.9 that this does not greatly alter the overall level of licat transl1cr. 
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Figures 4.12 a ail(i h silow tile jelliperal tire variations oil tile mid-axial plane and their 
corresponding turbulent energy spectra lor cases I and 4. In tile legend ('11 denotes [lie monitoring 
position being ; it a nild-radial point. Hodi 45" and 300'' models give very similar spectra. A 
frequency range in which tile slope is close to tile 5 .1 slope can also 
he clearly idenlified. A 
numerical tail- at high frequencies is noticeable in Figure 4.1211 indicating that numerical effects 
dominate a( tile higher frequencies. 
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fluctuations dominate at lower frequencies. because the axial velocity is much smaller, From the 
above results, it is clear that large scale motions lor the Rao 2.76x 10" case. appear in both the 45" 
and 360" model results lor the sealed rotatmg annulus case. I'licre are differences hemeen the 45" 
and 360" model results. but these do not greatly affect the mcan licat Iran%1' r predictions. e 
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A mesh depewlence clieck was comiucled with the refined mesh ( 100' mcsh cells) I'M Ra# 
2.76x 10" (case 5 in Fable 4.2). The iijode, I led coliditions " ere exactly I lie same as flor case 1. except 
I'M the greater degree ofniesh resolution. It can he seen Ili-it the difference in surface heat transfer 
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between the coarse and title meshes I'Or cases I and 5 (see Table 4.2) are probably, within the 
experiment uncertainty. The comparison ol'the temperalure fluctuations spectra froin the two 
meshes shown in Figure 4.14 clarifies the influence ot'numerical approximanons. In this case the 
spectra are 110r a point 0.6 min from (lie outer cylindrical surface. File frequency range exhibiting a 
slope close to the 5/3 slope is extended oil the finer mesh. As mvilh classic large eddy simulation. it 
appears that the lower frequency furbulence is imemilive to file exact mechanism oflurbillent 
energy dissipation at Iligh frequencies. In this case numerical diffusion dissipaics the turbulence 
energy. 
4.6.2 CFD FLUENTsealed rolating annulu% %olutioll 
Sun and Chew, 120041 also ran FH 1F. N F lo simulate Bohn c( al's scaled [oLat'llt! annulus I lie 
calculation was conducted by using second order Implicit nme stepping %vith it second order tilm Ind 
scheme for spatial discretisation. The velocity and pressure coupling me(hmi %kas chosen to he 
Presto [ Patankar, 19801. ;1 second order pressure correclion melhod Case I was I. 11% est Igaled %k I III 
the coarse 50-cubed mesh. All the boundary conditions and other sellings %%erc the %amc I. % ihose for 
Ilydra except that incompressible Ilow was assumed III FH TNT Instead ofilie comprewble tlo%% 
assumed III I lydra. 
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I. igure 4.15 shows a comparison oft lie surface heal transfer predictions ohla Illed using 1-1.1 ý I-. NV 
and I lydra as well as [lie experiment correlation. 11 call I)e , cell Illat IT( IFN F predicts a higher heat 
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transfer, but the overall solution is comparable to the I lydra solution and ilia experiment correlation. 
Solution of the adiabatic case with FLUENT showcd higher perturbation from the cxpcctcd -solid 
body rotation" than was obtained in I lydra. 
4.7 Conclusions 
As part of the present study, CFD solutions for convection in rotating enclosed annular sector cavity 
have been obtained. This study was conducted in collaboration with Sun and Chew who considered 
the full annular cavity from the same series orcxpcrimcnts. Results were compared with Bohn at 
al's experimental data and with convection under gravity in a cubic enclosure. Sun and Chcw 
[20041 CFD results showed some good agreement with experimental values ror mean surrace heat 
transfer in the rotating annulus for Rayleigh numbers of ilia order 1010, approaching the Rayleigh 
numbers occurring in gas turbine high pressure compressor disc cavities. I lowcvcr the results from 
the FLUENT CFD simulations orthe scaled rotating sector did not agree so well with tile 
experiment. The reasons for the discrepancies between ilia experimental and current CFD results are 
still to be rully understood, but are associated with dift"icultics in numerical convergence identified 
for ilia solid body rotation test case. The use of non-unirorm circumrcrcntial nicsil spacing for tile 
sector, may have affected numerical stability of ilia scheme. 
It has been shown that in both gravity and ccntrirugally driven convection, the CFD solutions 
capture the presence of large-scale unsteady flow structures and lower frequency turbulent 
structures. The smallest (Kolmogorov) turbulent length scale$ are not fully resolved, indicating that 
these calculations should be classed as large eddy simulations with numerical diffusion contributing 
to the turbulence energy dissipation. Sensitivity to numerical errors has been investigated. Mean 
heat transfer rates show only slight dependence on mesh density, with the variation probably being 
within the range of die experimental uncertainties. Due to the presence or large scale flow features. 
the surfacc averaged heat transrcr rates vary significantly with time, introducing rurtlicr 
uncertainties in judging numerical convergence and calculation of mean licat transrcr rates. use or 
either a 45* sector model. with circurnrerctilial periodicity, or a fall annulus has been found to make 
little difference to the mean heat transrcr predictions. 
Following the investigation reported above, LES calculations for the flow in a rotating cavity with 
axial throughflow were undcrtakcn and reported by Sun ct al [2004). 71me studies give further 
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insight into the flow physics and will be referred to in the discussion of more elementary models in 
subsequent chapters. 
It is of interest to compare the heat transfer in the sealed rotating annulus considered here to that 
from the outer shroud in rotating cavities with a central axial throughflow. Kim et al ( 1993] and 
Long et al (1994,2003] have reported experimental results for axial throughflow configurations. In 
the range of throughflow rates covered, Long et al found little sensitivity of shroud heat transfer to 
throughflow rate, and the Nusselt number dependency looks closer to a Ra'13 dependency than to 
Bohn et al's Rao . 21 1 dependency. Kim et al's shroud Nusselt numbers at high throughflow rate also 
appear to vary approximately as Ra'13, but at low flow rates the Rayleigh number dependency is 
weaker. Thus, it appears that the Ra dependency strengthens as throughflow rate increases, perhaps 
tending to a Ra'13 dependency at high flow rates. It is conjectured that at the high throughflow rates, 
the turbulence associated with axial throughflow strengthens the heat transfer across the central core 
region. The overall level of heat transfer might then principally depend on the boundary layer on the 
outer cylinder, for which a Ra 1/3 dependency might be expected by analogy with convection under 
gravity. However, the mixing between the axial throughflow and the central core flow in the cavity 
remains to be understood. 
It was concluded from these that the CFD models show promise as predictive tools for compressor 
disc cavity convection. However, several issues remained to be resolved and the computing 
requirements are very high, which would severely limit application of the methods in design. 
Hence, in the remainder of the present study, it was decided to concentrate on simpler models of the 
effects of buoyancy. 
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CHAPTER 5 
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF FLOW PAST A 
RECTANGULAR CAVITY 
Summary 
In this chapter a CFD study of the flow passing over a rectangular cavity is presented. A series of 
differing cavity depths have been modelled. The computational results have been compared with 
other workers' experimental measurements of cavity pressure and flow velocities. The 
computational model simulates the flow mechanism reasonably well. However the model under 
predicts the strength of the circulating flow within the cavity and does not predict correctly the 
shear strength of the cross flow which drives the circulating flow in the cavity. 
5.1 Introduction 
As noted in Chapter 1, an important flow mechanism within a gas turbine compressor is the 
interaction of the cooling air flowing rearwards through the centre core of the compressor with the 
flow within the compressor inter-disc cavities. As mentioned previously in section 2.5, for an 
unheated cavity rotating at low speed the axial throughflow generates one or more torodidal vortices 
in the cavity. Similar effects have been observed for planar two-dimensional (21)) now over a 
stationary planar 2D cavity. Hence it is appropriate to consider this simpler planar flow. The 
Haugen and Dhanak [1966] experiment has been chosen for the CFD study, as it is, in principle, a 
2D flow problem. 
5.2 Description of the Experiment. 
Haugen and Dhanak's experiment was described in Chapter 2 section 2.5, but this description is 
now briefly repeated for completeness. The experimental apparatus consisted of an adjustable 
length flow channel and a rectangular cavity with adjustable depths. The channel was 63.5mm, 
(2.5") wide and had an aspect ratio of 10, ensuring a substantially 2D now. The cavity width was 
fixed at 63.5mm (2.5") and its depth was varied up to I 14.3mm (4.5"). The free stream air velocity 
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was estimated to be 30.48m/s (100 ft/s). The boundary layer thickness just upstream of the cavity 
could be increased up to 25.4mm (I") and, by observation, was found to be turbulent. Static 
pressures were measured along the cavity walls by means of a micromanometer. The static pressure 
was also measured across the shear layer by a probe held normally to the cross-flow direction. 
Temporal-mean velocity and turbulent intensities were measured by means of a constant-current 
hot-wire anemometer. A variable-position traverse mechanism was derived for moving the hot-wire 
probe longitudinally, parallel to the mean flow, and transversely across the mixing region. The hot- 
wire probe measurements were used to determine the distributions of the time-mean longitudinal 
velocity, turbulence intensity, and turbulent shear stress across the mixing region. For the flow- 
visualization studies a second experimental rig with the same dimensions was used. This rig was 
subjected to flow of water approximately simulating the dynamic conditions in terms of flow 
Reynolds number and relative boundary-layer thickness. 
5.3 Numerical Investigation 
CFD calculations modelling the interaction of the flow passing over an open cavity with the flow 
within the cavity have been completed for a number of different cavity depths. A typical CFD mesh 
used in the simulations is shown in Figure 5.1. A 2D quadrilateral mesh was used with the mesh 
expanding away from both the inner wall and also away from the three walls within the rectangular 
test cavity. The non-dimensional near wall distance parameter; y, (=pu, yýp) values in the cavity 
were less than 1. This mesh has a total of 22,800 cells, with 9,600 of these cells located in the cavity 
section. 
As in the experiment, the test cavity width, s, of 63.5mm was held constant for all the numerical 
simulations whilst the test cavity depth, h, was altered to give various IN geometry ratios. The 
various test cavity depth to width ratios chosen for the simulations were 1.0,1.5,2.0 and 3.0. For 
the purpose of creating a boundary layer upstream of the cavity and also to eliminate any end 
effects which may have had an influence on the CFD solution in the area of the cavity, the 
dimension of flow channel external to the test cavity was chosen to be 250mm in height and 635mm 
in length upstream and downstream of the test cavity which is 10 x s, the test cavity width. The 
inner wall of the external flow channel and the three walls of the test cavity were set as adiabatic, 
no-slip boundaries. The velocities were specified at the inlet with a constant axial velocity of 30.48 
m/s, with a total temperature of 300 K. Static pressure was specified as 101.32 kPa at the 
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dowliNlream outlet. The far ficid outcr boundar\ of dic emernal flow channel \%a-, %cl as a symmon 
houndary type and has no influence on the fhm pa%i ilic lc%t cavity. 
Figure 5.1 A 1ý pical (T 1) me%li med hi the %imulation. 
I 11C colliptitat loll Carried out solve% the coiiscr%ation equaliolls fol 111011101111111 and clicip I., 
dewribed in Chapter 3. wci ion 3.4. The fluld usctj In the simulatiom " as air %% ith conmant fluld 
propcrile%. %N ith Npcciflc licat ((',, ) of' 100(1.43 Ag IK1, tilerinal conductiN ity (k) 0.0242 Win 'K 
clý'Ilaflllc viscosily (it) 1.7894 - 10 
defilled III tile model. 
cow-imil fluld dclisilY (P) of' 1 22ý k9lli i %%. I% 
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CFD models were run assuming steady turbulent flow. The standard k-c model and the 2-laycr k-c 
/W near wall turbulence models wcrc used. To alter the boundary-laycr thickness upstream of the 
test cavity the turbulence intensity specified at the inlet boundary condition was varied between 1% 
and 10%. The resulting relative boundary-laycr thickness (81s) range was 0.25 to 0.5 which 
corresponds with boundary-laycr thicknesses from the I laugcn and Dhanak experiments. 
As in Chapter 3, the method chosen for discrctization of the scalar and momentum equations was 
the sccond-order upwind scheme. A second order scheme was used for the pressure interpolation 
and for the pressurc-vclocity coupling (prcssurc-corrcction) the SIMPLE algorithm was used. 
5.4 Results 
For the simulations using air as the working fluid, results obtained from the analysis of tile I I/s - 
1.5 geometry with a relative boundary-laycr thickncss of 0.25 have been rcporied and compared 
with the equivalent cxpcrimcntal results. The best cxperimcntal results in terms or the measurement 
quality were obtained for this case. 
Figure 5.2 shows velocity profilcs of x-vclocity (horizontal direction) versus distance y (normal 
coordinate) for three x (horizontal coordinate) positions across the test cavity. Coordinate y is 
positive in the direction out of the test cavity into the main cross flow, Whilst a negative y value 
gives the distance into the test cavity. 71ic CFD results arc shown alongside the experimental test 
results. The velocity plot shows that the CFD profilc out or [fie cavity in to the main cross flow does 
not quite replicate the boundary-laycr thickness in the experiment (M-0.25 CFD, -0.3 Test) but the 
profilc is reasonable. I lowcvcr, inside the test cavity the vclocity proriles indicate th3t, the CFD 
model undcr-prcdicts the strcngth of the circulating flow within the cavity. It appears that the k-c A. 
I turbulence modcl does not correctly predict the slicar or ti, c cross flow which drives the circulating 
flow in the cavity. Figure 5.3 shows that the fine nicsh employed near to the walls (y* < 1) 
adequately rcsolvcs the flow in the region close to the test cavity walls (x/s -0 upstream and -I 
downstream walls). The plot also shows that the vertical velocity rises steeply at the downstream 
comer of the test cavity (for y/s -0 at position x/s - 1) at the recompression comcr %%Iicrc the x 
velocity - 0. 
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Figurc 5.4 comparcs CFD prcdictcd pressurc distributions along the test cavity walls with mcasurcd 
prcssurcs. Figurc 5.4a shows prcssurcs along the upstrcam and downstrcarn walls whast rigurc 5.4b 
shows the pressurc distribution along the bottom surracc of the tcst cavity. 71c prcssure is givcn as 
a pressurc cocfricicnt (Cp) dermcd as: 
cp-(P-P. )/(`/`/irl! ) (5.1) 
where p is the static pressure [Pa], u is ti, c x-component or time-mcan velocity [ms*lj and p is thc 
fluid density [kgm'3]. I'lic subscript, co indicates the frcc-sircam condition. 
The CFD computed pressure profiles along the test cavity walls follow tile trend of the test 
measured pressure profiles, but undcr-prcdict near the test cavity downstrcam comcr (yls - 0). This 
is again an indication that the CFD k-c/k. 1 turbulence model under predicts the strength of the 
circulating flow within the cavity and the shcar strength of the cross flow on the circulating flow 
with in the cavity. 
Figure 5.5 shows tile computed flow streamlines within the test cavity. A circulation mass flow per 
unit depth (perpendicular to the flow plane) orO. 162 kg/sm is generated by the shcaring of die cross 
flow in the main channel. It is interesting to note that only one circulation is generated within the 
cavity. For whichever cavity dcpth was chosen, CFD predicted only one circulation. For cavities 
with an I Us up to 1.5. test measurement of pressure on the cavity walls indicate that only one 
circulation is fornicd. I lowcvcr, tile CFD results conflict with experimental evidence. I laugcn and 
Dhanak also carried out flow visualisation experiments using water as the working fluid. Various 
cavity depths were tested in the I I/s - 1.0 - 3.0 range. The test conditions approximately simulated 
the dynamic conditions of the experiments with air in terms of flow Reynolds number and the 
relative boundary-laycr thickness (m). Figure 5.6 shows the results from the water tests in tile form 
or nowvisualization flow pattern pictures. The flow pattcrns portrayed show that as cavity dcpth is 
increased the number orcirculations or vortices generated within tile cavity increases. I laugcn and 
Dhanak observed that for I I/s -I (see Figure 5.6 (a) - note that this picture is printed upside down) 
there was a single vortex and it was stable, resembling almost a solid body rotation. Around Ills of 
1.75 secondary vortices appear in transition, and at a value or I i/s -2a clear second %-orlcx 
structure is formed. Transition again seems to take place around I [Is - 2.5 %% hcn the number or 
vortices oscillates bctwccn two and three. Finally. for I vs on, three vortices arc fornicd. The 
vortices were observed to countcr-rotatc relative to each other. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the CFD predicted flow pattern for the cavity depth or i us -2 with water as the 
fluid. The CFD model predicts only one circulation (vortex) is ronned which conflicts with tile 
experiment where two vortices arc shown to cxis4 as shoAm in Figure 5.6 (c). 
5.5 Conclusions 
In this chapter the results from the CFD simulations of experiments pcrrormCd by I laugcn and 
Dhanak, investigating the interaction orcross-flow over a rectangular cavity will) tile flow in tile 
cavity have been presented. The numerical results have been compared to the velocity and pressure 
measurements for the experiments with air and flow visualisation ror tile tests with water. 
The conclusions that can be drawn from this work are: 
The turbulent k-c/ W 2-layer model undcr-prcdicts the strength of the circulating flow within the 
cavity. 
The CFD model does not predict correctly the shear force of the cross-flow and hence the 
momentum transfer between the cross-flow and the flow within die cavity is incorrect. 
CFD predicted pressures along the cavity walls follow the trend orthe test measured pressures, but 
under predict the strength of the effects, especially near the test cavity downstream comer (y/s - 0). 
ror cavity depths up to 3 times the cavity width the CFD predicts only one circulation. For cavities 
with I I/s up to 1.5. the pressure measurements on the cavity walk indicate that only one circulation 
is formed. I lowcvcr the experiments with water show that more th3n one circulation is formed for 
cavity depths, with I I/s greater than 1.5, whilst CFD predicts only one circulation for all depths. 77he 
reason why more than one circulation (with water) can cxist and why the CFD analyses rail to 
simulate this still need to be fully explained, but could lie in the turbulence modelling. 
The experimental results arc limited but little other research work has been reported in the area of 
engine applications. With some reservations CFD may be used to model flows for this type or 
application and as an initial s1cp will be applied, with caution, to the present problem orcomprcssor 
inicr-disc cavities with axial througliflow. I lo%%-cvcr, further numerical investigations using large 
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eddy simulation (LES) of turbulence are rccommendcd. It is hopcd that LES will capture and 
resolve the turbulence gcncratcd within the cavity and also in the shear layers of the cross flow. 
This work is important because of the need to know the levels of heat and momentum transfer 
across the shear layer from the cross-flow to the cavity and in terms ora gas turbine compressor the 
transrcr or heat and momentum from the axial through flow under the disc bores to the inter-disc 
cavities. In the 2D axisymmetric CFD model described in Ch3ptcr 7 and applied in chapters 8 and 
9. the standard k-c turbulence model will be employed to model such effects. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SUSSEX Al ULTI-CAVITY RIG BUI LD 2 TI I EICNIAL MATO I 14NG 
Summary 
A temperature matching exercise has been performed on the University orSusscx Technology 
Centre (Sussex UTC) multiple cavity rig build 2 using the Rolls-Royce finite element program 
SC03. This rig simulates the internal components and flow features ora high-pressure compressor 
(I IPC). Three models were constructed, firstly a datum model using conventional thermal boundary 
conditions. The second model uses the boundary conditions from the datum model but replaces the 
conventional heat transfer cocfficicnt correlation applied to the disc surraces with a -conc 
correlation, CONE" which was derived by Sussex UTC. The third model is the "best matched" 
model to the thermocouple measurements. Each model was run through the same idle to maximum 
speed accclcration-dcccicration cycle. Results from the best-matchcd model gave temperature 
difference errors, measurement to model prediction, or less than 5K both at steady state and 
acceleration transient conditions. I lowcvcr, a temperature error orsK is signiricant as the 
temperature differcncc between the hot metal inicr-disc cavity shroud and the cooler axial 
throughflow air is 50K at the maximum speed condition. Also to achieve the best match, extreme 
thermal boundary conditions had to be assumed, including an imbalance or licallmass flow in and 
out orthe intcr-disc cavities. This establishes the quality of the statc-or-the-art conventional 
methods and provides a benchmark ror comparing the new modelling method that will be described 
in Chapter 7. 
6.1 Introduction 
The multiple cavity rig at the Sussex UTC simulates tile internal air system of a high-pressure 
compressor. As previously mentioned in Chapter 2 section 2.4.2 tile airn ortlic Sussex rig was to 
provide test data that can be used to improve the physical understanding or tile flow and licat 
transfer mechanisms in the I IPC rotating cavities so that accurate predictions can be made ofair 
system delivery temperatures, drum metal temperatures, disc stressing and critical operating 
clearances. 
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Build I of tile Sussex Multiple Cavity Rig (MCRB I) was used to investigate tile flow and beat 
transfcrmcchanisms in the I IPC drive cone cavity at the rcarorthe II PC (Alexiou 2000. ICAS-GT 
2001, Alcxiou 2002]. The inner drive shaft (rcprcscnting the intermcdiate prcssurc, IP drive shaft) 
was able to co-rotatc or contra-rotate and contained holes for turbine disc borc and disc rear face 
conditioning air. From the MCRB I research at Sussex a licat transrer correlation for the inner 
surface of the I IPC drive cone has been derived. This 'CONE' beat transfcr corrclation has now 
been coded into tile Rolls-Royce internal thcrmal analysis computcr program, SC03 [Barnes 2002, 
Collcy 2001). 
TIC Susscx 'CONE' hcat transfcr corrclation is, 
For Ro/(P, &T)1/2 <6 Buoyancy dominated now regline. 
Nu = 0.0243 Rc, 0'0" Gro-316x-l "[r-l - 11 10022 (2.37) 
For Ro/(PAT)"2 >6 Througliflow dominated flow reginic. 
Nu = 8.93 xI O's Rc. 1.301 X'3.521 (2.38) 
In the above, Nu is the local Nusscit number, x- r/b is the radius ratio, Ile, is the axial througliflow 
Reynolds number and Gr - C12r sinO PAT(r/sinO)'M is the Grashornunibcr, where 0 is tile cone half 
angle. Ro is the Rossby number. For build 2 orthe Sussex UTC Nfulti-Cavity rig (NIC11112) tile 
drive cone orMCRB I was replaced with two discs to create rour cylindrical cavities all with the 
same inner and outer radii and disc spacing. as shown in Figure 6.1. A non-rotating constant radius 
shaft, with a glass window to allow optical access, replaced the rotating inner IP drive sh. aft. Ilic 
MCRB2 provided both steady state and transient metal and air temperatures. In addition, velocity 
measurements orthc flow in the intcr-disc cavities have been reported (Long et al. 2006s, 2006b, 
2006c]. 
Initially two base line thermal analyses models were produced for the Sussex MCRB2 using the 
Rolls-Royce automatic finite element code SC03; a datum model using the conventional modelling 
assumptions used in the thermal matching ror MCRB 1, and a model with the standard natural 
convection correlations for the disc surfaces replaced by the Sussex UTC CONE correlation. T`hcsc 
two SC03 thermal models were produced and compared to the disc rotating thermocouple test 
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measurements for a transient acccleration-deceleration cycle (Kilfbil 20031. I'lic nuin objective or 
the initial thermal analysis was to achieve an accurate temperature match ror MCRB2 through a 
transient acccicration-dcccieration cycle and obtain some insight into the heat convection process. 
The second model was produced in order to evaluate the use or the "conc corrclation" for disc 
cavity heat transrcr. A third thcrtnal model was produced to achieve a "best nutchcd"' modcl to the 
thennocouple measurements. 
Details of the methods and assumptions for the datum and -cone correlation" models arc given in 
section 6.2. Results from the three thermal models are given in section 6.3. Section 6.4 is a 
discussion of the results. The thermal boundary condition assumptions required to obtain the best- 
matched model arc also discussed in this section. A calculation to estimate the disc axial heat now 
using the measured temperatures then rollows. To complete the section a study or the cfrccts or 
internal radiation on the components is discussed. The chapter is completed with section 6.5, 
conclusions along with rccommendat ions on the way rorward to model I IPC internal components 
and flow rcaturcs. 
6.2 Methods and Assumptions 
SC03 (Version 7CO) was used for all thermal analyses. I'lic 2D axisymmetric geometry used in tile 
thermal analyses orMCRB2 was supplied by the Sussex UTC and can be seen in Figure 6.1. I'lic 
rig dimensions (in mm) are also shown. Materials used in the NICK are &flown in Figure 6.2. The 
compressor rotor drum is titanium (TDQ - Rolls-Royce material codes). the rig casing. tile inner 
shaft and the compressor drive shafts arc steel (AZA and AIIJ). I'lic inner stationary shall has a 
glass window (#GLASI [AFT - user defined material) to allow optical access to the rotor cavities 
for Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) now velocity measurements. 
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6.2.1 Operating condition% 
The operating conditions (along with thermocouple test dala) ý% ere supplied by the Su... 'sex [A U. 
The speed ofthe III) shall is shown below in Figure 6.3 for the transient acceleration-deceleratioti 
(accel/decal) test cycle. 
Sussex UTC MCR82 
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Figure 0.3 IIP shaft speed used in lite su.... ex mcRB2 Otermal model. 
6.2.2 Thermal boundary condilions 
-Measured metal temperatures were imposed on the rotor outer surface for the %%hole cycle. I-lie 
measurements from the three thermocouples (see Figure 6.6) were linearly Interpolated and 
extrapolated across the kill lengili of the compre%sor outer surface for each measurement nine point. 
Using these temperature distribunmis a . 11) graph of temperature vs. axial 
distance %s, cycle time 
was produced (see Figure 6.4). The temperature graph was then used as the temperature input in the 
convection zone on the rotor outer surlace. The definition ol'a convection /. one is gi%en in section 
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6.2.3. A very high heat transfer coefficient %%as then specified it) force the calculaied lemperature to 
match the measured metal temperaturcs on ilic compressor outer surflice. 
/-I clI*pcIaIuIt 
I\,.., I ), .1, ýý 
. 11,111bg ( oftillic%-1 
I )mIll I littl I 
Figure 0.4 Measured mcial temperalurc% on the compre%%or drmn rolor ouler %urface during 
the Iramiew eNcle. 
. Fhe it Ir system daut. such as ilia ss I Iow, flow InI ct iempera I tire it nd ca% it y pressures %% ere dcr I% ed 
from the test dala provided. The mass flow rale 1'()r lhe axial througlillow ol'air through the inside (it' 
the compressor was lield at it constant rate ol'O. 4 kg s 1hrotighoul the accel, decel le%t cycle 
considered. 
Fhe houndary condinons III ilie cavkv between the rotor outer surf', icc and the inner surflice of 111c 
casing drum were implemented III SCO. 1 using [lie -%old" modelling 1emure. shm%n III Figure 6.5 as 
V( )24.1 and V025,1. The definition ol'a therma I void is gi%en III sectioil 6.2.3. Therma I voids %%ere 
ý1 I so appl I ed Io bolh I lie fron I 1', ice (VO 17.2) and to I lie rear flice (V()27.1 ) of(he rotor (Inini. 
Fhe main part of1he imer-disc cavities was again modelled using the void f*cature (V03. V05. V06 
and V07). The standard modelling technique is to feed each void with (lie heat from 10"o ofthe 
axial throught'low air. I lem transfer on the disc surfaces was assumed to he natural convection and 
used the natural vertical plate correlation 'NVII(b f s, '2-y)* with the characteristic length equal to the 
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cavity outer radius. 1) plus liall'the cavity width. s minus the local radius. y. For the dattim model 
(his modelling approach was used except that the heat transl . er coefficient for the disc surfaces was 
set to 0.5-NVI), which was it direct read across from the Sussex MURBI therinally matched model. 
Also in the datum model 0.75 ýNUS(I. ). (where NUS is the natural convection heat transler from 
the tipper surface ol'a horizontal flat plate correlation). was used for (lie cavity shroud. The 
characteristic length. I., was set as [lie cavity width. In the region heiween the disc cohs 10"o ofilic 
axial (hroughtlow was assumed to circulate and was modelled with the thermal "stream" fleature. 
For the second inter-disc cavily the thermal streanis are shown in Figure 6.5 as STI I and STI 2. 
1 hernial streams arc t1cf-ined in section 6.2.3. 
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I lie amal througliflow under the disc cobs vas modelled is a series oflinked conveciing "ducts- 
and "sircams". Figure 6.5 shows for the first stage disc. ducts DLJ23A and D112313 1*()r the bore 
thermal duct and stream ST 15 lor the thermal stream. Thermal duct is defined in section 6.2.3. In 
the disc bores full axial througliflow was applied to the thermal ducts and for [lie inter-disc region 
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0.9 of the axial througliflow was applied to the thermal stream. A small amount of temperature 
mixing has been assumed along the inner shaft as air from the intcr-disc cavities mixes with tile 
axial throughflow. 
In the datum model the "internal radiation" feature was applied to the casing walls, which surround 
the rotating. drum. The cmissivity was set to 0.5. IntcmaI radiation is dermcd in section 6.2.3. 
In the second SC03 model the disc surrace NVP hcat transrcr correlation was replaced by the 
Sussex UTC CONE correlation using the parameters of the cavity outcr radius, the disc bore radius, 
the IP shaft radius, the cone half angle (ror a disc, W2 radians) and the axial throughflow rate. Also 
the factor applied to the cavity shroud hcat transrer was altered to 0.677xNUS which gives the 
equivalent heat transfcr as that given by a second Sussex UTC correlation ror the cavity shroud hcat 
transfer which was derived from the multi-cavity rig experiments. 
The third SC03 model was an attempt to obtain a "best" match to the thermocouple measurements 
both at steady state conditions and during the transient acceleration from idle to the maximum speed 
condition. The thermal boundary conditions within the inter-disc cavities were altered to try to 
achieve this temperature match. The modelling for the final best matched model will be described 
later in section 6.4. 
6.2.3 Thermal boundary definitions 
Convedlon Zone: A convecting zone is used where the fluid temperature distribution is known. 
This temperature could be a single value or could vary in space and time. Convecting zones are 
essentially regions or infinite licat capacity. thus the fluid temperature spccificd will not change 
regardless of the heat transfer between the fluid and the component. The surface heat flux is given 
by; 
Q-hA(Tr-Ts) (6.1) 
where T, is the surface local metal temperature and the licit transfer coefficictit, h may be estimated 
using a number of available Nussclt number correlations. 
Vold: A thennal void is a region of negligible heat capacity. A thmnal void is used to represent a 
region that is at a unironn temperature (the entire void is at a single temperature) and is at 
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instantaneous equilibrium with its surroundings. In practice this has the cffcct of providing a heat 
tmnsrcr mechanism that tends to average the tcmpcraturcs or the surrounding boundaries according 
to the local heat flux. The void can thcrcrorc be used to transfcr heat across an air cavity. Additional 
heat can be addcd to the void via a power tcrm (gcncral ly from a mass flow at, for example, 
temperature T.,,.,,, into the void). 
Thc void tcmpcraturc is givcn by; TI fhd4 
whcrc 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
Stream: The thermal strcam is used to dcrine a portion or the boundary that has a finite flow of 
fluid along its length. It is capable of absorbing energy from one location on the surracc and 
transporting it to another. A strcarn has a finite licat capacity. The inlct air temperature orthe strcam 
is dcrincd and the variation in fluid temperature along the boundary is calculated considering 
convection, the heat capacity or the strcam and any additional heating. such as windage. Thermal 
streams can be linked and mixed together. 
Temperature pick up along the lcngth of a stream is given by; 
dT, [Tll i(T, - Tf )] dl + 7 ;, j Jvc dv (6.4) 
where, s is the relative distance along surface, lip. is the heat pick-up and the mixed temperature, 
T. i., is calculated from an cnthalpy balance: 
(IP'CPT), + (1; 'C,, T), + (1; 'C,, T), +... - (1; 'C,, T). i, (6.5) 
Duct: A thmnal duct is identical to a thcnnal strcam in all respects except that two portions of the 
boundary arc dcrincd between which the flow occurs. Energy can be exchanged between the fluid 
and the two surfaces and transported via the duct flow. 
fh T, d, 4 + Q. 
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Internal and External Radiation: The internal radiation heat transfcr boundary condition is used 
to dcrine portions of the boundary which are capable ortransmitting and receiving radiation from 
dicmsclvcs and cach other. View factors arc calculated automatically. 
I [eat flow: Q6, - ý,., A, a(T, ' - T2') (6.6) 
whcrc a is the Stcfan-Boltzmann constant - 5.6687x 10*8 W/rn2K4 
--a 
.2--a0. 
I 
ano tnc grcy Douy vicw iactor, ;,., -, 
(I - FI-3 A, -,, 
(6.7) 
and c is the Emissivity, the proportion of black body radiation emitted from each surracc. F is the 
shape factor. 
External radiation is used to account for radiative licat transrcr from a rcinotc source that is not part 
of the thermal model. 'I'lie spccificd value of this remote temperature is not influenced by the heat 
transfer to (or from) it. 
6.3 Results 
The rig 24 rotating thermocouples (TC I -TC24) connected to a slip-ring unit. Twenty-one of these 
thermocouples (TC I -TC2 1) were connected to the compressor discs and to the cavity shrouds, as 
shown in Figure 6.6. A further 3 rotating thcrmocoupIcs (TC22-TC24) were positioned axially 
along the outcr surface of the Compressor drum. On the inner stationary drive shall 7 
thermocouples (TC25-TC3 1) were positioned along the length of the shaft. Further stationary 
thermocouples were positioned to measure the metal temperature or the compressor casing. Air 
temperature thermocouples were positioned in the annular space between the outcr surface of the 
compressor drum and the casing and to measure the upstream and downstream temperature of the 
air flowing through the annular passage between the inner shaft and the compressor discs borcs. 
Temperature measurements wcrc taken at time intervals of 2.5 seconds throughout the cntirc test 
cycle. The SC03 model was run transiently through die cycle shown in Figure 6.3 to a specified 
accuracy of 0.2K. Towards the end of the period at maximum speed (time -- 2800s) the solution 
approaches a steady state condition. A temperature contour plot at this time point is shown in Figure 
6.7. 
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The temperature time-plots at the thermocouple positions shown in Figure 6.6 are plotted in Figures 
6X to 0.21 for Ilic following models in(] will be discussed below: 
" Datum model using conventional modelling ass"I"ptions th. 11 were used in the thermal 
matched MCRIII model. 
" Datum model with the standard natural comcction correlations tor the disc surfacc. 1% 
replaced by the Sussex UTC CONF correlation. 
" Final best matched thermal model. 
" 'Measured Data 
Table 6.1 below gives tile notation that has been used In all the temperature tinic graphs and 
temperature difference v. time graphs. Fach thennocotiple nainc/number is given in the figures and 
represented in the table by the brackets !, ý. 
Table 6.1 Restill% legend for each SC03 model. 
Tempt-ralure PredictiII11% 
Model NIIIIIC title 
I Model 
I Model with Sussex Cone Corrclation 
lic"t Matched Model 
Measured I'csl D. 11a 
41 111:: 
ccll It.:: 
B111t. A If:: 
1,1111, + IIII!: 
I C111perature Differences (measured - S('03 predicted) 
Model \'1111c odc 
Datum Model 
1 Model with Sussex Cone ( 'orrclation 
Best malched Model 
Ruff (141:: 
( 11 cen di.:: 
B111c A (11:: 
FI crence igures 0.8 to 0.2 1 show the icniperature time graphs (uppcr plot) and temperature (I 
time graphs (lower plot) for each thermocouple position. For the tenipcrature difference graphs, 
shown as the lower graph in each figure, the temperature difference or error is defined as the 
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measured temperature minus the SC03 predicted tcmpcrature. Figure 6.22 shows the axial 
temperature differences across discs No. 2 and No. 3 at three radial locations for the bcst-matchcd 
SC03 model compared to the measured temperature differences. Figure 6.23 shows the radial 
1cmpcraturc difTcrcncc, disc rim to cob for stage 2 and 3 discs. Results have been produced for the 
whole cycle, however, as the matching exercise only considered the steady state and the 
acceleration transient, only these results will be discussed. 
6.3.1 Compressor rotor outer surface 
As a result of applying the measured temperatures to the rotor outer surface via the graphical 
function shown in Figure 6.4, the model temperatures were within ±IK of the measurements for 
both the transient and steady state conditions for all models, and so have not been plotted. 
63.2 S(age 2 disc surface (Figures 6.8 (o 6.12) 
I'lic error (measured minus predicted temperature) in the disc No. 2 borc temperature (TC7) 
prediction was -1 K at steady state for the datum model and increases to a 4K error using the 
CONE correlation. Errors for the best matchcd model arc less than IK at steady state (Figure 6.8). 
The measured temperatures on the stage 2 disc show that the upstream (left side) surface was hottcr 
than the downstream (right side) surface (see Figure 6.22). Predicted temperatures using the datum 
model with natural convection heat transfer on both sides of the disc do not show this temperature 
difference across the disc, and this will be discussed further in section 6.3.6. This is clearly shown 
in the temperature contour plot, Figure 6.7. For the datum model, at the near steady state maximum 
condition there was an error of -3K on the disc diaphragm and a transient error (on the acceleration) 
of IK at the inner (TC9) and outcr (TC 11) part of the disc diaphragm, (Figures 6.10 and Figure 
6.12) whilst an error of 3K occurs at the mid radial position (TC 10), Figure 6.11. 
With the Sussex CONE correlation replacing the natural convection heat transfer correlation on the 
disc surface, the temperature errors are greater at the inner disc radii. I lowcvcr at the mid and outcr 
radial positions the CONE correlation appears to reduce the temperature error during both transient 
and at steady state. For the disc cob (TC8) the temperature crror was large (-7K) for the CONE 
model compared to ±IK for the datum model (Figure 6.9). 
III 
Forthe bcst-matchcd model there was a maximum crroror- IK at the near steady state maximum 
condition roral I positions along the disc cxccpt at the outer radial position (TC Il) where the error 
was -3K. During the transient following the acceleration the crror was between -2K and I K. 
6.3.3 Stage 2-3 shroud (Figure 6.13) 
All three thermal model predictions for the intcr-disc cavity shroud (TC 12) agreed with 
measurements to within IK during the transient and - 2K at the near steady state condition. 
6.3.4 Stage 3 disc surface (Figures 6.14 to 6.18) 
As with the stage 2 disc the measured temperatures on the upstream (left side) surface wcrc hottcr 
than on the downstream (right side) surface (see Figure 6.22). For the datum model . at the near 
steady state maximum condition the temperature crror was within -2K on the disc diaphragm and 
during the transient (fol lowing the acceleration) the crror was 5K at the outcr, TC 13 (Figure 6.14) 
and middle, TC 14, (Figure 6.15) parts of ilia disc. At the inner radial position, TC IS (Figure 6.16) 
an crror of 4K was shown to occur. 
As with the downstream surface of disc 2, with the Sussex CONE correlation rcplacing the natural 
convection heat transfcr correlation on the disc surface the temperature crrors arc greater at the 
inner disc radii. For mid and outer radial positions the CONE correlation appears to reduce the 
temperature error at the near steady state condition. During the transient the errors are reduced 
along the entire disc surface. For the disc cob, TC 16 (Figure 6.17) the temperature error was -3K 
for the CONE model compared to IK for the datum model. 
For the best-matchcd model there was a maximum error of IK at the near steady state maximum 
condition for all positions along the disc diaphragm. During the transient the error was between IK 
at the inner radial position (TC 15) and 5K at the outcr radial position (TC 13). 
The error in the disc stage 3 borc temperature prediction, TC 17 (Figure 6.18) was within 2K during 
the transient and at steady state ror the datum model. With the CONE correlation model there was a 
-2K error at steady state. The bcst-matchcd model error was less than IK at steady state. 
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63.5 Staflonary shaft (Figures 6.19 to 6.21) 
Generally, the temperature errors increase slightly moving axially along the shaft. At the stage 2 
(TC27) and 3 (TC29) disc positions the near steady state error was within -3K for both the datum 
model and the CONE correlation model. For the best matched model the error was reduced to less 
than lK. 
6.3.6 Discs stages 2and 3 axial temperature differences (rigure 6.22) 
As mentioned previously, for both stage 2 and stage 3 discs the measured temperatures on the 
upstream (Icft side) disc surface were hottcr than on the downstream (right side) disc surracc (see 
Figure 6.22) by up to 2.5K during both the acceleration and at the steady state maximum condition. 
Predicted temperatures using the datum model with natural convection heat transrcr on both sides of 
the disc do not show this temperature difrcrcncc across the disc. For the best matched model, at the 
middle and outer radial positions the SC03 solutions show very little difference axially across the 
disc diaphragms on both discs, whilst at the inner radial position the disc upstream surracc 
temperature was just IK hotter than the downstream surracc ror both the stage 2 and 3 discs at the 
maximum condition.. 
6.3.7 Discs stages 2and 3 radial temperature differences (Figure 6.23) 
Comparing the predicted disc radial temperature diffcrcnccs, disc outcr radius (for disc 2 mean of 
TC3 and TC4) to the disc cob (mean of TC6, TC7 and TC8). for the various thermal models to the 
measured temperature di ffcrcnccs shows that the best matchcd model matchcd to within IK of the 
measurements at both the near steady state maximum condition and during the transicnt 
(acceleration) compared to a temperature difTcrcncc of 3K ror the datum model and 4K for tile 
CONE model. 
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0.3.8 Be%f-malched model 
Figure 6.24 shows the positions ol'the SC03 boundary condition Iýatures. volds. /ones. streams and 
ducts for the best matched model. The SC03 model was nin Iransiently through the cycle shown ill 
11gure 6.3 to a specified accuracy ol'O. 2K. Towards the end of'(he period at maximum speed the 
solution approaches a steady state condition. A temperature contour plot a( the near steady state 
maximum speed condition time point ( 2800s) is shown in Figure 6.25. 
The thermal I)OLIndary conditions used in the 'best nia(ched' model are given in Appendix 2 and tile 
evaluated thennal boundary condition values at the 'near' stabillsed maximum speed condition are 
given in Appendix 3. 
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6.4 Discussion and FurtherAnalysis 
Temperature results Crom hoth the datum and the Sussex CONI: correlation thermal models 
indicated Illat the modelling assumptions needed to be altered in both the region under and around 
tile cob and bore of*each disc and in [lie inter-disc cavity spacc. Using the Sussex CONI: correlation 
applied to the disc surface generally improved the matching in (lie outer radial region of'the disc 
diaphragm but it large error remained at the inner radial region ofthe disc. The modelling of' the 
ititcr-disc cavity shrouds has been silowil to be acceptable as there is it good thermal inatch in this 
locatiOll. 
6.4.1 flesi-matched model - modelling a%%timptions 
With the standard modelling assuillptions ýIpplicd to both the dattim and CONF models. no 
temperature dillerence exists axially across the discs whilst the test measurements do indicate it 
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temperature difTcrcncc. The only way to try to obtain the measured temperature gradient axially 
through the discs was to change the modelling approach. In an attempt to achieve this temperature 
gradient the penetrating length of both the thermal streams flowing into and out of the cavity had to 
be increased. The inlet strcam flowing onto the downstream disc penetrated up to the radius where 
the disc cob narrows to the diaphragm. On the upstream disc the outlet strcam starts from 
approximately a third of the cavity depth on the disc diaphragm (see Figure 6.26). Thcrcrorc, an 
asymmetric flow modelling system has been set up in the cavity. A new set of modelling 
assumptions have been made, with a flow rc-circulation assumed to occur in the inner radial region 
or die cavity, between the disc cobs and a void in the outer radial region of the cavity. Factors 
applied to the licat transfer on the cavity downstream disc inlet strcam had to be reduced to 0.1 of 
the force free disc correlation (0.1 x FRD), whilst the factor for the cavity outlet strcam was set to 
0.9xFRD. The optimum flow rate in the rc-circulation in the inner cavity region was 0.07 of the 
axial throughflow and 0.08 of the axial througliflow was assumed to reed the void in the cavity 
outer radial region. I lowcvcr to achieve any kind of acceptable temperature match to die measured 
disc temperatures the heat now out or the void (that mixes in with the circulation flow) was half that 
assumed to enter the void. So there exists an imbalance, with both the mass flow and heat flow not 
being conserved. The heat transfer factors applied to the rorccd duct correlation (FCD) used in each 
disc borc had to be varied for each disc along the length of the compressor, for the stage I disc 
I. OxFCD had to be used, stage 2 disc 0.8, stage 3 disc 0.4 and for stage 4 disc 0.2xFCD was used. 
It should be noted that for an actual cnginc, unlike the NICR, there is tcmperaturc increase moving 
axially along the compressor due to the compression of the main gas strcarn air. For a typical 
military engine an axial temperature increase along the length ofthe I IP compressor rim could be as 
high as 250K(5K to I OKrisc for NICR132). Also, unlikctheNICR, thcrc is a large radial 
temperature gradient from the disc rim to the bore, cspccially during the transients. Again in a 
typical military engine the I IP compressor disc rim to borc radial temperature diffcrcncc could be as 
high as 150K. Engine radial temperature differences from disc diaphragm outer radius to cob arc 
typically I OOK compared to the 30K measured in the MCRB2 discs. If the cquivalcnt pcrccntagc 
crrors that result in only small tcmpcrature cffors for the MCR arc applied to the actual engine the 
temperatures crrors will be much larger and could be significant in the stress and lifing oftlic 
compressor rotor. 
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Figure 6.26 Comparkon of the thermal modelling approach u%ed in the dalum model to that 
u%cd in the hest-malched thermal model. 
6.4.2 [feat transfer coefficient% oil tile (fi%c %urface and ca%'i(% shroud 
I lie lical transfer cocil-mcm % arialion with linic 1hrough ilic acccl (Icccl cN cle at three position,,. 
mid radius on the upstream disc (stage 2). TCI 0. on dic stage 2-3 cavity shroud. I'Cl 2 and on the 
downstream disc (stage i), r(, 14 are shown in the Figure 6.27. Fhe figure shows the licat transter 
for the three llicrinal models. For both discs the heat transfer coefficient% for the best matched 
model are in agreement with the CONI: correlation giving a value 4 times diat giýcn by the 
05, NVP natural convection correlation. For the cavity shroud heat transfer [lie damin modcl used 
0.75 -NUS natural convection from a liori/ontal plate correlation compared to 0.077- NUS u... 'cd in 
the best - mate tied model. As mentioned earlier this gives the equivalent heat transfcr coefficient to 
that produced by the Sussex UFC derived shroud correlation. which . %-; is 0.9 offhat used in the 
dalum model. This is shown in the grapli. 
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0.4.3 Ca%ilý flo" regime% 
According to Alexiou 120001 (lie Rossby iminbcr (Ro) can be used to detennine whether the flow i's 
buoyancy driven or whether the throughtlow eflects dominate. 
For 
For 
I-or 
Ro - 3.15 buoyancy effects dominate 
3.15 - Ro - . 
1.85 flic flow is transitional 
Ro - 3.85 throughtlow effects dominate 
For dic MURIQ stage 2-3 inter-disc cavity the time history plot of'Rossby number is given in 
Figure 6.2X. During the majority ol'the transient and at the steady state maximurn speed condilion, 
the Rossby ritimber plots show that the MCRI32 1% ninning in the buoyancy dominated rcginic 
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Figure 6.28 Time history 44 llos%l)%- it to inher (Ro) f(or %I CR build 2 %1 age 2-3 in I er-disc cavi I). 
A further set of'criteria to determine it'huoyancy ellects are dominant has heen set hy Sussex 
University from I here work on (lie MUR 13 1 drive cone cavity. I lere the I wo flow regimes were 
characterised hy: 
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Buoyancy cffects dominate Bo-Ro/(PAT)1/2 <6 
Throughilow cffects dominate Bo-Ro /(0 AT)" >6 
Table 6.2 below shows the Buoyancy Number (Bo) values at the near steady state maximum speed 
condition and for the greatest AT during the dccclcration back to idle for the thermocouple positions 
on the disc surfaces forming the stage 2.3 intcr-disc cavity in MCRB2. These assume throught'low 
fluid temperatures of 317K (SC03 duct temperature, DT24) at the maximum condition and 311 K at 
the idle condition. The metal temperatures (Tm) used in the calculation arc from the rig 
thermocouples. The Rossby number, Ro, is a constant value of 0.8511 at the maximum speed 
condition and 3.3609 at the idle condition. 
Table 6.2 Buoyancy pararne(er values a near steady state maximum condition and during (fie 
deceleration. 
Near Steady State Maximum Deceleration to Idle 
Thermocouple Position AT(K) (PAT)112 flo-Ro/(PAT)"' AT(K) (PAT)"' Bo-Rol(PAT)" 
TC-9 stage 2 disc 6.7 0.145 5.86 0.5 0.040 85.13 
TC-10 11.9 0.194 4.39 2.6 0.091 36.50 
TC-1 1 29.0 0.303 2.81 6.2 0.141 23.86 
TC- 12 shroud 50.2 0.398 2.14 7.2 0.152 22.01 
1 
TC-13 stage 3 disc 33.6 0.326 2.61 6.7 0.147 22.85 
TC_14 15.0 0.218 3.91 3.1 0.100 33.57 
FfC-I 51 10.2 1 0.179 1 4.75 1.1 0.059 1 56.64 
This second set of criteria also indicates that the stage 2-3 intcr-disc cavity is operating in the 
buoyancy dominated regime at the near steady state maximum speed condition, but at tile steady 
state idle condition and during most of the thermal transient response phases ror both tile 
acceleration and deceleration, the axial throughtlow dominates. 77his Buoyancy number criterion is 
used to determine which of the two Sussex UTC CONE licat transrcr correlations is to be used ror a 
particular cavity flow, being either in the buoyancy or the througliflow dominant regime. 
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6.4.4 Eckert number effects 
The temperature within the cavities rises due to the vortex associated with the swirl velocity of the 
air, which increases with radius. The expected rise in relative total temperature ror a forced vortex is 
given by the following formula: 
. &T,,, - 0' ( r. 
2 
- rj2 2 Cp (6.8) 
In the above equation, r. is the cavity outer radius (m), ri is the cavity inner radius (m), C1 is the 
rotational speed (rad/s) of the vortex and Cp is the spccific heat capacity (J/kg/K). 
At the near steady state maximum speed condition, Equation 6.8 gives a relative total temperature 
rise of 7K. whilst at the near idle conditions the temperature rise is less than I K. Tlicrcforc, this 
cffect is only important at the highcr rotational speeds. At the maximum speed condition, the cffcct 
on the air temperature within the cavity'void' outcr region is an increase or5K. which has an cffcct 
of increasing the cavity shroud temperature by 2K. This vortex temperature rise was not modelled 
in any of the thcrmal models. 
6.4.5 Axial licat flow calculations 
In order to extract as much information from the experimental data as possible, rurthcr analysis of 
the temperature measurements was undertaken. Temperature data from both the transient test. 
described in this chapter, and from three further steady state tests (test no. 33.34 and 50) have been 
used in this assessment. 
Using temperatures at the three radial locations on the disc diaphragm and neglecting axial 
temperature gradients, equations may be deduced for the net axial licat loss from the disc surracc at 
the central thcrrnocouplc location. This is shown below where a control volume including the 
ccntral thcrmocouple location is considercd and cnergy conservation applied. 
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For all four steady state tests (tests 33,34,50 and for the acccVdcccI cycle maximum speed steady 
state condition) calculations, the net axial heat flow is out of the disc material to the surrounding air. 
For disc 2,74%. 79% of the heat entering the disc diaphragm at the outer radius leaves axially out of 
the disc diaphragm. Similarly for disc 3,74%-82% of the heat flow leaves axially out from the disc 
diaphragm. Figures 6.29 and 6.30 show the calculated heat transfcr (using the test measured 
temperatures in Equations 6.9 and 6.10) into and out of the control volume during the acceleration 
(idle to max. speed) and deceleration (max. speed to idle) phases, for the two discs, disc 2 and disc 
3, respectively. Ilic transient calculation shows that at an arbitrary time (740.959s) during the 
acceleration (a slow acceleration in this test) the heat flow is into the disc material at the mid radial 
position for both discs. The thermal analysis shows that for the same time point heat flow can be 
cithcr in to or out from the disc diaphragm dependent on the radial position. According to the 
thermal models, at radial positions inboard orr- 0.17 1m all the heat flow is into the disc and at a 
radius around 0.175mm the heat is into the disc on the downstream side of the disc and out on the 
upstream side. At a radius above 0.182m all the heat flow is out of the disc. 
Table 6.3 compares the NICR112 discs 2 and 3 diaphragm axial heat flow calculations with SC03 
predictions for steady state and transient (acceleration idle to maximum) test points. The table 
shows two sets of hand calculations, the first set used temperatures measured on tile rig and the 
second set used SC03 thermal model predicted temperatures. The heat transrcr results from the hand 
calculations compare reasonable well with the SC03 thermal model results for both steady state and 
transient operating conditions. I [cat transfer results gained from the CFD models of the NICRB2 
have been included for completeness. The CFD results also compare wcll with both tile hand 
calculations and with the SC03 predicted heat transfcr for the steady state test 33 case but not so 
well for the near steady state maximum condition from the transient tcsL The reason for the 
difference may be due to the rig not reaching full stabiliscd steady state conditions at tile maximum 
speed point. Figures 6.29b and 6.30b show that at the start of [lie dccclcration the hand calculated 
heat transfer was approximately 30W out of the discs which is much closer to the CFD heat transrcr 
results. These CFD models will be the subject matter orChaptcr 8. 
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Figure 6.29 Sussex NICR build 2 transient acceleralion / deceleration cycle heat 114m ý%iffiin 
di%c 2 diaphragm - conduction calculation using measured test temperatures. 
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di%c 3 diaphragni - conduction calculation using measured test temperatures. 
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Table 6.3 Comparison of AICIII12 Discs 2 and 3 disphrognt axial beat flow calculations, SC03 
predicted, CFD predicted and a simple conduction calculation for steady state and transient 
(acceleration Idle to maximum) test points. 
SC03 CFD Results Conduction Hand 
Results Calculations 
Non Conjugate Test SC03 
Disc 2 Conjugate Measurements Predictions 
SS Test 33 -28.88 -27.64 -25.72 -33.41 -35.18 
Transient Test SS -20.16 -30.32 -38.89 -24.71 -28.97 
Maximum 
Transient Test 16.48 17.08 15.89 
Acccl. CWt-615s 
Transient Test 11.50 8.82 6.45 
Acccl. C(Lt-740.969s 
Transient Test 40.28 -33.57 40.82 
Deccl. Ca, t-3167.5s 
Transient Test -14.68 -15.07 -17.37 
Decci. Cat-3802.5s 
Note: Heat Flow (%V) -Q Is Ilcut Flow OUT orthe disc +Q Is Heat Flow IN to the disc 
Disc 3 
SS Test 33 -30.02 (-31.19) (-30.40) -37.11 -37.31 
Transient Test SS -19.38 (-33.26) (-36.68) -26.32 -27.92 
Maximum 
Transient Test 18.58 19.23 20.55 
Acccl. Ca t-615s 
Transient Test 12.77 8.92 8.39 
Acccl. a(t-740.969s 
Transient Test -41.61 -33.26 -41.24 
Dcccl. @A-3167.5s 
TransiWt-T-cst . 14.61 -13.65 -17.71 
Deccl. Cdt-3802.5s 
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6.4.6 The effect or Internal radiation within the AICR build 2 rig. 
In the best thermal matched SC03 model an internal radiation boundary condition was applied to 
the casing walls, which surround the rotating compressor drum. The value of cmissivity was set at 
0.5.1 lowcvcr aflcr discussions with the Sussex UTC team it was discovered that the MCR build 2 
rig compressor discs were painted with a high temperature black matt paint. Therefore it is 
reasonable to assume that the cmissivity can be set equal to 1. Alcxiou confirmed that this value had 
been checked with a hand held thcrmonictcr and the thermocouples in ilia rig. To investigate the 
effect of the internal radiation within the MCR rig compressor drum a SCO3 thermal model has 
been run to compare temperatures with ilia best matched thermal model. Internal radiation has been 
applied to both the outside surfaces of the rotating compressor drum and to the inside surraccs or 
the compressor disc drum and stationary shaft. Emissivity has been set to a value of I ror all the 
internal radiation boundary conditions. 
The two graphs in Figure 6.31 show tile metal temperatures at three radial locations on discs 1.2 
and 3 (and also the disc 2.3 shroud) ror the 'best' matched thermal model, Figure 6.3 1a and for the 
compressor drum internal radiation model, Figure 6.3 1 b. Comparing the temperatures at the 'near' 
steady state maximum condition for the two SC03 thermal models shows that the internal radiation 
boundary condition (cmissivity - 1) applied to the compressor drum disc surraccs has little effect, 
an increase of less than IK on the disc metal temperatures, except for the disc I rim where the 
temperature increase is 2K, with internal radiation applied. Also during the transients there is no 
appreciable change in disc metal temperature between the two thermal models. Thercrore for the 
Sussex MCR with modest temperatures and small disc radial tcnipcraturc gradients it can be 
assumed that internal radiation has only a negligible efTcct on the disc temperatures both during 
transient operation and at steady state conditions. Convection and disc radial conduction are the 
dominant heat transrcr mechanisms within the compressor drum. 
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6.5 Conclusions 
A thermal model based on standard industrial practice has been produced for the rVICRI32 rig and 
predicted temperatures compared with rig measurements. All the temperature errors involved arc 
modest, being less than 5K ror all positions and at all times during the cycle. However, there is only 
a 30K radial temperature difference between the disc rim and the cob and only a SOK differcricc in 
the cavity shroud metal temperature and the axial througliflow fluid temperature. The 5K crror 
relates, as a percentage of the temperature difference between the shroud and axial throughflow gas, 
to a 7% crror at the near steady state maximum speed condition and about a 12% crror during the 
acceleration. This represents a significant error. 
Comparison of the results obtained from a number of modified models showed that there is some 
merit in using the new "CONE" correlation on the upstream and downstream disc surfaces. Overall, 
the cone correlation is seen to be cffcctivc in the mid and outer regions of the disc diaphragm for 
the steady state maximum condition, achieving better results than the datum model. On these 
criteria, the cone correlation was also useful for modelling convection at the inner radius of the disc 
diaphragm during the deceleration to idle. I lowcvcr, using the cone correlation has a detrimental 
cffcct on the disc cob and bore temperatures. During transients the cone correlation produces a disc 
temperature response that is close to the measured response for the inner and mid part of the disc 
diaphragm. I lowcvcr in the outer radial part of the disc the datum model produces a better thermal 
response than the model with the cone correlation. 
Inter-disc cavity shroud temperature predictions were good for the datum model and for the model 
using the heat transfer equivalent to that correlated by Sussex UTC. 
Stresses in the discs arc driven by temperature gradient. Comparing the radial temperature 
difference, disc outcr radius to the disc cob, produced by the thermal models to that measured, the 
datum model is shown to perform much better than the thermal model with the cone correlation, 
both at the near maximum spccd steady state condition and during the transients. Modelling around 
the compressor disc cobs has provcd to be difficult. To achieve an acccptable match with the disc 
temperature measurements, the following non-standard thcrmal boundary conditions had to be 
assumed 
14S 
0 Asymmetric inicts and outflows. 
Imbalance of hcat/mass flow in and out of the intcr-disc cavity void. 
1 ligh and low heat transfer on the upstream and downstream disc cobs, rcspectivcly. 
Variation in factors of the forced duct heat transfer on disc bores along the 
compressor. 
The extraordinary methods used to achieve a match for this application are not expected to read 
across to other situations. I lowcvcr, it is worth noting that the solution involved increasing the 
circulation into the cavity from the "normal" 10% to 15% of the axial throughilow. orthis 8% goes 
into the outer cavity void and the remainder stays in the throught'low dominated zone. 
It is clear that traditional modelling approaches for this problem suffer from, various dift'icultics and 
that care is needed in interpreting the thcrtnal analysis. Greater understanding or the flows occurring 
in the build 2 configuration is required. Build 3 of the Sussex rig will provide velocity 
measurements that will help understand the flow within the intcr-disc cavities. CFD work will 
continue to be used for the build 2 and build 3 configurations to supplement the measurements. 
Some progress has been made in the modelling of the cavities with full 3D unsteady CFD but this is 
very computationally intensive. In an attempt to overcome the computing time problem a 2D 
axisymmctric steady flow modelling technique has been developed and this method will be 
discussed in detail in the chapters to follow. The modelling will need to capture the flow physics, 
especially the interaction of the axial througliflow with the cavity flow. 
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CHAPTER 7 
STEADY FLOW 2-DINIENSIONAL MODELLING METHODOLOGY 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a numerical method of modelling the complex unsteady three-dimensional flow 
buoyancy effects within a rotating cavity with a simple steady flow two-dimensional axisymmctric 
model will be presented and discussed. Using the knowledge gained from the previous work on the 
numerical modelling of buoyancy flows within cncloscd cavities, a simple steady flow two- 
dimensional axisymmctric model has been developed that can be applied within a conventional 
CFD model for these types of geometries. The chapter will dctail the development of the method, 
followed by a description of how the model will be linked to conventional CFD using a 'User 
Defined Function' or UDF within the Fluent CFD computing code. I'lie UDF model will then be 
tested by application of the method to an enclosed stationary cavity. "I'lic chapter will close with the 
method being applied to a rotating enclosed cavity. The results from the application of the 
simplified CFD model will be compared to the test data from the Kirkpatrick & Bohn's [1986] 
experiments for a stationary enclosed cavity and from the Bohn ct al's [1993,1994] experiments for 
a rotating scaled cavity. 
7.2 A 2D Axisymmetric Alodel or the Buoyancy Effects In Rotating Cavity Flows. 
A simple axisymmctric (or circumfcrcntially-avcragcd) approach to modelling buoyancy-drivcn 
heat transfer in the centrifugal force field bctwccn concentric rotating cylindcrs has bccn 
considered. With reference to Chapter 2, the approach adopted is similar to the 'conduction layer 
technique' that has been used by other workers to model high Rayleigh number free convection 
under gravity. 
7be flow between two co-axial, co-rotating. infinite cylinders at different uniform temperatures is 
considered first, and is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Averaging over time, it is expected that the flow 
variables will not vary with z or (D in the natural cylindrical co-ordinatc system (rOz). It is also 
that the flow can be treated as a perturbation of solid body rotation (v. - f1r). From analogy with 
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turbulent diffusion, simple dimensional arguments. and with the consideration of the stability of 
rotating compressible and inviscid fluids by Eckhoff and Storcslcttcn (1978,19801, Chew (2000], 
as reported in Chaptcr 2, section 2.6, postulatcd that in the interior flow the heat flux (4) is given 
(in terms of time averaged variables) by the following equation, 
Figure 7.1 Illustration or tije simplified model. 
d7* dT 
-A Rai* kT-kT (7.1) rr rr 
where the 'local Rayleigh number' Rai is defincd as follows 
Ra, = Prp 
2 V. 2V 
Max[(! ", 
)2 
_r 
dp, O 
JU 
Ir2cp dr 
(7.2) 
I lere A and n are non-dimcnsional constants, L is the rcprcscntativc length scale and, p.. U. Pr 
(-PcWk), v., C.. T. k and c denote the fluid density, viscosity, Prandtl number, swirl velocity, 
specific heat at constant pressure, static temperature, thermal conductivity and the speed of sound, 
respectively. In the low Mach number limit this model will promote heat transrcr if the radial 
temperature gradient is positive. Eckhoff and Storcslcttcn's stability criteria support the use of the 
term in brackets [] in Equation 7.2 being negative, if the rotating flow is stable and positive if the 
flow is unstable. The stability criterion tcrin may be dcrivcd as described below; 
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Assuming a forced vortex with tangential velocity v., the radial equilibrium equation is, 
dp 
p v. 
' 
dr r 
and for iscntropic flow of a pcrfcct gas, 
p= npr 
whcrc n is a constant. Diffcrentiating Equation 7.4 w. r. t. r, 
dp 
= nypy-1 
dp 
dr Tr 
substituting into Equation 7.3, 
V2 
yp F. 
3 ._ 
rr 
With the spccd of sound, 
Fira 
and using equations 7.4 and 7.7 in Equation 7.6. 
r dp 
c p dr 
( 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
If it is assumed that the "iscntropic forced vortex" is just stable, it follows from Equation 7.8, the 
flow is stable if, 
r dp 
p dr 
(7.9) 
Using the analogy with turbulent mixing (Chcw 20001, the tangential component of the momentum 
conservation equation in the axisymmctric model is modified by the addition of the following term. 
d ARa, ' 
p[r 
ýv ARI* 
U. L_ vd 
(ALaL,, ) 
7 -( Pr dr Pr r dir' Pr r1 rdr p 
(7.10) 
Note that the above term is zero in the case of a forced vortex (v cc r). It is also assumed that away 
from the walls the contribution of conventional thermal conduction to the heat transfcr is negligible. 
T`hcn the radial heat flux in the central "core" of the flow is given by: 
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-AR I 
dT (7.11) Tr 
The axisymmctric model has been implemented by modifying the core gas properties of viscosity, ju 
and thermal conductivity, k (Prandtl number remains constint). These arc multiplied by a factor 
given as a function of the local Rayleigh number, Rai, using the cquations above. The same value is 
used to factor both the viscosity and the thermal conductivity, as follows, 
p' - ARa, *jj (7.12a) 
and V-Aft, "k (7.12b) 
The two constants A and n used in the factoring equations will be determined from the matching of 
test cases with experimental data across the full range of Rayleigh numbers. Viscosity. P'uscd in 
the enhanced mixing UDF model is the augmented molecular or laminar viscosity. The eddy or 
turbulent viscosity remains unaltered using the values computed by the k-c turbulent model within 
the solver. This is best illustrated by the engine case in Chapter 9, where a comparison of the 
enhanced mixing model augmented laminar viscosity with the eddy viscosity is made. Figures 9.6 
and 9.7 on page 219 which show the relative magnitudes of the two viscosities, the augmented 
laminar viscosity and the eddy viscosity, respectively. 
For the limiting condition of small values ordp/v,. J77Tand Eckert number OV111TC.. wheredp 
and, dTarc rcprcscntativc values of pressure and temperature differences, solution of Equation 7.11 
for the core heat flux, 4 gives, 
qr Prp fl'VPAT, 
! A-T, = 
A[In(r, /r)r 
IPI I" 
(7.13) 
whcre, d T, is the inncr-to-outcr temperature rise across the interior region and P is a coefficicnt of 
thcnnal expansion, which can be taken as I divided by the gas temperature. 
Close to the boundary cylinders, thin layers arc assumed in which the licat conduction is given by 
modified experimental correlations for convection from a heated horizontal flat plate in gravity. 
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I Jere the Fishendcn and Saunders ( 19501 correlations arc adiptcd to include centrifugal acceleration 
rather than gravity, 
A-0.54Ra 0.25 for 105 < Ra < 2407 (7.14a) 
N4 = 0.14 RaO. 333 for 2407 < Ra < M010 (7.14b) 
where the Nusselt numbcrNu - L41(kV) and the Rayleigh number Ra - PrS22rp2,8, dTL! 1p' 
and L,. dT. Pr, fi (- Mi. ) dcnote representative length scales, fluid to wall temperature difference, 
Prandtl number and coefficient of thermal expansion, respectively. T,,. is the gas temperature at the 
edge of the layer. Choice of the representative length scale, L is somewhat arbitrary, as the free 
convection correlation is based on experimental configurations quite different from that considered 
here. For a finite cavity the half cavity width would be a reasonable choice. (Note that the 
characteristic length scale, L will canccl out if the flow is in the high Ra number range. ) 
The model described above for the closed annulus has been extended and applied to the case orco- 
rotating disc cavities with axial throughnow. In these cases the Rayleigh number will be small or 
zero in the axial througliflow region and so the CFD model will revert to conventional 
axisymnictric model. Equation 7.14b has been retained for the shroud convective heat transfer. 
Conventional CFD has been used in the near-wall region on die discs. The correlation for turbulent 
natural convection from a horizontal plate has been used in the simple axisymmctric model to 
produce the heat transfer on the disc cavity shroud. 1"his horizontal plate correlation produces a heat 
transfer, which is greater than the heat transfer produced by the Bolin ct al. [ 1993,1994) radial heat 
transfer correlation. I lowcvcr, as will been seen in Chapter 8, when comparcd to the heat transfer 
calculated for the Sussex MCR Build 2 cavity 3 experimental data the natural convection from a 
horizontal plate correlation remains low. 
Implementation of the model in the FLUENT CFD code was undertaken. For each point on the wall 
an air temperature was estimated internally within the CFD calculation. This was done by 
associating surface points with internal mesh points a spccificd distance away from the wall. Using 
this value of air temperature, and the local wall temperature and fluid properties Equation 7.14b was 
applied to estimate the free convection hcat transfer. 4, ' say. The following cquations were then 
used to estimate the additional heat flux, 4. say, due to buoyancy effects. 
dT 
-, IRa, *k Y- in the flow 'core' (7.1 5a) rr 
r4, r. q,, in the ncar-wall region (7.15b) 
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After each update of the temperature ficid in the CFD solution die additional heat flux term was 
estimated according to the following algorithm, 
1. For each wall point rind an appropriate 'free strcam' air temperature and thcrtnal laycr 
thickness. 
2. For each wall point calculate 4., using appropriate heat tmnsrer correlations. 
3. Associate each interior calculation point with the 'nearest' wall point and use the 
appropriate value of thermal layer thickness to dctcnninc whether or not the interior point 
lics in the ncar-wall region. 
4. For each interior point calculate 4. from the equations given above using the appropriate 
value of4,,. 
This algorithm was incorporated within the iterative CFD solution and extended to include the 
effects of extra mixing in the momentum conservation equations. For conditions in which the free 
convection heat transfer is relatively small these modifications should have little effect on the CFD 
solution. 
7.3 A Numerical 2D Model of the Buoyancy Effects In a Stationary Cube Enclosed Cavity. 
An initial 2D CFD model was used to check that modifying the fluid properties within a stationary 
enclosed cavity would produce a constant temperature core, with the required heat flow through the 
cavity. A 2D CFD model of Kirkpatrick & Bohn's ( 1986] experiment for a stationary enclosed 
cavity was used. The I IC case, with a temperature difference of 30K was considered first. The wall 
temperature at the bottom of the cavity was set at 330K whilst the wall temperature at the top of the 
cavity was set at 300K. The two vertical sidcwalls were assumed to be adiabatic. For the 
temperature difference of 30K the Rayleigh number, Ra is 1.75x 1010. As with the CFD simulations 
discussed earlier in Chapter 3 water was used as the fluid and gravity was assumed to act in a 
downwards direction. Three CFD calculations were performed using the FLUENT segregated 
solver. The first assumed steady laminar flow and the second assumed unsteady laminar flow; both 
of these analyses used the conventional CFD approach. The third analysis assumed steady Iamiaar 
flow but with the fluid properties modificd. Similar to the 3D analyses, a 100 by 100-squarcd mesh 
with a cell spacing expansion ratio of 1.1 was employed for all three orthcsc analyses. 
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7.3.1 21) steady laminar flow CH). 
Results 11or the converged steady larninar flow CFD model are shown in Figure 7.2 as a stream 
I*unction contour plot, and in Figurc 7.3 as a velocity vector plot. coloured by velocity magnitude. 
Both figures indicate two main flow circulations with the larger ol'the two being on the right side of' 
the cavity. The flow rises Froin the hot bottom wall near to the centrc and Calls back down the 
sidcwalls creating the two circulations. In I clockwise direction flor the circulation on the right and 
in an anti-clockwisc direction lor the circulations on the lef). The maximum calculated flow 
velocity was 0.03 1 ni/s. 
Figure 7.2 Stream function contours. 
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Figure 7.3 Velocity vectors (m/s) coloured by 
velocity magnitude. 
Figure 7.4 show the calculated vertical temperature distribution through the ccntre of the cavity 
from the hot bottom wall to the cold top wall. The plot shows that there is a uniform corc 
temperature of3 19K, 4K higher than the average ofthc hot and cold wall 1cmpcraturcs. The graph 
shows steep temperature gradients near to both the top and bottom walls and shows that the CFD 
mesh was sufficiently fine to capturc the flow near the walls ofthc cavity. Comparing the calculated 
wall heat transt'er to the heat transfer from the Kirkpatrick & Bohn experimentally derived 
correlation, CFD predicted a heat transfer Nussclt number, Nu 169 for the hot wall and 128 for 
the cold wall, hence a large error between the two Nussclt number%. When compared with the 
Kirkpatrick & Bohn correlation value of 256 there is an error in the average heat transfer of 
approximately 42%. The overall error in the heat transt'er within the cavity was large at 365W. or 
13.3% ofthe heat entering the cavity. In summary, the 21) stcady laminar flow CFD solution was a 
poor simulation of the experiment. 
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Figure 7.4 Vertical tenipcraturc distribution through the centre of the cavity 
for the steady laminar solution. 
7.3.2 2D unsteady lsminarnowCFD. 
Results for the unsteady laminar flow CFD model arc shown in Figure 7.5, as a strcarn function 
contour plot and in Figure 7.6 as a velocity vector plot, colourcd by velocity magnitude. Both 
figures indicate that a main central flow circulation angled diagonally across the cavity is set up. 
The flow rises from the hot bottom wall and circulates in a clockwise direction. Two smaller sized 
anti-clockwisc circulations arc shown to form, one in the upper lcft comer and the second in the 
lower right comer of the cavity. Two further anti-clockwisc circulations form in the top right and 
bottom left comcrs but arc much smaller in size compared to the three main circulations. The 
maximum calculated flow velocity was 0.04 1 nits. Figure 7.7 show the calculated vertical 
temperature distribution through the ccntrc of the cavity rrom the hot bottom wall to the cold top 
wall. The plot shows that there is a uniform core temperature of 315K. the average of the hot and 
cold wall temperatures. The graph also shows that steep temperature gradients exist near to both the 
top and bottom walls, and that the CFD mcsh was sufficicritly fine to capture the flow near the walls 
of the cavity. 
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Figure 7.7 Vertical temperature distribution through the centre of the cavity 
for the unsteady larninar solution. 
Comparing the calculated wall heat transfer to the heat transfer 1rom the Kirkpatrick & Bohn 
experimentally derived correlation, the tune-averaged heat transfer Nusselt numbers were Nu - 193 
flor the hot wall and 198 flor the cold wall compared to 256 calculated 1rom the correlation giving an 
average heat Iranst'er error ofapproxiniately 24"/o. It is ol'interest to note that this is a much larger 
error than that produced by the equivalent 31) CFD discussed earlier in Chapter 3. The overall error 
in the heat transfer within the cavity was 43AW. or 2.5% ofthe heat entering the cavity. III 
summary the unsteady laminar flow CFD matches the experimental results much better than the 
steady laminar flow CFD. However neither CI-D models produced a flow field where the flow 
circulates around a central core which was shown to happen with the 31) CFD models in Chapter 3. 
". 411 
._ 4" 
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7.3.3 21) unsteady laminar flo%s cFD %sith modified fluid properties. 
In an attempt to achieve a cavity flow field having a central core the fluld properties had to be 
modified to give enhanced inixing within the cavity. Both the viscosity and thernial conductivity 
were increased in proportion to each other. The specific heat capacity remained it the normal value. 
allowing the Prandtl number to remain the sarne. The I'linctions (I -cos jYc/2*d, //j) and (I -co. s 
[x/2*d, //]) were used to increase (fie value of'the two fluid properties frorn a defined minimum 
value on the wails to a defined maxinium value moving over a set distance 1'rom each ol'the walls. 
The cosine lunction was chosen to allow a smooth change in fluid properties across the layer. The 
'boundary layer type distance' was set as I Wo of* the caviiy wall si/e. giving / 0.0305m. The same 
mininiurn and maximum factors Im both viscosity and thernial conductivity were set as 5.5 and 240 
respectively. To enable the use ol'the enhanced fluid properties within the FLUENT solver a User 
Defined Function or UDF was written in the programming language 'C' and incorporated and 
'hooked' to the solver. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show graphically by contour plot how viscosity and 
therinal conductivity fluid properties were modified in the CIA) model. Figure 7.9 shows the fluld 
viscosity on a line drawn through the centre ofthe cavity and Figure 7.9 shows a contour plot of' 
therinal conductivity within the cavity. Apart I, rom the changes made to the fluid properties 
conventional CFD was used in the flow analysis. 
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Figure 7.8 Enhanced mixing fluid 
viscosity distribution. 
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Figure 7.9 Enhanced mixing fluid 
thermal conducthift confours. 
Resu I ts for the unsteady laminar flow 11joijel "it lit lie UDF enhanced inixing are shown in 
Figure 7.10 as a stream flinction contour plot, and in Figure 7.11 as a velocity vector plot. coloured 
by velocity magnitude. Both figures indicate that a main central flow circulation angled slightly 
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across the cavity is set tip. The flow rises From the hot bolloin wall and circulatcs in a clockwise 
direction. Four small anti-clockwise circulationsare shown it) form in each comer ol'the cavity, 
with the Lipper lcI't and lower right circulations being stronger than the two circulations forined in 
the other two corners. The inaxiinum calculated flow velocity was 0.02 1 ni/s near to each of'the 
Iddex% alls. 
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Figure 7.10 Stream function conlours. Figure 7.11 Velocity vectors (m/s) coloured by 
velocity magni(tide. 
Figure 7.12 shows the calculated vertical temperature distribution through the centre ol'the cavity 
from the hot bottom wall to the cold lop wall. The plot shows that there is a unillorin core 
temperature of'3 15K. the average ofthe hot and cold wall temperatures. The graph also shows that 
temperature gradients exist near to both the top and bottom walls over the width ol'thc enhanced 
fluid property boundary layer thickness. 
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Figure 7.12 Vertical temperature distribution through the centre of the cavit) 
for the unsteady laininar flow with modified fluid properties. 
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The overall error in the heat transfer balance for the cavity was only 3. OW, or 0.1% or the hcat 
entering the cavity. I lowcvcr when comparing the calculated wall hcat transrcr to the heat transfer 
from the Kirkpatrick & Bohn experimentally derived correlation the results were not so good. CFD 
predicted a heat transfer Nussclt number, Aru - 74 for both the hot and cold walls compared to 256 
calculated from the correlation giving an error of approximately 71%. This is again a much larger 
error than that produced by the equivalent 3D CFD. In conclusion, the unsteady laminar flow CFD 
with enhanced mixing in the cavity matches the experimental results much better in obtaining a 
uniform temperature central core with flow circulating around this core but the heat transrcr is much 
too low compared to the experimental value. 
7.4 A Numerical 2D Axisymmetric Model of the Buoyancy Effects In it Rotating Scaled 
Cavity. 
In this section an evaluation of the enhanced mixing model is presented. The method is applied to a 
rotating enclosed cavity and results from the 2D axisymnictric CFD model are compared with the 
results from Bohn ct al. 's (1993,1994] experiments. Rotating cavity Configuration A (see Figure 
2.2) has been used for this CFD simulation. The 2D axisymnictric model was used to check that 
modifying the fluid properties within a rotating cncloscd cavity would produce a constant 
temperature core, with the required heat flow through the cavity. The cavity was set to rotate at a 
speed of 2000 rpm (209.4rad/s). For a temperature difference between die outer and inner 
cylindrical surface of 30K the Rayleigh number, M4 was 4.255x 1010 and rotational Reynolds 
number, Re., was 7.915x 101. As with the CFD simulations of Bohn et al. 's experiment discussed 
earlier in Chapter 4, air was used as the fluid. CFD calculations were performed using the FLUENT 
segregated solver assuming steady turbulent flow. The standard k-c and 2-laycr k-c /W near wall 
turbulence models were used. Similar to the 3D analyses, a 100 x 100 mesh with a cell spacing 
expansion ratio of 1.1 was employed for the analysis. From a converged solution using the 
conventional CFD approach the enhanced mixing model implemented using a FLUENT UDF, was 
applied and a converged CFD solution for the rotating encloscd cavity with enhanced mixing in the 
core was obtained. 
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Using the Bohn ct al. 's heat transfer correlation for the Configuration A, 
for the inner and outer radius walls, Nu, =0.246Ra 0.221 
Therefore for AT - 30K and a Ra+ - 4.255x 10109 Nuk - 65.21 
1 
The expected heat flux, 4 through the inner and outer walls are given by, 
k For the inner wall, q, = Nu* IT. -T, I 
And for the outcr wall, 40 =k --- NU61T. -Til 
r. In (r. Ir, ) 
(7. I 6) 
(7.17) 
(7.18) 
where the fluid thmnal conductivity, k- 0.0242 wm*IK7', cavity inner radius, ri-0.125m and 
outer radius, r. - 0.355m, T. and T, are the outer and inner wall temperatures respectively. 
Evaluating the heat flux for the conditions considered yields inner wall and outcr wall heat fluxes or 
41- 362.85 W/m2 and 4. - 127.77 W/M2 respectively. 
*Tbe ncar wall factorf is derivcd as follows, 
The heat flux at the wall, 4. is given by, 4W -A 
(T. T1.11 r) (7.19) 
n"P 
where TArirp is the fluid temperature near to the wall (CFD cclI ccntrcd temperature in the I" ccll 
next to the wall) and nN; #'P is the distance of temperature position away from the wall. 
Now Pfp Pr- - kp .,. 
ko m 
Ucp 
Pt 
(7.20) 
cc od i where V and p' are the modificd thermal conductivity and viscosity rcsP tively. For the m ircd 
viscosity near to the wall, p'= fp but now allowing f to vary locally along the wall and 
substituting Equation 7.20 into Equation 7.19; 
filco (T. - TV" P (7.21) 
Pr nx, p 
where 4c., j is the heat flux from the appropriate Bohn ct al. 
's experiment correlation. 
So for the enhanced mixing model the near wall multiplication factor. f is given by, 
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Pr n"vxp From Equation 7.2 1, 
pcp (T. - TAN. P) 
(7.22) 
So for the outer wall, 5279.73 n,..,. (7.23) (T. 
- 
and for the inner wall, 14994.45 it (7.24) (T. - TAO.,. 
3 
Equations 7.23 and 7.24 were coded into the UDF to calculate tile local near wall factors, f. andf, 
along the outer and inner walls. The mean near wall factorfwas calculated rrom the local factors 
along the outer and inner walls. The core factor, K was assumed to have a rlxcd value or4300. A 
series of CFD calculations were then performed for various inner and outer walls, and sidcwall 
layer thicknesses. The CFD calculated heat transfer was compared to Bolin ct al. 's experimental 
data to obtain the 'best' CFD model. The best CFD results were obtained with the inner and outer 
wall constant boundary layer thickness set at 0.002m and thicknesses of 0.005m for the sidCwalls. 
In this CFD model the fluid properties were only modified in the inner and outer wall boundary 
cells and no near wall, f factor was applied to the sidcwalls allowing conventional CFD calculations 
to be applied in the 0.005m boundary layer regions on the sidewalls. The functions (I -cos[x/2*d,, /n) 
and (1-cos[x/2*d/n) were used to derine the increase in tile fluid properties of thermal conductivity 
and viscosity moving away from each wall. The increase in fluid properties over the near wall 
boundary layer thickness, I was set equal to 10% of the cavity width (0.1 2m), I-0.0 1 2m. 
Results for the steady turbulent flow rotating annulus cavity CFD model (Config. A case) with tile 
enhanced mixing arc shown in Figures 7.13 to 7.16.7lic streamlines in Figure 7.13 show weak flow 
in the interior with stronger motion near the walls in the regions where there is no enhanced mixing. 
The swirl velocity contour plot, Figure 7.14 shows that the CFD model does produce the cxpectcd 
solid body rotation in the cavity. The mixing factor distribution in Figure 7.15 confirms tile 
successful implementation of the method showing that the non-damped ncar-wall regions merging 
smoothly with the enhanced mixing region in the core. Figure 7.16 shows die calculated radial 
temperature distribution through the ccntrc of the cavity. The plot shows that the CFD model 
Produces a uniform temperature central core with a core temperature of 317.5K. Illic graph also 
shows that temperature gradients exist near to the inner and outer radius walls over the width 
(0-002m) of the enhanced fluid property boundary layer thickness. 
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Figure 7.13 Stream function contours. 
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through the centre of the ca, * it%. 
Hie error in the overall heat transt'er balance for the rotating annular ca% ity %kas 3.4 1 (AV. or 3.4",, of' 
the heat entering the cavity. When comparing the calculated wall heat transfIer it) the heat transfer 
from the Bohn et al. experinien(ally derived Configuration A correlation the results for the inner and 
outer radius walls were poor, with the CFD predicted heat transfer Ix-Ing 35.48W for the inner and 
63. M4W for the outer wall compared to 34.2W calculated from the correlation giving a prediction 
error ol'approximately 4(1/, (, fior the inner and for the outer wall an error ol'approximately M7"o. Using 
the Bohn et al. [ 19941 experimental heat transfer correlation for axial heamig conditions gives a 
hcat transfer of 34.1 8W for this case. I ]eat transfer CFD results were 69.72W for the cold sidewall 
and 36.94W for the hot side wall. It must be noted that the Bohn et al. experiments were perflornied 
%eparately for radial and axial directed heat transfer and no combined axial and radial directed heat 
Ifil 
transfer experiments were performed. Therefore flic correlations were derived for radial directed 
and for axial directed heat transfer in isolation. 
In conclusion the steady turbulent flow CFD with enhanced mixing in the cavity results in a 
uniform temperature central core being produced. I lowever the model does not produce the 
circulating flow around a central core that might have been expected. 71c CFD model heat transfer 
results were acceptable for the inner radius wall but poor for the outer radius wall. Closer 
examination of the CFD solution results showed lack of convergence of some local near wall 
factors calculated along both the inner and outer radius cylindrical walls. The variation in these 
factors from iteration to iteration was most notable in the two comers on the hot outer radius wall. 
Further development of the model focussed on rotating cavity with axial throughflow test cases and 
this is described below. 
7.5 Final Implementation of the Enhanced Mixing Model. 
In this section implementation of the enhanced mixing model UDF methodology are described and 
an explanation is given on how the UDF has been applied to a rotating cncloscd cavity with axial 
throughflow. 
7.5.1 Cavity shroud heat transfer formulation coded In the UDF 
For a rotating intcr-disc cavity the shroud local Rayleigh number, Ra has bccn defined as follows, 
Ra = Gr Pr6 (7.25) 
where Grashof number, Gr = 
and base line Prandd number, 
r. (T. - To 
1 
,, n2 
12 (. 
YP3 
Pfl, = I'S'. ka 
(7.26) 
(7.27) 
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I lere r. is the cavity shroud radius (m), s is the cavity width, T. is the local shroud wall temperature 
(K), 0 is the rotor speed (rad/s), T,, is the gas temperature (K) at a position in the ccntrc of the 
cavity at 85% of the cavity outer radius. Viscosity, j4 and thcrrnal conductivity. kb arc the base line 
values set by the user in a FLUENT input panel. 
The standard heat transfer correlation for natural convection from a horizontal plate assuming 
turbulent flow was used to obtain the local heat transfer along the cavity shroud. 
Nu,,, j w 0.14 Ra*-Jjj (7.15b) 
giving a local hcat flux, 
Nu,., j ks 
I(T. 
- T, (7.28) V2) 
Now using Equation 7.2 1, the local near wall factorf is given by, 
ßä CP i(T. - TXW p1 
7.5.2 Cavity core enhanced mixing model formulation coded In the UDF 
(7.29) 
To obtain the K multiplying factor for the cnhanccd mixing core, Equation 7.2 for the local 
Rayleigh number, Rai and Equation 7.11 for the heat flux have been coded into the UDF- 
7be local Rat is given by, 
where 
Ra, Pr, Ra, Raj 
Pr, Acp 
k, 
Ra, p, 
2 (Or, + 14,1)2 L 
ý1, 'r 
2 dp Ra, At !L 
p dr) 
(7.30) 
(7.31) 
(7.32) 
(7.33) 
+ W, +w 
13 
whcrc Atli (7.34) -41-. 4 R-T, j 
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L=r, - Rsw (7.35) 
RAO (m) is the outer radius of the central shaft forming the inner radial dimension of the cavity. 
R,, 44 is specified by the user within the UDF. The local fluid viscosity. lit and thermal conductivity, 
ki within the core, uses the modificd values at each computational iteration. 71c local radial cell 
Centre position is r, (m). Thc local fluid relative circumfcrcnti3l velocity is is-1. The characteristic 
Icngth, L used in the local Raj number is given by, rrRW and was determined through CFD trials 
using the UDF. Stability of the CFD computation was best achieved with this definition of tile 
charactcristic length. From the Eckhoff and Storcslcttcn ( 1978,19801 stability criterion, Equ3tion 
7.9, if Ra2 < 0, Ra2 is set to 0 and conventional CFD is used with no enhanced mixing taking place 
in that location. 
During engine acceleration (and at steady state conditions) the compressor disc and the shroud 
MCMI temperatures arc greater than the cavity air temperature and the disc temperature increases 
with radius. The rate of change of density with respect to radius, dp1dr in the cavity will be expected 
to be negative and to strengthen with increase in radius. I Icnce the local Rayleigh number (Ra) wil I 
increase with radius. At low radii, where the axial throughflow occurs, the N13ch number will be 
small and dpldr will be small or may be positive. In this region the Rayleigh number tends to zero 
Ra: is set to zero and conventional CFD is used. This is also typically the case during an engine 
deceleration. 
The core multiplying factor, K was defincd as, 
Ka ARaj" (736) 
This is in the standard functional form expected for natural convection heat transrcr. Values of A 
and n were varied to produce the necessary enhanced mixing within the cavity core. In tile next 
ch3ptcr, Ch3ptcr 8, values of A and n have been determined through CFD trials. CFD calculations 
were pcrronned to simulate the flow and heat transfer for the Sussex UTC Multiple Cavity Rig 
build 2 (MCRD2) experiments [Long et al. 2006b]. The intention from these simulations was to 
obtain a good agreement with the experiments and to rind the values of A and n that would produce 
a good fit to experimental data over the full range of buoyancy conditions. values or. 4 and n are 
hard coded into the UDF. The function, I- cos[(, T/2)(5/1)] was used to define the change in fluid 
Properties increasing away from the wall. The thickness of this layer. MAYER. is set within the 
UDF- Within this layer a second constant property layer is formulated next to the wall. The 
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thickness of this second layer, Dlq)-Con, is also hard coded into the UDF- In this constant property 
layer conventional CFD calculations are performed and no enhanced mixing takes place. I lowcvcr 
in the cavity shroud wall region enhanced mixing is assumed with the average near wall factor, 
I for the shroud wall used to factor the fluid properties of viscosity and thermal conductivity over 
the DIa)-Con layer region. To estimate the thickness of the constant property layer extending away 
from the wall, the turbulent flow Ekman boundary layer equation [Owen and Rogers 19951 for 
rotating cavity flows was used, 
0.098A(flr- w)ý'(, r)06 Re. 
r I' fir 
where Rao is the rotational Reynolds number. 
(7.37) 
For the Sussex MCRB2 experiments the Ekman boundary 13ycr thickness within the rotating 
cavities was calculated as approximately 0.002m and was applied to the CFD COMPUtAtions setting 
the DIa)-Con value within the UDF. Using the experience from the previous CFD experiments the 
DLA YER thickness was set to 0.005m. The full sh3pC function equations to define the cnhanced 
mixing core which is coded into the UDF arc as follows, 
For viscosity, po - [f + factx(K -f 
)Di# (7.38) 
And for thermal conductivity, kP= [f + factr(K - f)ý'b (7.39) 
whcre for J< DL4 YER (7.40) 
factx -I for J.? I 
factx co ff 
(5 - DIqyCon) ý2 
(DL4 YER - Dla)Con) 
J is the distance (m) of the fluid ccli ccntrc away from the nearest wall. 
In summary the overall cffcct of the near wall factor. f for the cavity shroud and for the core 
enhanced mixing factor, K arc shown in Figure 7.17 for the CFD simulation of two cavities from 
the Sussex MCRB2 cxpcrimcnt, in the form ora strcam function plot. 77hesc rcsults are discussed in 
Ch3pter 8. 
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The final version ol'the Enhanced Mixing UDF has a filename of-comp enhanced mixing-c'. The 
LAW was programmed using the computer language C. Code listings ol'the UDFand the scheme 
file 'wall viscosity. scni' are given in Appendix 4 and Appendix 5 respectively. 
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Figure 7.17 Sussex UTC NICRI12 stream function conlour%. 
7.6 V%er Cuide for the Enhanced Mixing Model UDF and the u%e Aithin the 21) Axlsýnimelric 
CFD Model. 
It is inirw1ant to note that the 21) axisymmetric CI- . 1) model needs to be setup to use a rotating 
rcfcrcnce frame. A simple user guide for the I-. nhanced Mixing Mmiel VDI- and the usc within the 
21) axisymnietric CFD model is given in Appendix 6. The user guide gi%c% the order of'operations 
lo scl up and run the CFD model with the enhanced mixing model (JDF. 
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7.7 Conclusions. 
In this chapter the enhanced mixing model methodology applied to the steady flow 2D axi. 
symmetric CFD model has been explained. Initial testing of the model was pcrrormed for both a 
stationary enclosed cavity and for a rotating sector scaled cavity. This showed that it was rcasiblc to 
account for the mixing not captured by a conventional 2D steady CFD solutions through 
modification of the viscous terms, and that the ncar-wall treatment could be modified to use 
empirical correlations in calculating the heat transrcr rate. 71c level of the mixing factor that is 
required to obtain satisfactory mixing in the cavity core and to produce the correct level of licat 
transfer through the cavity was estimated. 
The model proposed obviously includes a number of assumptions that will limit its generality. It 
was therefore decided to concentrate further development and evaluation on the most relevant test 
data available. The implementation was therefore cxtcndcd to cover rotating cavities with axial 
throughflow. In the next chapter, the enhanced mixing model will be applied to enclosed rotating 
cavities with axial throughflow in the simulation of the Sussex NICRB2 experiments covering a full 
range of buoyancy conditions. 
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CHAPTER 8 
2D AXISYNINIETRIC COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICSSIMULATION OF THE 
SUSSEX NIULTI-CAVITY RIG BUILD 2 WITII THE APPLICATION OF THE 
ENHANCED MIXING MODEL 
Summary 
As discussed in Chapter 6 the multiple cavity rig at the University of Sussex simulates the internal 
air system of aI ligh Pressure Compressor (I [PC). 11ic aim of the rig was to provide test data that 
can be used to improve the physical understanding of the flow and heat transfer mechanisms in the 
I IPC rotating cavities. In this chapter the 2D axisymnictric CFD modelling technique using tile 
enhanced mixing model to increase the mixing in the central core of a rotating enclosed cavity is 
applied to the Sussex Multiple Cavity Rig build 2 (MCRB2). The computations were performed 
assuming steady flow and the results have been compared with the NICRB2 experimental 
measurements for metal temperatures and heat transrcr. These results were also compared to results 
from a 3D LES CFD model of the same cavity. 
Using the enhanced mixing model in the CFD simulations of the Sussex rig a good agreement with 
experimental values for the cavity shroud surface licat transrer for rotating Rayleigh numbers of the 
order 109 was obtained. Also, there was an acccptable agrccmcnt with the measured compressor 
disc metal temperatures. 
8.1 Introduction 
Numerical simulations for tile Sussex NICRB2 to analyse the convective heat transfer in a rotating 
cavity with axial throughflow are described here. A 2D axisymmctric CFD model of a single cavity 
was constructed first. The cavity chosen for the simulation was cavity number 3 as shown in tile 
diagram of the test rig in Figure 8.1. As can be seen in the diagram, cavity 3 is instrumented with a 
series of rotating thermocouples that were located on the compressor disc surfaces. Conventional 
CFD was used initially, which assumed the flow to be steady, compressible and turbulent. Using tile 
converged solution for the conventional CFD model as a starting condition the cnimnccd mixing 
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model using the FLUENT User Defined Functions (UDF) was then applied. The aim of this model 
was to simulate the 3D unsteady flow and heat transfer in a rotating cavity with a 2D axisymmetric 
model. To achieve this, the increased mixing in the cavity central core was used with a view to 
demonstrating that the cnhanccd mixing model developed in Chapter 7 that the correct heat transfer 
in the cavity will be produced. 
The second CFD model with enhanced mixing was for two cavities; cavities 2 and 3, surrounding 
one compressor disc, disc 2 (see Figure 8.1). The third and final CFD model also with enhanced 
mixing was for the same two cavities but now with compressor disc 2 included in the modelling. In 
this CFD model, disc 2 was meshed and conjugate heat conduction solutions were obtained for tile 
disc. By using the conjugate heating option, the heat transferred through the disc by conduction and 
the disc temperatures were calculated. Both the heat transfer through the cavity shrouds and the disc 
2 temperatures computed by the CFD models were compared to the measured heat transfer and 
thermocouple results for various tests covering a range of operating conditions. The range of 
rotating Rayleigh numbers considered for tile CFD simulations was 1.3 x 104 to 2.7 x 109. Results 
from the 2D axisymmctric enhanced mixing CFD were also compared to results from a 3D LES 
CFD model obtained by Sun and Chew [2004] and Sun ct al. (20041 at the University of Surrey. 
8.2 Description or the Experiment 
A detailed description of the Sussex MCRB2 experimental work carried out by Alexiou [2000, 
2001] and by Long ct al. (2006b], was givcncarlicr in Chaptcr2 section 2.3. In summary, with 
reference to Figure 8.1, the rotor discs and inncrshaft ofthe rig represent part of al I Pcomprcssor 
internal air system and were scalcd down from a Rolls-Royce Trent acro-cngine, to a ratio of 0.7: 1. 
As shown in the figure, the rotor had three internal discs and together with the two end plate discs 
rour cylindrical cavities were formed. The outer radius of each cavity (b) was 220. Omm; the inner 
radius of each disc bore (a) was 70.1 mm (a/b - 0.32) and disc cavity spacing (s) or42.9mm (s/b 
0.195). The stationary central drive shaft (rs) had a radius of 60mm giving an annular gap of 
10.1 mm. Cooling air was supplied to the rig by a single stage I Iowdcn screw compressor. The 
airflow was measured by orifice plates at the inlet and at the exit to the rig. The outer surface of [lie 
rotor assembly was heated by impingement of hot air from two I OkW heaters. Temperature 
measurements were obtained from 21 rotating thermocouples connected to the Compressor discs 
(TC I- TC2 1) mainly on discs 2 and 3. A further 3 rotating thermocouples (TC22 - TC24) were 
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po%flioned axially along [fie outer surface offlie Compressor drum. All tile rotating thenii(Woupics 
were led out to a Wendon slip-ring unit. On the inner stationary drive shaft 7 thermocouples (TC25 
TO I) were positioned along tile length ofthe shall - Further stationary iliertnocouples were 
positioned to measure the metal temperature ofthe compressor casing. Air thermocouples were 
positioned in the annular space between the outer surface ol'the compressor drum and the casing, 
Thermocouples measured the upstream and downstream temperature oftlic air flo%% ing through tile 
annular passage between the inner shall and the compressor discs hores. Steady state tests were 
pcrfornied for a wide range of'operating conditions and also a transient accelcration-dcceleranon 
lest was performed. For tile transient lest, temperature measurements were taken at time infervals of' 
2.5 seconds throughout the test cycle. in addition to (lie temperature measurements. LDA 
measurements ofaxial and tangential flow velocities wiflun tile cavity .1 were obtained. The 
accuracy of' tile thermocouple measurements for the steady state tests was stated to he fO. 02K 
(standard deviation, SI), less than 0.14), with tile exception being for lest 31 where tile accuracý 
was less than ±0.08K (SD less than 0,29). 
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83 Test fleat Transfer Measurements 
I feat transfer through the cavity shrouds was calculated using the temperatures obtained from the 
thermocouples on the cavity shrouds and on the outer surface orthe compressor rotor radially inline 
with the shroud thermocouple. For cavity 2 the thermocouples TC23 and TO (see Figure 8.1) were 
used and TC24 and TC 12 were used for the heat transfer calculation for cavity 3. The cavity shroud 
heat transfer was calculated as follows, 
I Icat flux, qrw bln(%2b) 
(8.1) 
D is the outer diameter of the compressor rotor, b is the cavity shroud radius, k.,, is [fie thermal 
conductivity of the metal, titanium, and (r.,,,, - T.., 
) is the difference in the metal temperature 
across the compressor rotor shroud thickness. 
7be cavity shroud hcat transf: r, as a Nussch numbcr. was calculatcd as follows, 
Nfi£IW 4d ilf 
- Tf ) 
(8.2) 
where 
C11 P -a' (8.3) 
2 Cp 
0 is the compressor rotor speed, T es rig ad is the air inlet temperature to the Itna is the disc 
borc radius. 
8.4 Numerical Investigation or Convection In a 21) AxIsymmetric Enclosed Rotating Cavity 
%Ilh Axial Throughnow. 
8.4.1 Basic modelling assumptions and tile numerical procedure 
All the computations carried out solve the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy 
using the FLUENT CFD code. The CFD calculations were performed assuming 2D axisymmetric, 
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compressible. steady, turbulent flow, using the standard k-c and the 2-laycr k-c /k--I near wal I 
turbulence models. The FLUENT scgrcgatcd solver, second order implicit time stepping and the 
second order upwind scheme for the spatial discrctisation were chosen for the calculations. The 
flow was solved in the relative velocity reference frame. The Presto scheme, a second order 
pressure correction method, was set for pressure interpolation for the velocity. For the pressure 
coupling method (prcssurc-corrcction), the SIMPLE algorithm was chosen. All the simulations were 
performed using double precision accuracy. 
8.4.2 The governing equations 
1. Conservation of Momentum 
For a 2D axisymmetric model in a rotating reference frame, the steady flow momentum cqtmtions 
are given by, 
Axial dircction, 
Ia (rpv. V. )+I 'o (rpv, V, )=- LIP- +Ia2 
ov, 
-2 (V. V +1 
a UN, + ON, ; Ex 
r Or &r ar 
[r1j( 
.3 
))] 
r& 
[rlý 
Or &) 
Radial direction, 
(IV, + V, Or r 
(rpv, v, )+! -L(rpv, v, ). -Lll-y +! 
l[rjj(!! V-'+ 1ý' 1 
11+1 
TX 
r Or Or r& CIX OrT 
)j 
r Or Or 3 
- 2p 
V' +1" (M) +P 
VI 
r2 3rr 
wherc 
and v, is the swirl velocity. 
Tangential direction, written in tcrrns of relative velocities as, 
Iaa 
; E(rpvgv, w)+! 
(rpvvw)+p(2flxvrw+flxflxr)n 
r clr 
(8.4a) 
(8.4b) 
(8.4c) 
VIVI-4 (8.4d) 
TX' ()X r1 Or Pr rr 
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%4, hcrc the relative swirl velocity is give by v., - v, - (f1r) and p(2fl x v.,, ) is the Coriolis force. 
For turbulent flow the Rcynolds-avcragcd approach to turbulence modelling is used with the 
additional Reynolds stresses (- pu, 'uj ), due to the Navier-Stokes equations being decomposed into 
the mean (timc-avcragcd) and fluctuating components. which are added to the momentum equations 
given above. The additional terms represent the cffccts of turbulence. For the k-e turbulence model 
the method employed in FLUENT to relate the Reynolds stresses to the mean velocity gradients is 
the Boussinesq hypothesis [I linze 19751, 
p7111-14i = fl, 
auf + 
all/ )-3 (/v' + fle £n 
( 
ax, axj 3 Lax$ 
)so 
(8.5) 
In the case of the k-c turbulence model two additional transport equations. ror the turbulent kinetic 
energy. A-, and the turbulence dissipation rate, c. arc solved, and the turbulent viscosity, /I, is 
computed as a function of k and c. It must be noted that with the Boussinesq hypothesis, A is 
assumed to be an isotropic scalar quantity. The standard k-c model, kinetic energy, k, and 
turbulence dissipation rate, c, turbulence equations along with the near wall turbulence models used 
are given in Appendix 1. 
2. Conservation of Mass 
3. Conscrvation or Encrgy 
v- (pr"w) -o (8.6) 
v- MPE + P)) -v- (k. VT) + (1) (8.7) 
wherc E=h-L+ v' and (1) is the viscous dissipation lcnn. 
P2 
8.43 Enhanced mixing model 
The enhanced mixing model and its implementation in a FLUENT User Defined Function (UDr) 
were described in Chapter 7. The final version of the UDF code was described in Section 7.4 and 
instructions on linking and using the UDF within the CFD simulations were described in Section 
7.5 and Appendix 6. The enhanced mixing model was used to increase the mixing within the core or 
each of the cavities in an attempt to model unsteady 3D flow reaturcs with a 2D axisymmetric 
steady flow model. This was achieved by modifying the fluid properties of thermal conductivity and 
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viscosity within the cavities. The sliccific heat capacity remained unaltered by the UDF to keep the 
local Prandd number the same. All the baseline fluid properties were dcrincd as functions orthe 
local gas temperatures. The function II- cos(irS/21)' was used to define the change in fluid 
properties increasing away rrom the wall. The thickness or this layer, DL, 4 YER, was set to 0.005m 
within the UDF. A second constant property layer, Dla)-Coir, next to tile wall %vas set with a 
thickness of 0.002m, which was also coded into the UDF. In this constant property layer 
conventional CFD calculations arc performed and no enhanced mixing takes place. I lowevcr in tile 
cavity shroud wall region enhanced mixing is assumed with the surface heat transfer constrained to 
match the free convection correlation. Figure 8.2 shows the regions where the enhanced mixing 
model was applied. The cavity fluid temperature that was used in the local Grashornumber 
(Equation 7.29) and in tile heat flux (Equation 7.32) calculations was taken at a position of 8s% or 
die cavity shroud radius. As mentioned in the concluding remarks in Chapter 7 there were some 
instability and convergence problems. To overcome these problems an under-rclaxation factor (urf 
normally set to 0.1) has been applied to the factored fluid properties and also smoothing (nsmoollt 
normally set to 10 passes) was applied across each, orthe CFD mesh cells within tile computational 
fluid domain. Flow ficld ccil ccntred smoothing was applied to the fluid properties orthe 
augmented molecular (or laminar) viscosity and thermal conductivity. To illustrate the smoothing 
algorithm within the UDF program, Figure 8.3 below shows a part or tile 2D CFD grid. The figure 
shows four cells named N, E, S and W that arc attached by edges to the central cell, C which is to 
be smoothed. The smoothing formula for the augmented laminar viscosity, li is Equation 8.8 given 
below, 
p, ' - Ui, + p,, + pf + ps + pw )/ 5 (8.8) 
where pc' is the smoothed cell ccntrcd value orlaminar viscosity for ccll, C. 
Smoothing of the augmented thermal conductivity uses the same rormula. 71c smoothed cell 
ccntred value is the mean of the current values orthc central ccll plus the four connecting cells. All 
the cells within the solution space arc smoothed and this is repeated itsm(wh times ror each CFD 
iteration. 
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Con%critional CFD k-c Modcl with 
2-laycr near wall nuxicl, region% 
where there is little or no enhanced 
mixing takes place 
Rcgion of'Enhanced Mixing 
Fn (A Ra" ) with A 1300 it 0.1 or 0.2 
and Ra th (dp/dr), Chant. 1. r, -Rjh, j, 
Figure 8.2 Stream function con(ours "ith (lDF boundary condilion% (te%l 33). 
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Figure 8.3 A part of ihe 21) ('Fl) grid. 
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8.5 Numerical Simulation Restills. 
8-5.1 Single Cavity, Sussex UTC NICR112 cavity no. 3 
Figure 9.4 shows the CFD inesh (approximately 15. (X)O quadrilateral cell%) constnicled I*or cavity 
no. 3 ofthe Sussex MCRB2. Mesh spacing expands away from each wall %ith ; in expansion ratio of" 
1.1. Temperature prol-i les obtained from the best matched SC03 ihmial analysis. dmribcd in 
Chapter 6, were applied to the disc and shroud surfaces summiding the cavity as CF`D lunindary 
conditions. A mass flow boundary condition was applied to (he inlef and suific pressure applied to 
the outlet. Three steady state test conditions were analysed. test 33.34 and 50. ýrahlc X. I give% the 
boundary conditions and (lie flow parameters. rotational. Re, and axial Reynolds number. Re. and 
Grashot'numbers, flor each ol'ilie tests. 
Sussex MCRB2 Cavity 3 with Test 33 Metal Temperatures 
r. a 0-06m a-0.0701m ba0.22m sa0.0429m (I a 124.5rad/s Tm Shroud m 390,2K 
Rell. b'= 8.47E5 
Re, = 3.64E4 
Ro = 1.47 in Temperature Profile 
Gr, p = 1.45E8 on all Surfaces 
Ra, p = 1.03E8 
Inlet 
Mass Flow = 0.171 Kg/s 
T,, = 321 K -110. 
Tu = 10% Stationary Shaft 
Figure 8.4 CFD mesh and geometry of the Su%. %c% NICR112 ca% It% -I- 
= 300kPa 
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8.5.1.1 Him structure and temperature rc%tilt% 
A contour plot of stream function for test 33 was shown in Figure X. 2. I lie figure sho%% ing that %%it h 
the application ol'the enhanced mixing mmiel a central core was fonticd. In the rcgion of the disc 
cobs a circulation was shown to florm between the axial throught'low and the central cavity core 
region. Across the three test simulations the extent ol'ilic circulation region %,. as %cry similar. A 
contour plot ol'teniperature, Figure 8.5 shows that the central core has a near uniflomi core 
Imperature of'334K. compared to the inlet fluid tcmpcraturc of 320K and the shroud melal 
Imperature of'390K. The swirl velocity contour plot. Figurc 8.6. shows that near solid body 
rotation wasachieved in the cavity central core. (Nil to compare both ternperalure and the swirl 
vcloclty within (lie cavities across all tests, the temperature contour rangc of 31 6K to . 
190K was set 
-ind the swirl velocity maximum was set to 54 ins" I'm all the tests) 
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Figure 8.7 slows graphically the metal temperature ofthe disc and cavity shroud surfaces 
surrounding cavity 3 and (lie fluid temperature through the ccnirc ol'thc cavity all plotted against 
radial distance. The metal temperatures as mentioned earlier were taken firoin the 'hem-inatched' 
thcrinal model. The measured thermocouple temperatures. TC7 (o]"Cl 7. arc also plotted and show 
that the disc surface and shroud temperature profiles were closely matched to the test 
measurements. Curves ofcalculated cavity fluid temperature have been plotted for two CH) 
solutions. The two CFD solutions were flor the enhanced mixing model with the local Rayleigh 
number (Equation 7.36) powers ofn 0.1 and 0.2. For NO solutions the multiplication factor. .4 
used in the local Rayleigh number equation. Equation 7.36. was set to a value of 13M for reasons 
dcwribcd in Chapter 7. A higher core temperature. which was closer to the disc and shroud metal 
temperatures, was l'brined In the cavity central core when it 0.1 than %kith it 0.2. 
Test case 34 was a higher Orashol'nuinher. Gr but lower Rossby Number. R(P ( 11' Qij) case (han 
Icst 
. 
1.1. As flor case 33, the disc and shroud surface temperatures were derived I'min the 'he%, I- 
inatched' thernial model. Figures 8.8 jild X. () show the cavity temperature and swirl %clocity 
contours respectively. A temperature versus radius plot is given in Figurc 8.10 %%hich shows that I Ile 
cavity central core temperature is near constant it 333K compared to the inlet fluid temperature of' 
320K and a shroud metal temperature of 383K. The disc and shroud surface temperature. % closely 
match the test thermocouple measurements. The swirl velocity plot shows that ncarM. -)Itd body 
rotation ol'the fluid in (lie cavity was reached. 
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The final test case simulated, case 50, had the smallest (frashot'number. (It- offhe three tests. but 
also had the highest axial througliflow giving tile highest Rossby number. Ro Figures 8.11 and X. 12 
%how tile cavity lemperature and swirl velocify contours respectively. A tcnipmaturc versus radius 
Plot is give in Figure 8.13 which shows that the caviiy central core lemperalure is near consfant for 
the solution witil local Rayleigh number power. it 0.1. The disc and shroud surface temperatures 
again derived from a thennal analysis closely match (lie test thennocouple nicasuremcnis. I lie 
cavity core fluid temperature was 324K compared it) (lie inlet Icnipmatirc of'3 I OK and tile shroud 
metal temperature ol'378K. The swirl velocity plot shows that near solid I-xxly rotation was reached 
in the cavky core but in the area around tile disc cobs where tile high axial throughilm-6, has ; in 
CITCCI oil tile "\% III \ Clocity. 
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8.5.1.2 Heat transfer results 
Figures 8.14 to 8.16 show the disc and cavity shroud surface heat flux results for the enhanced 
mixing model CFD simulation of cavity 3 for test case 33. The surface heat flux is plotted against 
radius for the downstream face of disc 2 (Figure 8.14) and for the upstream face of disc 3 (Figure 
8.15). Both solutions with Rayleigh number power, n=0.1 and for n=0.2 are shown in these two 
plots. For a comparison the heat flux results from SC03 thermal analysis are shown and plots show 
that the CFD solution with n=0.1 produces the better match especially at the lower radial positions. 
However at the highest radial locations the CFD solution does not match the SC03 heat flux values. 
Heat flux results for the disc bore and the cavity shroud locations plotted against axial distance are 
given in Figure 8.16. Results from both CFD solutions are shown along with the SC03 thermal 
model results. Also plotted is the cavity shroud surface mean heat flux for the experiment, 
calculated using Equation 8.1. Similar to the disc surfaces, the cavity shroud heat flux solution with 
n=0.1 produced the better match to the thermal analysis flux values and to the experimental 
calculated mean heat flux. 
Sussex MCRB2 Cavity 3 Steady State Test 33 
Surface Heat Flux - SC03 to CFD Comparison 
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Figure 8.14 Test 33 disc 2 rear surface heat transfer (Wm-2). 
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Table 8.1 Sussex AIC11112 single cavity model, cavity 3 shroud surface licat transfer. 
Case Test 33 Test 34 Test 50 
N 
-(RPM) 
1188.9 2302.8 1482.3 
hi 
-(Kg/s) 
0.173 0,171 0.599 
A (Pa) 299268 297648 238835 
Rees P%VdWtt 4.41 E4 4.35rA 1.5 3 E. 5 
Re# - pflOp 1.04E6 1.99F6 1.031: 6 
Ro - WWI 1.46 0.75 5.03 
Grcgv3 n2PA'rb(s/2)3/v2 2.3 2 E8 7.41 E .8 1.871'18 
Bo,,. ) Ro/(PAT)O-s 3.0 1.65 11.5 
Shmud I feat Transfy (Deviation CF tol"xmiment 
Experiment tj (WM*2) 4400 5800 3350 
CFD LES(I 20* model) 4 (Wni-2) 3250(. 26% 4250(-27%) 355 (410 
CFD 2D AxIsymmetric 4 4630(+S%l 5690(. 2%) 
- --4230(+260,4)- 
Modilled A-cwhit W layer near wall model (A-1300 11-0-1) 
Table 8.1 summariscs the cavity 3 shroud heat transfer results, comparing tile 2D axisyllimciric 
enhanced mixing model CFD results with tile calculated heat transfer Win the experiments far the 
three test cases. Also shown in the table arc ilia licat transrcr results obtained rroin a 3D 120' sector 
LES CFD model of the same cavity by Sun ct al. (2004). The table shows that (lie heat transrer 
results from the 2D axisymmctric enhanced mixing model compire well with tile experimcntil 
values for the first two tests, cases 33 and 34, within an error or so,,; conip3rcd with 27% error for 
the 3D LES model. However ror the higher axial througliflow case 50 tile 2D axisymmetric 
enhanced mixing model performs poorly when compared to experimental licat transrer with an error 
or26%. For the same test case tile 3D LES model pcrronns much better will) an error or 
approximately 6%. 
S. S. 2 Sussex AlcI1112 . two cavities, cavity 2 and cavity 3. surrounding disc 2 
The second part of the work was to apply the enhanced mixing model to the 2D axisymnictric Cr-D 
simulations of two connected cavities surrounding a single disc. RererTing to Figure 8.1, cavities 2 
and 3 Otat surround disc 2 were used for this CFD analysis. 
Iss 
For the two-cavity CFD simulations the same enhanced mixing model parameter %alue% %ere 
uscd as those used I-or the single cavity sI Intilat ions. The shape lunclion ,I cos(x, 5/21) * was used 
with a thickness of the /)LA YER set to 0.005m and constant property layer. Phti-C(m. next to the 
wall set to a thickness of*0.002m. The modified fluid property tinder relaxation factor. ut-/ %%; I% set to 
0.2 the smoothing, nsmooth was set to 10 passes. Figure X. 17 %ho%% % the CIA) mesh consinicied for 
the two cavities, cavity no. 2 and cavity no. 3. which surround disc no. 2 ol'iho: Sussex MCRI12. I lie 
mcsh size I'M this simulation was 26,600 quadrilateral cells. Mesh spacing expands away from each 
wall with an expansion ratio of' 1.1. A temperature profile obtained from the 'hcm-matched' SCOI 
thcmial analysis and applied as CFD boundary conditions to the di%c and shroud %tjrf*; icc% 
surrounding the two cavities. A mass flow boundary condition was applied it) the inlet and static 
prcssure applied to the outlet. The saine three steady state lest condition% as for (he single cavity 
%%ere analysed, test 3.1, . 
14 and 50. Retcr to Fable S. I for the lest condilton% and flo%% pataincler-s. 
NIUSS Flow 
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Figure 8.17 CFD inesh and geornclrý of the Su%%ex %1CRB2 ca%lllc% 2 and 3. 
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8.5.2.1 Flow structure and tenipcrature results 
Figure 8.18 shows a contour plot of stream function for test 33 showing that with the application or 
die enhanced mixing model a central core was formed in each cavity. Figure 8.19 shows a contour 
plot of the mixing factor, formed by the enhanced mixing model. A circulation is formed between 
the axial througliflow and the central cavity core region for each cavity. Temperature contour plot, 
Figure 8.20, shows that the central core has a near uniform temperature of 331 K for cavity 2 and 
334K for cavity 3, compared to the inict fluid temperature or320K and the shroud metal 
temperatures of 384K and 390K for the cavities 2 and 3 respectively. The swirl velocity contour 
plot, Figure 8.2 1, shows that near solid body rotational was achieved in the core orboth cavities. 
Figures 8.22 and 8.23 show graphically the metal temperature of the disc and cavity shroud surr; icCs 
surrounding both cavities and the fluid temperature through the ccntrc oreaci, cavity plottcd against 
radial distance. The measured thermocouple, TC I to TC7, temperatures are plotted on the Figures 
8.22 ror cavity 2 and thermocouple temperatures, TC7 to TC 17 are plotted on Figure 8.23 ror cavity 
3. The TC I measured temperature on the downstream surface ordisc I was 7K lower than the SC03 
thermal prediction. Both plots show that ror all the other thcrinocouple positions the disc surfice 
and shroud temperature profiles were closely matched to the test measurements. Only the enhanced 
mixing model local Rayleigh number (Equation 7.36) powcr it - 0.1 curve orthe CFD calculated 
cavity fluid temperature has been plotted for the two cavities. Also, as Worc the cnhinced mixing 
multiplication factor, A used in the local Rayleigh number was set to a value or 1300. The cnh3nccd 
mixing model UDF uses the cavity fluid temperature at a position of 8s,.,, 4 orthe cavity shroud 
radius to calculated the local shroud heat transfer and wall factor. I (Equation 7.29) for each cavity 
independently. It was reassuring that the two-cavity simulation solution ror all the test cases 
produced the same cavity 3 central core temperatures as far the single cavity solution. Table 8.2 
shows the CFD temperatures for each of the tests. 
Table 8.2 Two-cavity CFD solution cavity temperature resul(s. 
InIct Cavity 2 Cavity 3 
Temperature 
(K) 
Shroud Nictal 
Temperature (K) 
Cavity Fluid 
Tcmpcraturc (K) 
Shroud NIctal 
Tcrnpcraturc (K) 
Cavity Fluid 
Temperature (K) 
Case j-3 320 384 331 390 334 
Case 34 320 378 332 38 334 
Case 50 316 374 323 378 324 
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8.5.2.2 Ifeat transfer results 
Figures 9.24 to 8.20 show the disc and cavity shroud surface heat flux results lor the enhanced 
mixing model CFD simulation for the test case 33. The surface heat flux is plotted againm radiu% for 
the disc I downstream and disc 2 upstream surlaces in Figure 8.24 and for di%c 2 downstream and 
disc 3 upsiream surfaces in Figure 8.25. Comparing the licat flux results on the diso. surfitces 
surrounding cavity 3 lor (lie two-cavity simulation to the single ca% ity simulation %hows the heat 
transfer has reduced for (lie two-cavity model even though the disc st jrl*, ice Icnipcralurc profile 
remained unaltered. This is consistent with the CI: D cavity 3 core temperature being %light higher 
than that 1'c r the single cavity, The licat transtler results remai n 1)(x)r at the outer radii of* (lie di%c% 
The heat flux results are also lower dian the SC03 therinal analysis value%. Heal I'lux result,, for he 
disc bore and the cavity shroud locations plotted against axial distance arc given in Figure 8.20, 
Also plotted are (lie cavity 2 and .1 shroud surf. ice inean 
heat lltj\e% for the experiment. calctilated 
using I'quation 8.1. Comparing the ca% Ity 3 CFD heal translcr to the experimenial \altic. CI. 1) 
under predicts (lie mean heat transCer by 4"o in contras( to ; in over prediclion ol'5% from file single 
cavity CFD solution. The general trend was that the cavity 3 -shroud heat transtler \?., a. % less for the 
two-cavity CFD solution compared to tile single cavity solution. A large error in the cavily I shroud 
heat transfer remains for Test 50 with over prediction of* 24%. 
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8-S. 3 Sussex IkICRI12 - WO Cavities, cavity 2 and cavity 3 vilth a conjugate heating solution for 
disc 2. 
The third and final part of the CFD study ror the MCRB2 was to apply the cnhanced mixing model 
to the 2D axisymmctric CFD simulations of two connected cavities surrounding a single disc for 
which a conjugate licating solution was computed. The same two cavities were chosen, cavities 2 
and 3, and disc 2 was meshed. This solution would allow the disc 2 temperatures to be predicted 
from the CFD solution. The same enhanced mixing model parameter values were used here as for 
the previous CFD model. Figure 8.27 shows the CFD mesh constructed for the two cavities, cavity 
no. 2 and cavity no. 3, and for the disc no. 2 solid material. The mesh size for this simulation was 
25,500 quadrilateral cells for the fluid domain and 3900 cells ror die solid domain of the no. 2 disc. 
Mesh spacing expands away from each wall with an expansion ratio or t. I. A temperature profile 
obtained from thc'bcst-matched' SC03 thermal analysis was applied as CFD boundary conditions 
to the disc I downstream surface and to the upstream surface ordisc 3, and to both cavity shroud 
surfaces. A mass flow boundary condition was applied to the inlet and static pressure applied to the 
outict. The material for all of the discs was titanium and a constant value ror the dicniial 
conductivity of 7.72W/mK was set in the FLUENT solver. An extra boundary was required ror the 
disc 2 rim metal temperatures. A temperature profile was obtained ror each lost case front the 
thermal analysis and was applied as a boundary condition. In addition to the three steady state test 
conditions, test 33,34 and 50, two extra cases were analysed. These included test 3 1, a high 
rotational speed, high Grashof number, low Rossby number case and a maximum speed steady 
condition taken from an acccicration-dccclcrat ion transient cycle. The later case was a high speed, 
high Grashof number and mid range Rossby number condition. 11crcr to Table 8.3 ror the test 
conditions and flow parameters. 
8.5.3.1 Flow structure and temperature results 
Figure 8.28 shows a contour plot of strcam function for test 33 showing that with the application or 
the enhanced mixing model a central core was rormcd in each cavity with tile flow Pattern being 
very similar to the two-cavity only simulation. Figure 8.29 shows a contour plot or tile mixing 
factor, rormcd by the enhanced mixing model. Two tcinperature contour plots are shown in Figure 
8.30 comparing the cavity tci-npcraturcs, a) with the enhanced mixing model applied and b) without 
the mixing model, where conventional CFD using unmodirted fluid properties was used. 
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Comparing the two temperature plots clearly shows that enhanced mixing model rcduccs ilia radial 
temperature gradient in the cavity and near unironil core temperature was rornied. At a mid radial 
position within cavity 3 the radial temperature gradient rot the conventional CFD was 362 K/m 
compared to 40 K/m, rot the enhanced mixing model. Comparing the cavity temperatures rot ilia 
two-cavity with disc 2 conjugate heating model solution to ilia two-cavity only solution rot test 33 
there was no significant change in the cavity temperatures between the two models. Ilia core 
temperature was 330K rot cavity 2 and 333 K rot cavity 3, compared to the cavity temperatures or 
33 1K and 334K, respectively rot the earlier model. Figures 8.31 and 8.32 show graphically rot test 
33, the metal temperature of the disc and cavity shroud surfaces surrounding both cavities and the 
fluid temperature through the ccntrc of cach cavity plottcd against radial distance for 3) with tile 
cnhanccd mixing model applied and b) without the mixing model. The measured thermocouple, 
TC I to TC7, temperatures arc plotted on the Figures 8.31 rot cavity 2 and thennocoupic 
temperatures, TC7 to TC 17 arc plotted on Figure 8.32 rot cavity 3. For cavity 2. Figure 8.3 1, TC I 
was the only thcn-nocouple on the downstream surracc ordisc I (measurement was 7K below the 
thermal prediction) and the temperature prortle plotted was the (hernial model prediction used as a 
CFD boundary condition. Similarly, thermocouples TC13 to TCl 7 positioned on ilia upstream 
surrace of disc 3 (Figure 8.32) have a thermal model prediction temperature prorile plotted against 
the measured temperatures and again was used as the CFD boundary condition. The two cavity 
shroud thermocouples, TC2 rot cavity 2 and TCl 2 rot cavity 3 shown %%, crc test mcasurcmcnts; with 
predicted temperature profiles plotted against them again with the profilc being used rot the CFD 
boundary conditions. The thermocouples of real interest were oil disc 2, TO to TC6 on die 
upstream surrace and TC8 to TC II on the downstream surracc and TC 7 positioned in the disc bore. 
Figures 8.31 and 8.32 show the CFD predicted disc 3 surracc temperature. The plots clearly show 
that die use of the cnhanced mixing model significantly improves the prediction orthe disc 3 
temperatures. There was good agreement in the predicted CFD disc 3 temperatures niong most or 
the disc surraces, with the largest errors (over prediction) occurring at ilia mid disc diaphragm 
positions (TC4 and TC 10) on both sides of the disc. Also plottcd on both figures arc the mid cavity 
fluid temperatures and, as mentioned above, the plots clearly show that the cnhanccd mixing model 
reduces tile radial temperature gradient and a near unirorm temperature core was established in both 
cavities. The fluid temperatures rot cavity 3 arc presented in Table 8.3 for all tile test cases 
analysed. 
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Figure 8.27 CIA) mesh and geome1r) of lhe -Sti%%c% NICRR2 caillic% 
2 sind .1 and of 
di%c 2 Ailh conjugale licaling. 
Figure 9.33 compares the CIA) predicted disc 2 metal temperatures for test . 
1.1. ý% ith and %% ilhotit tile 
enhanced mixing model being used. For tile enhanced mixing model solution tile predicted di%c 
Icinivratures were within 5K corresponding to in error of'9". %%-here emir 01red-WaO I-iit%c 
nm-l*lnlc(). this compares to a dillerence of 19K. that is a 350o error for the comcntional 
Alw. flor comparison the crror in SC03 therinal anaksis. predicted temperatures arc gi%cii using tile 
%ame error criteria. The I igtire sho%vs that for tile majority offlic disc tenipcraturcs file CIA) %% ith 
enhanced mixing predictions were more accurate than tile 1herinal analyms predictiom I tic a%cragc 
error for tile (+`D predicted temperat tires was 3.06"o compared to 3.09*o for file therinal analyms 
predictions. 11*11le two ,,, (I-(Ilsc (Ijaphragin lemperat tires were not included (he a%crage cm)r would 
be 1.56% compared to 3.3 PO. Hence there is a significant improvement in (he prediction ofilic 
disc 2 Icinperal tires using the enimliced inixing CFD modcl compared it) tile SC03 thcrinal model 
prodictions. The UFD enhanced mixing model predicted disc 2 temperatures for tc%t%. test . 
14 and 
test 50 are shown in Figure 8.34. Good agrevincrit hem, ccii the CFD results and the tc%t 
Measurements is silowil flor both tests, with (lie largest percentage error being 3.4% (1 9K) for tc%t 
34 and 1.5% (O. XK) for test 50. Cavity 3 CFD temperature results for the five tc%Ls arc %hown in 
Table 9.3. 
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8.53.2 licat transfer results 
Figures 8.35 to 8.37 show the disc and cavity shroud surrace heat flux results for die enhanced 
mixing model CFD simulation ror test case 33 with a conjugate heating solution ror disc 2. Ilia 
surface heat flux is plottcd against radius ror the disc I downstrcwn and disc 2 upstream surraccs in 
Figure 8.35 and ror disc 2 downstream and disc 3 upstream surraces in Figure 8.36. Comparing tile 
heat nux results on the disc surraccs surrounding cavity 3 ror ilia two-cavity with disc conjugate 
heating simulation to the two-cavity simulation shows the heat transrcr has incrcased slightly for the 
two-cavity model with conjugate heating. The heat flux radial profilc on tile conjugate heating disc 
2 is smooth compared to the other two disc surraccs where ilia temperature profile was specirted as 
boundary conditions. It is encouraging to note that the heat flux values obtained rrorn the two-cavity 
conjugate heating model arc not too difTcrcnt from these obtained from ilia two-cavity only model. 
This supports the good agreement of the predicted disc 2 metal temperatures with tile measured 
temperatures. As mentioned in Chapter 6, section 6.4.5 and rcrerring to Table 6.3, the disc heat 
tmnsrcr computed by the CFD with the enhanced mixing model under-prcdicts the disc licit transrer 
ror test 33 compared to the SC03 thermal analysis predictions. There is also a larger difTcrcncc 
when compared to simple conduction calculations using the measured temperatures at the middle of 
the disc diaphragm. It is also interesting to note that the CFD calculated disc heat transrer was 
approximately one-fifth or the heat transrcr produced using ilia standard natural correlation ror 
convection from a vertical wall heat transrer. 1 feat flux results ror the disc bore and die cavity 
shroud locations plottcd against axial distance are given in Figure 8.37. Also ploitcd are the shroud 
surrace mean heat fluxes for the experiment. Comparing the CFD cavity 3 shroud licit transrcr to 
the experimental value ror test 33, CFD under predicts the mean heat transt'ar by 20,1*. 
Table 8.3 summariscs the cavity 3 shroud heat transfer results, comparing tile conjugatc heating. 2D 
axisymnictric enhanced mixing model CFD results with the calculated heat transfer from tile 
experiments for the rive tests. For comparison the table also shows tile heat transrcr results obtained 
from a 3D 120* sector LES CFD model or the same cavity by Sun ct al. [20041. The table shows 
that the heat transrcr results from the 2D axisyminetric enhanced mixing model compare well with 
die experimental values for all the tests, with largest error being 9% ror Test 34, compared with a 
maximum error of 27% for the 3D LES model. 
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Table 83 Sussex NICIII12 two cavity and disc 2 model, cavity 3 temperatures and shroud 
surface heat transrcr. 
Case Test 31 Test33 Test 34 Test 50 Trans. 
INIAX. SS 
N (RPM) 5871.6 1188.9 2302.8 1482.3 5513.0 
xf 
-(Kg/s) 
0.165 0.173 0.171 0.599 0.376 
P. (Pa) 298343 298268 297(Ag 238835 240285 
Re, - p%Vdh/tt 4.17E4 4.41 E4 4.3 5 F4 1.53r-. 5 _9.49E4 
Rc4 - PM24i 5.02F6 1.04 F6 1.99F6 1.03 E6 3.77F6 _ 
Ro - W/a! n 0.28 1.46 0.73 3.03 0.86 
GEiv", = f12 PATb(s/2)1/v2 3.83r. 9 2.3 2F8 7.41 EIR 1.97FR 1.951.9 
jlo,,, ) - Ro/(PAT)O-s 0.7 3.0 1.65 11.5 2.24 
Inlet Temperature (K) 322 320 321 316 315 
Shroud Metal Temperature W 385 390 383 367 
Cavity Fluid Temperature (K) - T 344 1 337 337 325 328 
Shroud I feat Transfer (Deviation C- to Experh MY - Experiment il (Wni -2) 8250 4400 5800 3350 6450 
CFD LES(I 20* model) (Win'2) 3250 
(. 26%)- 
4250 
(. 271%) 
3550 
(-61, 
CFD 2D Ailsynimetric (%Vm'2) 
1 
8060 
(-2'Yo) 1 
4305 
(. 2%)--- 
5300 
69%) 
3880 
(+6%) 
6820 
Modliled 4--civith W layer near wall model (A-1300 it-0-1) 
Tests 31,33,34, So & Trans Max. with Disc 2 Conjugate Healing 
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number and Buoyancy number are I gi%en in Fable 8; Bt)ih graph-, %ho%% ilia[ 21) avitsymnictric 
enhanced mixing modcl hem transIler results correlate well with the test data. %% till all file test Iumnis 
lying within the scaller of1he experimental dam, File graphs also show illat file full rangc of' 
buoyancy conditions have been analysed by tile iivc 21) axisyrnmetric CIA) %imula(tom 
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8.6 CFD FLUENT LES Solution 
In a complementary study, Sun and Chew [20041 carried out CFD simulations for the Sussex 
MCRB2 cavity 3 using Large Eddy Simulation (LES). For completeness the results rrom the 3D 
CFD LES simulations are included and discussed below. Simulations were carried for three tests. 33 
and 34 were conducted at Surrey, whilst test 50 was computed at Volvo Acro Corp. [Abrahamsson, 
2001 ]. Tests 33 and 34 are considered to be in the buoyancy dominated flow regime whilst test 50 Is 
in the high throughilow regime. Most of the calculations were conducted with a 3D 120* sector 
modcl, whilst for test 33,45* and 90* sector models were also calculated. 77he mesh sizes employed 
for these models were 1.36M, 3.14NI and 4.07M cells for the 45% 90* and 120* modcls, 
respectively. 'I'lie mcsh spacing in the axial and radial directions expanded away from die walls with 
a finc mcsh next to the walls to capture and resolve the flow adequately in the near wall rcgion. I'lic 
mesh spacing in the circumrcrcntial direction was uniform. I'lic boundary conditions wcre set, as 
they were for the 2D axisymmctric models, according to the experimental data. The inlet flow 
turbulence intensity was set to be 20% (10% was used in the 2D axisymmetric models). as it was 
considered that there would be strong mixing clTects between ilia axial througliflow and the swirling 
flow in the cavity. As only partial domains were simulated, all thrcc models were applied with 
circumrcrcntial periodicity. 
The FLUENT code was used for the calculations. The LES Smagorinsky- Lilly sub-grid scale model 
was chosen for the calculations. The Smagorinsky-Lilly model constant C., which represents a 
relationship between the mixing-Icngth, associated with the sub-grid scales, and the filicring cut ofT 
length, was set to 0.23. The temporal and spatial discrctisations were 2"J order implicit with the 
time stcp being I. Oms and the 2"d order central differcncing scheme. rcspcctively. 
A summary of the shroud heat transrer results from the three 3D LES-CFD Inodell is I; i%-cn in Table 
8.4. 
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Table 8.4 Summary of CFD-LES results for the calculated test cases of the Sussex MC11112 
ISun and Chew, 20041. 
_ 
Case Model Experiment 4r,,;, Win" CFD4c-tDWM'2 A4c-rl)/4r,, p 
Tcst33 45' sector model 4400 2350 42% 
90* sector model 3150 . 28% 
120* sector model 3250 -26% 
Test 34 L 1 20* sector model 58DO 4250 . 27% 
Test 501 120' sector model ~3350 3550 6% 
The LES shroud heat transrcr results have already been comparcd to tile 2D axisymmetric CFD 
model results in the previous section and are shown in Table 8.3. Tile LES shroud heat transfer 
results ror the 120* sector model were also included in Figures 8.38 and 8.39. In these figures the 
LES results arc given by the solid square symbols. Sun et al. observed that there arc some 
differences in tile shroud heat transrcr between the LES calculations and the cxperitnental results, 
although the uncertainty of the measurements and the uncertainty or the boundary conditions 
specified ror the CFD model may contribute to tile deviations. In addition, it can be seen froin Table 
8.4 that, ror test 33, tile larger the donla. in or tile sector. the better the CFD results are. For this 
reason LES calculations were only perrormcd using tile 120' sector model for the two other tests. 
Sun ct al. were very encouraged by the LES results, with tile capture of tile broad trends or tile 
Nussclt number variation with Grashof and Buoyancy numbers. 
The large-scale structures of the flow captured by the LES are clearly visible in the Sectional views 
of the instantaneous temperature, shown in Figure 8.40. Cold and hot "an'W' penetrate ilia cavity. 
The boundary between the cold axial througliflow region and relatively hot, rutationally dominated 
buoyant outer swirl flow region is clearly visible too. The existence orthe ine-wale structures is 
consistent with ilia experimental evidence. A sharp inicrrace between the cold central flow 
througliflow and ilia main cavity is most apparent for test 50. The 2D axisyninictric CFO model 
with the enhanced mixing also captures the boundary between the cold througliflow and central core 
cavity swirling flow, but this boundary is ilia circulation region set up between ilia disc cobs. 17here 
is no evidence that the 3D sector CFO models compute a circulation region although ilia solutions 
My not have been examined for this rcaturc. 
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8.7 Conclusions 
Numerical simulations 11,1ve lieen carried out Ilor the Susse\ NIURB2 It, analýse the co1I\CcI1%e lical 
transtler in a rotating cavity with axial 1hrougliflo\% A 21) amsymmetric CFD mixielling lechnique 
using the enhanced inixing 111odel to increase the inmrig in (lie cenlral core ol'a rotating ;:. -I\ ltý has 
bccn used. The comptitat Otis were perflornied assuilling steady flow and the rcstilis ha%c hccn 
compared with the experinienial measurements for inetal iemperatures and licat iran. -ler. I'lic 
simulations were broken down into three sections. first the simulation ofa %ingle ca% ify. cavity . 
1. 
wcondly simulations ol*(\vo colinected c;, %, itlcs. cavities 2 and 1. and thirdly %imulations for the 
s3nic Iwo Connected cavities but with the dist: 2 Iijodelled %k ithin the CIA) tising conjugate licaiing, 
Finally the restilts were also compared to results 1rom a . 
11) %ccior ITS intx1cl ofthe --inic c. 1% Ily 
L'sing the enhanced mixing model good agreement with experimental Valtics for the ca% ity shroud 
%url'ace heat transfIer has been shown for rotating Rayleigh numbem of the order 10". All the steady 
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state MCRB2 tests, covcring the full buoyancy range, have been successrully simulated using the 
axisymmctric CFD model with enhanced mixing. The model produced cavity shroud surracc heat 
tmnsfcrs that were closer to the measured heat transrcrs than prcdictcd by the 3D 12011 sector LES 
model. There was also an acceptable agreement with the measured compressor disc metal 
temperatures for each of the tests. The model produced a near solid body rotational central core 
within each cavity. Also within each cavity the core temperature is nearly unirorm. Both or these 
features are known from experiments and from 3D unsteady CFD simulations to be present for 
natural convection in rotating cavities. The enhanced mixing model was successful in being able to 
distinguish the regions in the flow field where the axial througliflow dominates and no cnhanccd 
mixing was required and regions where rotational buoyancy dominates and enhanced mixing was 
required. With the good agreement being achieved both ror the cavity shroud beat transrcr and ror 
disc tcmpcraturcs the CFD model appears to be predicting the correct aniount ormixing within the 
cavities for this application. 
For all the Sussex MCRB2 CFD simulations using cnh3nccd mixing modcl, with the local Rayleigh 
numbcrpowcr, it sctcqual 0.1 and the multiplication factor, A set equal to 1300produccd (lie best 
results both ror cavity shroud heat transrcr and in obtaining a central cavity core flow. ror other 
applications these local constants may need to be altered. The use orunder-rclaxation on the 
factorcd fluid properties together with the flow ficId cell smoothing helped to reduce the 
instabilities in the solution and also liclpcd the convergence. 
In Chapter 9, the enhanced mixing model will be applied to the CFD simulation of a real gas turbine 
I IP compressor drum that has many inter-disc calvitics and axial througliflow. 
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CHAPTER 9 
21) AXISYAINIETRIC COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS SIMULATION OF A 
TYPICAL GAS TURBINE IIP COMPRESSOR ROTOR DRUM WITH THE 
APPLICATION OF THE . ENHANCED MIXING MODE Ij 
Summary 
In this chapter the 2D axisymmctric CFD modelling technique using thc enhanced mixing model 
has been applied to a typical gas turbine I IP compressor rotor drum. The computations were 
Performed assuming steady flow and the results have been compared with engine test measurements 
for metal temperatures and heat transfer. An acceptable agreement with engine test measured 
compressor discs temperatures has been shown. 
9.1 Introduction 
Numcrical simulations were carried out on a typical gas turbine IIP compressor rotor to analyse the 
convective heat transfer in a series of connecting rotating cavities with an axial throughflow. A 2D 
Axisymmctric CFD model of the rcar three disc stages and die drive cone of aI lp compressor rotor 
dn'm were constructed. The cavity used in the simulations is shown in Figure 9.1. Figure 9.2 shows 
the position of the rotating thermocouples on the discs that were used in the engine test. As in the 
previous chapter, conventional CFD was used initially. which assumed the flow to be stc3dy, 
compressible and turbulent. The enhanced mixing model using the FLUENT UDF was then 
SPPlicd- The three compressor discs wcrc modelled within FLUENT using the conjugate heating 
$Olvcr. By using conjugate heating the disc temperatures could be calculated. The disc temperatures 
prcdictcd by the CFD models were compared to the mmurcd thermocouple tcmpcraturcs. 
91 Description of the Engine Test 
In contrast to the Sussex MCRB2, the geometry of the engine I III compressor rotor is much 11nore 
complex, with the intcr-disc cavities having varying shroud diameters and differing disc bore radii 
for each of the three disc stages. Also the LP shaft diameter varies along the length of compressor. 
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Alm) di flerent tot lie M UR 112,1 lie compressor rotor rear dri ve cone cavity was mmicl led I'lic 
9COMCIry ofthe rear stages ofthe engine I III compressor is shown in Figurc 1) 1 In the diagram the 
dirrictisions for cavity number 3 are given. The outer radius thc cavity (h) was I 73.9mm. the inticr 
radius of disc 4 bore (a) was 80.5min (a/b 0.46) and disc ca% ity %pacing (s) %%-a% 49 Xmm (%, b 
0.29). The 1-1) %hall (rj rotates in the same direction as the IIP rotor but at 0.9 ofilic IIP rotor speed 
and had a radius ot'52.15iiiiii. giving in annular gap of 28.35inni. at thc disc 4 localion. I'lic airflow 
axially through the compressor was predicted from a sccondary air vy%tcrn modcl offlic criginc 1cm. 
Thc material of'the I IP compressor rotor was titanium. whilst the 1 1) %haft matcrial %%as stccl. 
Tompcrature measurcinenis were obtained from 49 rotating (licnii, wouples connected to thc 1hrCC 
rotor discs and drive cone. Figure 9.2 shows the 24 locations ofthe 1hcnmx: ouplc% %% ith two 
thcrITIOCOuPles positioned at each location. The thet-niocoupic% werc lahellcd a% %16214 (on the 
Cavity I shroud) through to M6229 (on the curvic coupling). Fwo ncar %icady statc maximum I 
rotor %pecd tests points. taken from an acceleration deccimmon irarimcni icst cycic h. i%c hccii 
%imulatcd. 
L %%*I rl 1-1ý1 In-id 
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Figure 9.1 HP compressor rotor drum (rear %tage%) gconidn. 
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9.3 Test Ileal Transfer Measurements 
Ibc heat Iransfer through (lie cavity shrouds was estimated using the 1cinpuaturc% oblamcd from 
the thcrinocouples on the cavity shrouds and by using the predicted icinpcraturc% from the ouNdc 
surface ofthe shroud obtained froin the 'hest-inatchcd' SC03 thmnal analv%i% nuidcl ofilic 111' 
compressor rotor. The cavity shroud heat transf'cr was then calculated in the %ainc way a% in the 
Pirrvious chapter, using following equations. 
flux. 
F==TNF-. 
q,. bln(1), h) 
(91) 
D lb the outer diameter ofthe compressor rotor. 1) is the cavity shroud radius. k_, m the thermal 
Mkluclivlty of the metal, titanium. and (T..,.,, - 7'.,. _ 
) is the difference in the metal temperature 
Scruss the compressor rotor shroud thickness. It is ofnolc that the calculated heat fluxc% u%ing 
k(T, i__. ) 
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r- 
Lquation 9.1 compared well with the SC03 thermal model results. 
7be cavity shroud heat transfer, as a Nussch number. was calculated as follows, 
Nurw ,d 
k1l (T..... - T, 
ýr 
hcrc TS = Tjj, + 
fll(b2 -A 
2 Cp 
f) is the compressor rotor speed and T,. w is the air inlet temperature to the test rig. 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
9.4 Numerical Investigation of Convection In a 21) Axisymnictric 111, Compressor Rotor 
Drum %I(h Axial Throughflow. 
9.4.1 Basic modelling assumptions and the numerical procedure 
All the computations carried out solve the conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy 
using the FLUENT CFD code. The CFD calculations were performed assuming 2D axisymmctric 
compressible, steady, turbulent flow, using the standard k-c and the 2-laycr k-C /W near wall 
twbuicncc models. The FLUENT segregated solver, second order implicit time stepping and with 
the second order upwind scheme used for the spatial discrctisation were chosen for the calculltions, 
The flow was solved in the relative velocity rcrcrcnce rmnle. The Presto scheme, a second order 
Mssurc correction method was set for pressure interpolation for tile velocity. For tile pressure 
coupling method (prcssurc-corrcction), the SIMPLE algorithm was chosen. All the simulations were 
Performed using double precision accuracy. Both the standard fluid properties of air and tile 
M'ICTi3l properties of the lip compressor were specified as runctions of temperature. 
Figure 9.3 shows the CFD mesh constructed for the internal cavities and discs of the rcar section or 
the I IP compressor rotor drum. The total mesh size for this simulation was $3,800 qu3drilatcml 
cells, 72,200 fluid cells and 11,600 cells for the solid domain orthc three rotor discs. hlesh spacing 
expands away from each wall with an expansion ratio of approximately I. I. Temperature profilcs 
for the compressor walls were obtained from the 'best-matchcd'SC03 thermal analysis of the I IP 
compressor engine test. Temperatures were applied as CFD boundary conditions to all the walls 
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surrounding the compressor apart from the three discs where tile conjugate heating solution was 
applied. Predicted inetal temperatures for tile disc rinis were also applied as conjugate heating 
boundary conditions. A inass flow boundary condition was applied to each ofthe inlels and a %tatic 
pressure applied to tile two outlets. As tile CFD model was axisymnictric the R3 I inlet rotaling 
holes were modelled as a circumferential slit with the equivalent area oftlic 90 l(mini discreic 
1101CS. Two near steady state niaxinlurn rotor speed test conditions were analvscd. These were at 
1071,16NI. and I 00%NI-, 1 . 11 compressor rotor speed condition%. 
For the flo%k inlet. R. 1 I an estimate 
of the anlount of'swirl was niade I'M each of the two test conditions. %% hich was approximalciv 600,6 
the circumferential velocity ofthe rotor. This swirl was estimated froin (tic ratio oftlic flow 
residence times ofthe holes. the time for the flow to pass through tile hole to tile rotational passing 
time ofthe hole. For the flow through tile front curvic coupling. inlet R91). full rotor SIVcd Was 
assumed. As can be seen in Figure 9.3, for the outlet at right hand side ot'thc geometry. the mesh 
was extended beyond the curvic coupling. This extension was included %o (flat tile outlet %kould not 
have any influence on the flow under tile curvic coupling. The IT shall rotates at approximately 0.9 
of the speed ofthe 111) compressor rotor and in the same direction. A turbulent intensity of' 10"oand 
the hydraulic diameter was specified to estimate the level ofturbulence in tile llo%k for tile Iwo 
Inlets. Table 9.1 gives the boundary conditions and the flow parameters, rolalional. Re, and axial 
Reynolds number, Re. and Orashot'numbers. Gr, for each of the test conditions. The Kilt and nuts 
through the front CUrvic coupling (see tile area within tile dashed line in Figure 19.1 ) have not been 
modelled in this current analysis. 
ýPrcscrib d Metal Teinneraturcs on the 1111 Rolor 
I 
I Prescribed Metal FenilwFatilics of, dic IP Sho'll llrr%, %urr ( hitlet 
Figure 9.3 CFD mesh and geometry of the rear section of it IfP compre%, *or rotor drum. 
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Table 9.1 Engine IIP compressor rotor MaxisymmetrICCIFI) A Ith the enhanced mixing 
model - cavity 3 temperatures and shroud surface heat transfer. 
Case I(W%Nl, 107%Nl, 
n (NJ INQ (RPM) 15142/13U)9 15519/14543 
Nf- (Kg/s) 0.23915 0.25163 
Po (Pa) 213969 224421 
Re 1_ -! ýPWdVp 
4.457r; 4 -4 4.538r. 
REj=nb2/jt 2.5(AE6 2.5791'6 
Ro - W/af) 0.111 0.113 
soo f)2PATb(s/2)3/v2 Ci r 5.35HE9 5.824 E .9 
Bocoo Ro/(PAT)-s 0.205 0.201 
Axial Throughflow Rd. Total Temperature (K) 439 
- 
449 
Shroud Mctal Tcmpcrature (K) (AV) 631 
Cavity Fluid Tcmpcraturc (K) 509 531 
Shroud licat Transfcr (Dcviation CFD to ExperimcnMermal Prediction) 
EXPcfimcnt / Tlicmial Prcdiction 4 (Wnf2) 31140 34230 
CFD 21) Axisymmciric 4 (Wm'2) 31620 
J+2 
36570 
(+7%)- 
CFD derived Nusscit Numbcr, Nuh 151.7 153.7 
CFD dcrivcd Nu. h / Rc. 
1.3 1.3 71 E4 1.357134 
AlodIfIcd A-swith W laver near wall model (A-1300 n-0.1) 
9.4.2 The governing equations 
Tbe 2D axisymmctric CFD model calculations were performed using a rotating reference frame. the 
steady compressible turbulent flow equations for conservation of mass, momentum and cncrgY were 
as given by equations in Chapter 8, Equation 8.4,8.6 and 8.7, respectively. 
9.4.3 Enhanced mixing model 
The enhanced mixing model FLUENT User Defincd Function (UDF) methodology formulated and 
described in Chapter 7, has again been applied to the CFD of the engine IIP compressor rotor with 
Axial throughflow. The final version of the UDF code was described in Section 7.4 and how to link 
21S 
and use the UDF within the CFD simulations was described in Section 7.5 and Appendix 6. The 
enhanced mixing model UDF parameter values wcrc, 4 - 1300 and n-0.1 - The same function 
"I- cos(, TS/21)' was used with a thickness of the DL4 YER set to 0.005m and constant property 
13yer, DI, 7)-Con, next to the wall set to a thickness of 0.002m. Although the same value of A used in 
the simulations of Sussex MCR-B2 was used the fluid viscosity used in the calculation of the local 
Rayleigh number was altered from the standard temperature varying viscosity value to the enhanced 
mixing value. This has the cffcct of reducing the local Rayleigh number and hence reducing the 
enhanced mixing factor. Figure 9.4 shows the regions where the enhanced mixing had a significant 
CffCcL The cavity fluid temperature that was used in the local Grashof number (Equation 7.26) and 
in the heat flux (Equation 7.28) calculations (which was then used to calculate the local near wall 
factor. I (Equation 7.28) for the shroud wall) was taken at a position of 85% of the cavity shroud 
radius. To overcome stability and convergence problems in the solution the undcr-rclaxation factor, 
Urf. set to 0.1. was applied to factored fluid properties and 10 passes of smoothing (nsmoofh) was 
also applied across each of the CFJD mesh cells within the computational fluid domain. Also to help 
with the stability of the heat transfer near the cavity shrouds smoothing of the local near wall factors 
has been applied. 
9.5 Numerical Simulation Results 
Table 9.1 summariscs the cavity 3 shroud hcat transfer results, comparing the conjugate heating, 
enhanced mixing model results with the calculated licat transfer from the experiments for the two 
engine test conditions. The table shows that the heat transfer results from the 2D axisymmctric 
enhanced mixing model comparc well with the experimental values (from the 'best matched' SC03 
thermal model) for all the tests, with largest error bcing7% for 1000/*NL/ 107%NLIcst condition. 
9.5.1 Flow structure and temperature results 
Figure 9.4 shows a contour plot of strcarn function for the steady state 107%NL test condition 
showing that with the application of the enhanced mixing model a central core was formed in each 
cavity. In the region of the disc cobs the plot shows that the axial throughflow was the dominant 
flow feature. Figure 9.5 shows a contour plot of the mixing factor, formcd by the enhanced mixing 
model. The mixing factor plot clearly shows regions where the flow is buoyancy dominated and 
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enhanced mixing has been applied. In tile disc bore regions where tile axial throughtlow is 
dominant the plot shows that no enhanced mixing was applied. The mIxIng faclor plot %hows a 
rippling effect in tile outer radial regions of'the ca% ifies. This is related to tile stabilily problem 111.11 
was present Ili tile Mitial s111,111ý1tions ofthe Sussex MCR132. reported in Chapter S. and has 
reappeared III tile engine simulations. The stability problems encounlered with Stjs%c\ %1('R were 
rc. wlved by introducing multiple smoothing oftlic flow field flind properties (augmented \ i%cosily 
and thenrial conductivity), this was achieved by repeat ninning of'the snux)Ihing algorithm at each 
itcration. I lowever, even with InUltiple smoodung applied to tile fluid properties for tile engine 
simulations the instability ol'the solution could not be flully resolved. As the in%tabilttý c\i-.., I%. in 
local regions away 1rom the cavity gas temperature sampling rk)si . lion used in tile ci% it\ . hroud lical 
transfer calculation, tile beat transt . er into the cavities was not directly aflectcd. llo\%ever the level 
of mixing within file cavities illay be afTected by tile instabilities and hence tile ca\ itý iemperal tire', 
Illay also be '11,1ccted. 
Shroud I leat Flux Nal. Convilon/ Plate CorTcl 
N ti 0.14 Ra" '" Chara. 1, gap, 2AF *1', A I'm-, 
Rcgion of Enhamcd Mixing 
Fn (A Ra" ) with A- I YX) n 
Ra - fn (di-,, dr). Cham I t, 
Figure 9.4 Engine fill compressor of sleady %tale 107%Nl, - conlours of %tremill 
function with enhanced mixing. 
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Fi&,. ure 9.5 Engine condition 107%Nl, contour% of inking factor for the (11) 
enhanced mixing Illodel. 
Contour plots ofthe augmented laininar viscosity and eddy or turbulcnt viscosity arc shown in 
Figures 9.6 and 9,7, respectively. for the 107"oNL condition. Comparing thc%. -c two Plot% wIth 
Figurc 9.5, the enhanced mixing coniour plot. showed that in the arcas whcrc the crillariccid mixing 
was not taking place eddy viscosity was prominent. The main rcgions for eddy viscosity wcrc 
around the disc cobs where the axial throughtlow was dominant. Within the micr-disc C. 1% 111C% 
wherc enhanced mixing does takes place. laininar viscosity was augnicntcd and dommatc% over thc 
oddy viscosity. 
Figures 9. M and 9.9 show tile swirl velocity and the swirl velocity ratio. rc%rwdi% CIN . predicted 
by 
the UFD model with enhanced mixing Ipplicd for the 107"oNi. condition. The pit)(% show that near 
m)hd body rotation was achieved in two ofthc three Inier-disc cavities. 2 and 
3. TbC %%, virl velocity 
in cavity I was influenced by tile R31 flow jillet swirl velocity which had a %wirl ratio of 
0.0 File 
ploLs show that the CIA) predicted flow in tile drive cone c. 1vity to he ovcr-swirled 
by a --mail 
amount, with a swirl ratio ol'approximately 1.2. The R31 illici flow was %ho%n to increase in swirl 
velocity moving radially inwards to a swirl ratio ol'approxinuitely 2.0 and this %%kirl velocity was 
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maintained by the axial throught'low along the full length of the comprc%%or druin 
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I) 
'I wo temperature contour plots are shown in Figure 9.10 comparing the ca% Ity IC11111craturcs. a) %% 
the enhanced mixing model applied and b) without the mixing n1micl. %%here conventional 
(T-D 
using unmodified fluid properties was used. Comparing the two teiiipcraturc plots %ho%% 
that the 
enhanced mixing 111odel produces a small reduction in the radial tciiipcraturc gradient in 
cacti of'thc 
csvltics. At a inid radial position within the cavity 3 the radial tcniperaturc gradient 
for the 
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conventional (TI) was 590 K/in compared to 570 K'in t. or the enhanced inixing model. Comparing 
the cavity temperatures flor the enhanced inixing niodel for the 107'. Nl. case. the core Icniperalurc 
was 507K flor cavity 2 and 531 K flor ca%, Iiy 3, compared to the ca% ity temperatures of 497K and 
514K. respect I vely flor the convcntlona I CFD inodel. Figures 9.11 and 9.12 show graphically for 
Engine'rest 107"oNl., the inetal temperature ofthe disc and cavity shroud %urfaccs surrounding 
both cavities and the fluid temperature through the ccnirc of each ca% ity plotted against radial 
distance flora) with the enhanced mixing model applied and b) %% ithout the mixing model. The 
mewsurcd thermocouples l'or the disc 3 rear surl'acc and f*()r the front I'acc of di%c 4 together %% ith the 
cavity 2 shroud thermocouple are plotted on the Figure 9.11 for cavity 2. Thcnnocouplc 
temperatures on the disc 4 cob rear surtace and on the front surface of disc 5 together A ah the 
cavity 3 shroud 1herinocouple are plotted on Figure 9.12 for cavity 3. The two cavity shroud 
thermocouples shown in the figures were test measurements with predicted SC03 temperature 
profiles plotted against thein. The temperature profiles being used for the ('I. D boundary conditions. 
The plots show that the use ol'the enhanced inixing model improves the prediction of'thc disc inctal 
temperatures. There was good agreement in the predicted CFD disc cob temperature% but a large 
error occurs on the disc 3 downstream diaphragm surface (in621 7) and on the upstream diaphragm 
surface of'the disc 4 On6225). Also the plotted on both figures arc the mid cavity fluid temperatures 
and. as mentioned above, the plots show that the enhanced mixing model reduce% the radial 
temperature gradient slightly. The fluid temperatures for cavity 3 arc presented inTabic 1). 1 for the 
two engine test cases analysed. 
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enhanced mixing model. 
Figure 9.13 shows the disc 5 rear surface anti 1111 drive cone temperatures along %%ith the mid cavi Iy 
(line drawn diagonally across the cavity) fluid temperature for the 107'oN[. case. comparing the 
temperatures. a) with the enhanced mixing niMel applied and h) without the mixing rnMel. 
Tllcrm()coIjple measurements on the rear surface of'disc 5 (rn6230 disc 5 bore. m6232 and in6233) 
together with the drive cone shroud thermocouple, m6236 arc plotted on the graph. lIoth the shroud 
and drive cone temperature profiles were predicted from thc. %-L, 03 thermal m(Xicl and used as 
boundary conditions for the CIA) analyses. The plots show that the CFD with enhanced mixing over 
PrcdicLs the disc 5 rear surl'ace temperatures by approximately I OK. The conventional CFD nuxicl 
Produces a closer match to the measured tempera t tires. When comparing the dim. surface radial 
temperature gradient. the enhanced mixing model proKitices a gradient comparable to the mcasuml 
tempcraturc gradient. 
From CFD solutions there was a predicted increase in gas iemperalurC ofthc amil 1hroughtlOW Of 
45K to 50K froin the R31 rotating holes rearward down through the comprc%u. )r Ix)rc to the curvic 
coupling. which was lower than the approximate temperature difYcrcticc ofWK mcasurcd on thc 
enginc tests. 
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Figures 9.14 and 9.15 compares the CFD predicted disc metal temperatures, I IPC discs 3,4 and 5. 
for the near steady state 107%NL condition, with and without the enhanced mixing model being 
used, respectively. For the enhanced mixing model solution the predicted disc temperatures were 
within 21 K or an error of 16% where crror - (Prcd-Nicasy(Tdisc rim-Tinlet) compared to 28K. a 
21 % error for the conventional CFD. Also for comparison the crror in SC03 thermal analysis 
predicted temperatures arc given using the same error criteria. '17he figure shows that for tile 
n*ajority of the disc temperatures the CFD with enhanced mixing predictions were less accurate 
than the thermal analysis predictions. The average error for the CFD predicted temperatures was 
7.7% compared to 3.3% for the thermal analysis predictions. I fence there was no improvement in 
the prediction of the disc temperatures using the enhanced mixing CFD model compared to the 
SC03 thermal model predictions. CFD enhanced mixing model predicted disc temperatures for tile 
near steady state 100%NL condition arc shown in Figure 9.16. There was a small improvement in 
the CFD predicted disc temperatures for the 100%NL case compared to the 107%NL case with the 
largest percentage error being 14% (18K). 
9.5.2 1 lent transfer resufts 
Table 9.1 summariscs the cavity 3 shroud heat transrcr results, comparing the conjugate heating. 2D 
axisymmctric enhanced mixing model CFD results with the calculated heat transfer rrorn the 
experiments ror the two engine tests. The table shows that the heat transrer results from the 2D 
'XiSymmetric enhanced mixing model compare well with the cxpcrimcnt3i values ror both engine 
tests, with an error of 7% for the 107%NL test and an error or2% ror the MOM test. 
Figure 8.37 and Figure 8.38 in Chapter 8 showed graphs of cavity shroud licat transrcr plotted 
against Grashof number, Gr and against buoyancy number, Do for (lie Sussex NICIL It is interesting 
to note that for both engine test conditions the cavity 3 shroud heat transfer Nussclt numbers, 
derived from CFD, lie on the Grashornumbcr curve spread of data points produced for tile Sussex 
MCIL Also for both conditions the buoyancy number was very low and hcnce lying in tile 
buoyancy dominant regime. The CFD derived, Nuh / Re, ") values are high and again lie within the 
curve fit spread of data points produced for the Sussex NICR. 
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9.6 Conclusions 
Numerical siniulat ions have been carried out on a typical gas I urbi Ile 111) coniprc%%or it) ana I ý%c I lie 
III axi convective heat transfer in a rotating cavity with ax'al through1lo% . 
Fhe 21) *svinmctric 
m(xiclling technique using the enhanced mixing model to increase (he mixing in the central core of* 
a rotating cavity has been used. The computations were pcrf*()nned assuming steady flow and the 
rcsults have been compared with the engine test measurements for metal temperatures. I'lic 
simulations were performed on the three rear compressor disc stages that formed three inter- 
connecting inter-disc cavities, which was also linked to the I IP comprcs. m)r drive shatl cone cavity. 
The three compressor discs were modelled and conjugate heating solutions wcrc ob(amcd from the 
combined CIA) simulations. Two near steady state maximum operating conditions wcrc chown for 
the simulations. 
.1 By using the enhanced mixing model good agreement with Icst values l'br the cavity shmud %tjrf*, cc 
hcat transfer has heen shown for rotat ing Rayleigh numbers ofthe ordcr 10". Both cnginc Icst 
. ý. 11 
ý. e 4- 7) 
f-- -I 
4- 
I' 
---I 
.ý .11; 
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conditions simulated were in the buoyancy dominant regime. Although the CFD cavity shroud heat 
transfer was in good agreement, there was poor agreement with the measured compressor disc metal 
temperatures. The 2D axisymmctric CFD model with the enhanced mixing UDF model employed 
Produces a near solid body rotational central core within each cavity. I lowcvcr, there was still a 
significant radial temperature gradient across each of the cavities, when a uniform core cavity 
temperature was expected to be achieved when the enhanced mixing model was applied. I'lic 
enhanced mixing model was successful in being able to distinguish the regions in die flow field 
where the axial througliflow dominates and no enhanced mixing was required and regions where 
rotational buoyancy dominates and enhanced mixing was required. Within each of the cavities there 
were small local regions, normally in the outer radial positions, where instabilities in the CFD 
solution occurred when the enhanced mixing model was applied. The contour plot of the mixing 
factor showed these instabilities, with the plot showing a rippling effect in the outer radial regions 
of the cavities. These stability problems were present in the initial simulations of the Sussex 
MCRB2 and were resolved by introducing multiple smoothing of the fluid properties. I lowcvcr, 
even with multiple smoothing applied to the fluid properties for the engine simulations the 
instability of the solution could not be fully resolved. Further attempts to resolve the problem were 
to smooth not just the fluid properties but also to smooth the mixing factor and the density radial 
gradient. Unfortunately this did not help to improve the stability of the CFD solutions. Using the 
local enhanced mixing value of fluid viscosity instead of the standard temperature varying viscosity 
value reduced the level of mixing within the cavities. This had the cffcct of reducing the local 
Raylcigh number and hence reducing the enhanced mixing factor. Increasing the enhanced mixing 
factor, nearer to the levels achieved in the Sussex NICR132 simulations, by increasing the mixing 
factor UDF constant, A, increased the mixing but the instabilities in the solution also increased over 
a larger area of the cavity space. 
The CFD model predictions obtained can be considcrcd as a rcasonablc first csti=tc to achieving a 
disc temperature match. To achieve a closer match, increase in the mixing within the cavities will 
be required but for this to happen, further work will be rcquircd to rcsolvc the stability problems. 
Finally, adjusting the heat transfer on the disc surfaces using a similar method to that applied to the 
cavity shrouds could also be considered. 
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CIIAPTER 10 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
10.1 Conclusions 
It has long been established that the flow within the intcr-disc cavities of aI IP compressor is thrcc- 
dimensional in nature and time dcpcndcnt. To enable a greater understanding of the nature orthis 
flow and associated heat transfer, one approach is to model the flow using CFD rcsolving the three- 
dimensional and unsteady effccts. I lowcvcr this approach rcquircs a huge amount orcomputational 
memory and time to run the CFD modcls. A second approach is to brcak down this complex flow 
process into separate physical mechanisms and introducc approximate but computationally efficient 
models for these processes. The second approach was taken for this rcscarch, with the aim of 
producing a method that can be incorporated into current design practice. Two undcrlying now 
mechanisms may be idcntif icd for this complex flow; the first associated with the flow within the 
inter-disc cavities and the second associated with the axial throughflow under the compressor disc 
bores. Both of these flow mechanisms were discussed in the review of previous work. In the inter. 
disc cavities buoyancy in the centripetal force field dominates. The axial throughflow results in a 
$hear driven circulation in the inner part of the cavity. 
An evaluation of the use of CFD to simulate the flow and natural convection in a scaled cube has 
been presented [Kirkpatrick and Bohn, 1986]. Two heating configurations were considered, both 
being heated from the bottom surface. The computations were pcrrormed assuming either unsteady 
or steady flow for laminar or turbulent now models. A range of temperature difference between the 
hot and cold surfaces (I OK to 40K) were used giving a range of Rayleigh numbers, Ra - 5.83 x 109 
to 2.33 x 1010. The CFD results were compared with other worker's experimental measurements for 
hc3t transfer. flow patterns, and the mean and fluctuating temperature distribution. I'lic CFD 
simulations showed that the time-avcragcd hcat transfer computed by the unsteady laminar flow 
model ("pscudo" DNS solution) was the most accurate. Calculated heat transrer results compared 
well with the experimental derived hcat transrcr correlation at low Rayleigh number (-3% error) 
with a small difference at the higher Rayleigh number (6% to 13% error). The steady flow model 
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assuming turbulence (k-c with the k-c /W near wall model) performed the worst. The use of a 
turbulence model appears to damp down the thermal activity within the cavity. Comparing the 
, numerical heat transfer with the experimental correlation showed that by refining the mesh the 
disparity between the numerical results and the experimental data correlation Aas reduced (-13% to 
-06 error) for the 200-cubcd mesh at the higher Rayleigh number). In addition, die difference in 
the error in the overall heat balance also reduced on the fincr mesh. The numerical analyses 
compared well with other observations made from the experimental work. The calculated size, the 
speed of propagation and the period of release of the plumes from the heated bottom surface of the 
cube agreed with experiment. The numerical analyses also agreed with the experimental findings 
that the heated floor appears to promote mixing in the cavity and eliminates temperature 
stratification. 
The CFD simulation of natural convection in a stationary heated cube was extended to the 
modelling of convection in a rotating enclosed annular sector cavity. CFD simulations of convective 
beat transfer within a scaled rotating sector and within a scalcd rotating annulus for the Bolin ct al's 
( 1993,1994] experiments have been presented. The computations were performed assuming 
unsteady flow and the results compared with experimental measurements and numerical predictions 
for heat transfer and other flow f icld parameters. For the scaled rotating annulus some good 
agreement between the CFD results and the experimental values for mean surface heat transfer has 
ken shown for Rayleigh numbers of the order 1010, approaching the Rayleigh numbers occurring in 
gas turbine high pressure compressor disc cavities. For the higher Rayleigh number an error of 4% 
was shown for the full 360" annulus CFD model rising to a 9% error for the 4311 annulus sector CFD 
model. I Iowevcr there arc some poor results from the CFD simulations orthc scaled rotating sector. 
At the lower Rayleigh number the difference from experiment was -10% whilst at the higher 
Rayleigh number there was an 84% difference. In a subsequent CFD study by Sun ct al. [20041 ror 
the same geometry using both FLUENT and a Rolls-Royce code, I Iydra over a range of Rayleigh 
numbers it was found that both CFD codes over predicted the surface heat transfer compared to the 
experiment. The ovcr-prcdiction was about 10% to 20% for the I Iydra code and higher for 
FLUENT, 40% approximately, which is less than that found for the currcnt predictions. The reasons 
for the discrepancies between the experimental and current CFD results are still to be fully resolved, 
but are thought to be associated with difficultics in numerical convergence. The CFD results 
cOnfirm the experimental measurements, which showed a reduced heat transfer and different 
Rayleigh number dependency for the rotating annulus when compared to gr: kvity-ddvcn convection. 
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The next part of the study looked at the second flow mechanism, the axial throughflow under the 
compressor disc bores and interaction of this with the flow within the inter-disc cavities. A CFD 
study of the flow passing over a rectangular cavity for a series of differing cavity depths was 
presented. The computational results were compared with experimental measurements of cavity 
pressure and flow velocities. The computational modcl simulated the flow mechanism reasonably 
well for the experiments with air. I lowcvcr the CFD turbulent k-C/ W 2-13yer model under 
predicted the strength of the circulating flow within the cavity and did not predict correctly the 
shear strength of the cross flow which drives the circulating flow in the cavity. For the experiments 
using water CFD failed to predict the multiple circulations within the cavity. The rcason why the 
CFD analyses fails to simulate the circulations still needs to be fully explained. The work was 
considered to be important because of the need to know the levels of heat and momentum transrer 
across the shear layer from the cross-flow to the cavity and in terms of a gas turbine compressor the 
transrcr of heat and momentum from the axial throughflow under the disc bores to the intcr-disc 
cavities. 
To gauge the benefits of a new 2D axisymmctric CFD method to model the heat transfer within the 
compressor intcr-disc cavities it was necessary to perform a thermal analysis using traditional 
modelling techniques for the thermal boundary conditions within the disc cavities. For this 
assessment the Sussex MCRB2 was used and a temperature matching exercise using the Rolls. 
Royce thcrmo-mcchanical finite element program SC03 was performed. The rig simulate$ tile 
internal components and flow features of a high-pressure compressor (I IPC). Three models were 
constructed, the first being a datum model using conventional thermal boundary conditions. A 
second model that uses the boundary conditions from the datum but replaces the conventional heat 
transfer cocflicicnt correlation applied to the disc surfaces with a -cone correlation, CONH" which 
was derived at Sussex by Alcxiou (2000], using test measurements. The third model is the "best. 
matched' model to the thermocouple measurements. Each model was run through the same idle to 
maximum speed acccicration-dcccicration cycle. Results from the 'best-matched' model gave 
temperature difference errors of less than 5K both at steady state condition and during the 
acceleration transient. I lowcvcr, an error of 5K is significant for the rig cycle as there was only a 
30K radial temperature difference between the disc rim and the cob and only a 50K temperature 
difference between the hot metal intcr-disc cavity shroud and the cooler axial throughnow air at die 
Maximum speed condition. Therefore the 5K error relates, as a percentage of the tcnapenturc 
between die shroud and axial througliflow gas, to a 7% error at the steady state maximum speed 
condition and a 12% error during the acceleration. This is a significant error when considering the 
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larger temperatures occurring in engines. Comparison of the results obtained from both the CONE 
model and the 'bcst-matchcd'modcl with the datum model, showed that there was some merit in 
using the cone correlation on the disc surfaces. Overall, the cone correlation was shown to be 
cffcctive in the mid and outer regions of the disc diaphragm for the steady state nuximum 
condition, achieving better results than the datum model. I lowcvcr. using the cone correlation had a 
detrimental effect on the disc cob and bore temperatures. During transients the cone correlation 
Produced a disc temperature response that was close to the measured response for the inner and mid 
Pall of the disc diaphragm. But in the outer radial part of the disc die datum model produced a better 
thermal response than the model with the cone correlation. Inter-disc cavity shroud temperature 
Predictions were good for the datum model and for the model using the heat tmnsrcr Cquivalent to 
that derived at the Sussex UTC [Long ct al. 2006b]. Stresses in the discs are driven by temperature 
gradient; so comparing the radial temperature difference produced by the thermal models to that 
measured, the datum model was shown to perform much better than the therrnal model with the 
cone correlation, both at the maximum speed steady state condition and during the transient$. 
Modc1ling around the compressor disc cobs proved to be difficult and to achieve an acceptable 
match with the disc temperature measurements extreme thcrmal boundary conditions Ind to be 
assumed, including an imbalance of hcat/rnass flow in and out of the inter-disc cavities. 
To increase the understanding of the flows occurring in the NICRB2 CFD will continue to be used. 
Some progress has been made in the modelling of the cavities With full 3D unsteady CFD but this is 
computationally intensive. In an attempt to overcome the computing time problem a 2D 
axisYnlmctric steady flow modelling technique has been developed. A new CFD modelling 
technique was introduced and used to increase the mixing within the intcr-disc cavities. The 
enhanced mixing model methodology was applied to steady flow axisymmctric CFD models. Initial 
testing of the enhanced mixing model was performed for both a stationwy enclosed cavity and for a 
rotating sector scaled cavity. Good agreement on the heat transrcr for the stationary enclosed cavity 
between the experiment and the CFD with the modified core fluid properties was obtained (inner 
and outer wall heat transfer -2% error for the higher Rayleigh number). I lowcvcr there was poor 
agreement between the enhanced mixing CFD model and the experiments for die radial heat 
transfer through the core for the rotating annuli cavity (87% error). From these test CFD simulations 
the level of the mixing factor that is required to obtain satisractory mixing in the cavity core and to 
produce the correct level of heat transfer through the cavity was estimated. The tests illustrated that 
the enhanced mixing model has the potential to be used to model the complex unsteady 3D rotating 
cavity flow with a 2D axisymmctric CFD model. The FLUENT User Defined Function (UDF) 
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Program for the enhanced mixing model was then applied to enclosed rotating cavities with axial 
throughflow in the simulation of the Sussex NICRB2 cxperimcnts covering a full range of buoyancy 
conditions. 
Tte axisymmctric CFD modelling technique using the cnhanced mixing model to increase the 
mixing in the central corc of a rotating enclosed cavity was applied to the Sussex NICRB2.711C 
computations were performed assuming steady flow and the results were compared with 
Cxpcrimcntal measurements for metal temperatures and heat transfer. For the final set of simulations 
Of the Sussex MCRB2, two connecting cavities surrounding one disc were used. The disc was 
modelled within the CFD and a combined cavity and metal conjugate heating CFD solutions were 
obtained. Using the enhanced mixing model produced a good agreement with cxperimental values 
for the cavity shroud surface heat transfer for rotating Rayleigh numbers of the order I e. For the 
steady state MCRB2 tests, the 2D axisymnictric CFD with the enhanced mixing model employed 
was able to successfully simulate the tests (the maximum heat transfer error was 94%). 7lic CFD 
model produced cavity shroud surface heat transfers that were closer to the measured heat transrcrs 
than predicted by using a 3D 120" sector LES-CFD model [Sun and Chew, 2004) (a heat transrcr 
crror of -25%). An acceptable agreement with the measured compressor disc metal temperatures 
for each of the tests has been shown (-3% error). 77he axisymnictric CFD model with enhanced 
mixing produced a near solid body rotational central core within cach cavity. Also within each 
cavity the core temperature was shown to be nearly uniform. Both of these features am known rrom 
CxPcrimcnts and from 3D unsteady CFD simulations to be present in natural convection in rotating 
cavities. The enhanced mixing model was successful in being able to distinguish the regions in the 
flow field where the axial throughflow dominates and no enhanced mixing was required and regions 
where rotational buoyancy dominates and cnhanced mixing was required. With the good agreement 
being achieved both for the cavity shroud heat transfer and ror disc temperatures the CFD model 
appears to be predicting the correct amount of mixing within the cavities for the Sussex MCRB2 
application. For all the CFD simulations using the enhanced mixing model. with die local Rayleigh 
number powcr, n set cqual 0.1 and the multiplication factor, A set equal to 1300 produced the best 
results both for cavity shroud heat transfer and in obtaining a central cavity core flow. The use or 
under-rclaxation on the factored fluid properties together with the flow field ccll smoothing helped 
to reduce the instabilities in the solution and also helped the convergence. 
To complete the testing of the axisymmctric CFD modelling technique using the enhanced mixing 
model. it was applied to a typical gas turbine 1111 compressor rotor drum with an axial througliflow. 
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Tbc computations were performed assuming steady flow and the results were compared with engine 
test measurements for metal temperatures and beat transfer. 7be simulations were performed on the 
three rear compressor disc stages that formed three intcr-connecting intcr-disc: cavities, which were 
also linked to the IIP compressor drive shaft cone cavity. The three compressor discs were modelled 
and a combined cavity and mctal conjugate hcating CFD solution was obtained for two near steady 
state maximum operating conditions. By using the enhanced mixing model UDF in the CFD 
simulations good agreement with test values for the cavity shroud surface heat transfer (heat 
transfer error of -7%) has been shown for rotating Rayleigh numbers of the order 109. Both engine 
test conditions simulated were in the buoyancy dominant regime. Although the CFD cavity shroud 
beat transfer was in good agreement, there was poor agreement with the measured compressor disc 
Inct3l temperatures (-16% error). Tbe CFD model produced near solid body rotational in the central 
core for each cavity. Ilowcvcr, there was still a significant radial temperature gradient across each 
of the cavities. The enhanced mixing model was again successful in being able to distinguish tile 
regions in the flow field where the axial throughflow dominates and no enhanced mixing was 
required and regions where rotational buoyancy dominates and enhanced mixing was required. 
Unfortunately, instabilities in the CFD solution were shown to occur within each cavity even 
though multiple smoothing of the flow field fluid properties, the mixing factor and the density radial 
gradient were applied to the solution. Reducing the local Rayleigh number, hence reducing the 
enhanced mixing factor appears to decrease the level of instability but this is to the detriment or 
being able to obtain a uniform temperature core flow within the cavities. To achieve a closer m3tch, 
to the measured disc temperatures an increase in the mixing within the cavities will be required but 
for this to be feasible, further work will be required to resolve the stability problems. 
10.2 Recommendations for Further Work 
Research carried out for this thesis has shown that the axisymmctric CFD with the enhanced mixing 
UDF model applied adequately captures the 3D time dependent now physics within the compressor 
intcr-disc cavities for the flow field and heat transfer at steady state operating conditions. Further 
work is required to develop the modelling process to use for transient engine operation. During 
engine operation the flow within the intcr-disc cavities will mainly be in the buoyancy dominated 
regime. During acceleration and at steady state maximum speed conditions tile cavity now will be 
in the buoyancy regime whilst during the deceleration and at low speed idle conditions the flow 
may fall into the axial througliflow dominant regime. Two approaches can be taken to model the 
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11'ansicnt operation. Firstly by extending the steady state combined cavity and disc conjugate heating 
axisYmmctric CFD with the enhanced mixing model to transient operations. The second and the 
favourcd approach is to couple the axisymmctric CFD with the enhanced mixing model to a solid 
thermal model and run the combined model transiently. Illingworth [20041 developed a computing 
facility, SC89, to couple the FLUENT CFD with the Rolls-Royce thermal or thenno-mcchanical 
analysis Program, SC03. The two different approaches for the application of the 2D axisymmetric 
CFD with the enhanced mixing to transient engine operation will now be considered. 
10.2.1 Combined cavity and disc conjugate heating with the enhanced mixing model for 
transient operation 
The combined cavity and disc conjugate heating model used for the simulations of the Sussex 
MCRB2 described in Chapter 8 for the steady state conditions could be extended to run for transient 
operations. Firstly the combined two-cavity and disc CFD geometry could be used with the solid 
geometry being extended radially out to the compressor drum rim. Figure 10.1 shows the two 
cavities, no. 2 and no. 3 (light green shading) and of disc no. 2 (dark red shading) used in the CFD 
simulations along with the position of the boundary conditions (marked as a yellow outline) 
required by the CFD model. Known wall temperatures will have to be specified on the outer surface 
of the compressor drum. Before considering transient operations, steady state CFD calculations 
should be performed on the extended model to check that the correct heat transfer into the cavities 
from the cavity shrouds is achieved. For transient operations the compressor drum outer surface 
temperatures for each time point during the transient cycle will have to be spcciried. Also transient 
temperatures will have to be specified on the downstream surface of disc 1, on the upstream surface 
of disc 3 and along the internal central stationary shaft. 
Next a combined cavity and disc conjugate heating 2D axisymmctric CFD with the enhanccd 
mixing model simulations of the full Sussex MCRI32 during transient operations could be 
performed. Figure 10.2 shows the full MCRB2 geometry and the position of the boundary 
conditions required by the CFD model. For the transient CFD calculations transient tctnpcraturcs on 
the compressor drum outer surface and on the drum ends will need to be spccificd, as will the 
temperatures along the central stationary shaft. 
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Further testing ol'the combined cavity and disc conjugate heating 21) axisyminctric CFD WHII tile 
enhanced mixing method could be applied to tile engine III, compressor geometry used I'M file 
steady state CFD simulations in Chapter 9. 'rhe CFD geometry would need to he extended it) 
include the compressor drurn disc rim, the front drive ann and the I ill comprcs-wr drive cone. For 
the CFD model to run through a transient operating cycle, transient temperatures on the compressor 
drum outer surface, on tile front drive arm. on the drive cone and along the IT central %hafl will 
need to be specified. The Cull engine I IP conlprcssor geometry and the ix)silion of tile boundary 
conditions f'or the CFD model are shown in Figure 10.3. 
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Figure 10.3 Engine IlP compressor full geomewt and the po%ilion (of the boundsrý condition% 
required by the CFD model. 
During transient operation the flow field (velocities and pre%surc%) %% ithin the ca, iltc% ý% ill re%l-kind 
much quicker than the temperature field. especially during a deceleration. for hoth the air and (he 
solid. To solve a combined conjugate heating CFD problem for a transient to required temperature 
accuracy will require the time steps to be small. Also to achieve "pscudo" steady state convergence 
at each time point many iterations per time step will be needed. This implies long computational 
times to solve relative simple transient problems. such as an acccicration-decclerai ion cycle. To 
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have full confidence in the accuracy of the transient calculations, the number of iterations per time 
step will need to be assessed during the earlier analyses and criteria formed for future analyses. A 
guide line for the time step interval will also need to be given, which will depend on the rate of 
accelerations and decelerations. It is also essential to note especially for transient CFD conjugate 
heating analyses that the material properties of density, thermal conductivity and spccific heat 
capacity (as a function of temperature) must be correctly spccificd for the solid metal domains. 
10.2.2 Coupled CFD - thermal transient model 
The second approach is to use the SC89 program to couple the CFD to a SC03 solid thermal model 
and run through a transient operating cycle. The SC89 method assumes "Pscudo" steady fluid flow 
at each point in the cycle. This approach is justificd as there is a large difference in the flow and 
solid heat transfer timcscalcs. To test the SC89 coupled method, the NICRB2 two cavity 
surrounding one disc CFD enhanced mixing model from Chapter 8 could be used and calculations 
performed for the transient acceleration and deceleration cycle. The SC03 thermal model of the 
XlCRB2 rig showing the positions of the thermal boundary conditions is shown in Figure 10.4. Note 
the red lines of the convecting zones CZIOI to CZI 14 that indicate where the SC89 coupling 
Program is applied to cavities no. 2 and no. 3 that surround disc no. 2. Essentially, at any iteration 
within a time point, the coupling functionality passes surface metal temperatures from the SC03 
solid thermal model to the FLUENT CFD model and heat fluxes (by way of fluid temperatures and 
pseudo heat transfer cocfflcicnts) from FLUENT to SC03 using the convecting zone type boundary 
conditions. The methodology of the SC89 program is given by Illingworth [20041 and the 
application of the coupling computational toot to industrial problems is given by Vcrdicchio [20011. 
Tbe normal approach would be to solvcjust the energy equation, however with the use of the 
enhanced mixing model the flow ficld gas properties arc being continuously modificd and thercrorc 
the full set of flow field equations along with the energy equation have to be solved. Adequate 
number of CFD iterations will be required to achieve an acceptable convergence at each time point 
during the transient operating cycle. Experience from the CFD analyses orthe NIC11132 and the 
engine IIP compressor has shown that at least 2000 iterations are required to obtain a converged 
solution when moving from one steady state condition to another. During transient operation the 
number of iterations to achieve an acceptable solution at each time point may wcll be reduced. 
Testing the method on a wide range of applications and for varying operating cycles will determine 
the number of iterations that are required during transient operation. 
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Following on from the testing of the axisymmetric enhanced mixing modcl coupled with the 
thermal model using the SC89 program on MCR132 two-cavity model. testing on the engine 111' 
compressor geometry in Chapter 9 could be perf'Onned. 
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Figure 10.4 Sussex MCRB2 (cavities 2 and 3) SC89 coupled CFD thermal anal) %is Iranslent 
model. 
In conclusion the SC99 coupled CFD thermal analysis is the favourcd and the most feasible 
approach flor transient analyses as it is automatic with the user specifying the solution accuracy and 
the program is 101 to determine the time step intervals required to achieve this accuracy throughout 
the solution. The combined CFD conjugate heating approach has the limitation that the houndary 
temperatures need to he specified. which could he difficult. especially for transient analyses. If has 
been shown that this approach produces g(x)d results for steady state analyses. where the houndary 
temperatures are known flor tile steady state condilions. For transient analyses this appnmch is more 
problematic. With a transient analysis the problem is to determine the rate of heat transfer through 
the solid metal and thus the user. from guide lines and experience. will need to make a judgement 
when an acceptable solution has been obtained for each time step and the user will alu. i have to 
judge the time step intervals. This knowledge can only he gained from validating tmn%. icnt 
conjugate heating CFD analyses over a wide range of applications. engine type. -. and operating 
cycles. 
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101.3 Other recommendations 
Other recommendations include the following, 
For buoyancy type flows research literature for both geophysical and meteorological flows 
should be reviewed. A comparison between these types or nows and the rotating cavity 
flows present within a gas turbine compressor could possibly be made. Similarly, 
environmental flow literature should be reviewed for cross-flow over a cavity. 
The cnhanccd mixing CFD model needs to be validated across a wider range of applications 
to determine the enhanced mixing model local Rayleigh number power indices, n and the 
multiplying factor, A values to achieve the required mixing within the intcr-disc cavities. It 
is to be hoped that single values for the two enhanced mixing p3ramcicrs will cover the full 
range of applications or an algorithm could be derived for each of the two parameters. 
To invcstigatc the usc of othcr turbulencc modcls within the 2D axisymmetric with 
cnhanccd mixing CFD modcl. 
To investigate methods to solve the solution instability problems with the enhanced mixing 
model and to improve the convergence rate of the solution so the method can be used more 
CRIciently with the coupled CFD - thermal analysis program, SC89 and obtain a transient 
solution within acceptable timcscalcs. 
Finally, to rciine the enhanced mixing model, it should now be applied to other rig and 
engine compressors, including the Sussex 'Engine Parts Rig' (a civil engine compressor and 
turbine spool rig), to large civil engine compressors and to small helicopter engine axial 
compressors. 
These recommendations and the research reported in this tlicsis are consistent with the recently 
announced "virtual engine" modelling at Rolls-Royce. The ultimate Aim of this initiative is to have 
CFD and FEA-bascd models for complete engines. Limiting factors for the approach are modelling 
inaccuracies and computing limitations. Use of computationally cfricicnt CFD-bascd models 
matched to experimental data offer advances over current techniques with a framework that can be 
extended to include other methods (such as LES) as computing power improves. 
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Appendix I 
Al. l. The Standard k-c Turl)ulcncc Alodel as used In the FLUENT CrD code 
Ilie standard k-c model [A I] is a semi-cmpirical model based on model transport cquitions for tile 
turbulence kinetic energy (k) and its dissipation rate (r). 11C model transport equation for k Is 
derived from the exact equation, %% hile the model transport cquation for c was obtained using 
physical reasoning and bears little resemblance to its mathematically exact counterpart. 
RgmMrt Ugglions 
Turbulcnt kinctic cncrgy, k 
D(fA) 
+ vf, /Nku) -v /I + 
p, Vk +G#+G,, -pe-), w di 
1( 
76-) 
1 
Rate of dissipation, c 
LIPHI +V+ W", '-)Vc] + Cl, -f (GI + C. 4 Gj - Cl, dt 'I 
kk 
The turbulent (or eddy) viscosity. /4, is computed by combining k and c as follows. 
P 
A-Pc, 7 
%%Iicrc C# is a constant. 
r-or all the CFD computations the following dcrault valucs %-cre uscd' 
Cl, r w 1.44, C2e - 1.92, C1, - 0.09. cris - 1.0. al, - 1.3 
(A 1 -3) 
Gi is represents Oic generation or turbulence kinctic energy due to the mean vclocay Sfadicnts, 
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Gi - -pu, u, air, 
To evaluate GA in a manner consistent with the Boussincsq hypothesis, 
Gj - pS 3 
%%here S is the modulus of the mean ratc-of-strain tensor, defincd as, 
S= 42-Sv-S1 
Gb is the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy, 
(AW) 
(M-5) 
(A 1 -6) 
G* 11 "07" (Al-7) 
Pr, 27, 
here Pri is the turbulent Prandtl number ror energy (-0.85 derault value) and g, is die componctit 
of the gravitational vector in the I th direction. Ilic cocfficient of thennal cxpansion, /7 Is defined as, 
(A 1 -8) 
I'lic degree to which c is affected by the buoyancy is detcnnincd by the constant C), C), Is 
calculated to the following relation [A21, 
C, u n tanh ý 
W., 
UV 11 
(A I . 9) 
where v is flic component of the flow velocity parallel to the gravitational vector and U is the 
component of the flow velocity perpendicular to die gravitational vector. Cie %kill be equal I for 
buoyant shear layers for %%hich die main flow direction is aligned with the direction orgravity and 
Z, cro ror buoyant shcar layers that are perpendicular to the gravitational vector. 
Turbulent heat transport Is modelled, using the concept or Reynolds' analogy to turbulent 
momentum. Equation 3.8 is the -modelled" energy equation, %%here 4). the viscous dissipation term 
is given by, 
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where (r, ), ff is the dcviatoric strcss tcnsor, dcrincd as, 
ail 
clu, t5v 
+ 
( LarL, 
3 ar, 
(Al. 10) 
1) 
also the thmnal conductivity, k in the energy equation, Equation 3.8, is replaced by die cffective 
flicrmal conductivity, kff given by, 
ke, nk+, 
c /1, 
Pr, 
I'lic default value of the turbulent Prandtl number, l1r, is 0.83. 
(Al . 12) 
For high-Mach-number flows, compressibility affects turbulence through so-called "dilatation 
dissipation", which is normally neglected in the modelling orincomprcssible flows JA31. 
Neglecting the dilatation dissipation rails to predict the observed decrease In spreading rate with 
increasing Mich number for compressible mixing and other frce shear 13ycrs. To account for these 
CfTects in the k-cmodcls in the code. the dilatation dissipation term. Ym. Is lncluJcd in the A 
equation. 71iis term is modelled according to a proposal by Satkar JA4): 
Ym w 2pcilfl 
%here Af, is the turbulent Mach number. defined as 
mt 
- F; -s 
whcre a (-4yRI) is the spccd of sound. 
(AI-14) 
Ilis compressibility modification always takes efrcct %hen die compressible form of the Ideal gas 
law is used. 
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A1.2. Near Wall Turl)ulcncc Models used In the FLUENT CI-'D ctxlc. 
A1.2.11. Standard wall functions 
I"he standard wall functions in the code are based on die proposal or Launder and Spalding [AS], 
and have been most widely used for industrial flows. 
Momcnitim 
711c law-or-the-wall for mean velocity yields 
UO n ln(Ey*) 
ulicre 
uo mu 
cvAll, 
r. lp 
(AI-15) 
(Al . 16) 
* pCVAkV')# Y Ir V 
11 
PP (AI-17) 
%licre K is dic von KdrmAn constant (- 0,4187). E is an empirical wall function constant (-9.793), 
Up is the mean velocity oraic fluid at point P, Apis the turbulence kinetic energy at 11, j-pis the 
distance from point P to the wall and jj is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. 
1"he logarithmic law for mean velocity is known to be valid rbr. )ý > about 30 to 60.111 the code, the 
log-law is employed %%-Iicny* > 11.225. Wicri the mesh is such that. )ý < 11.225 at the wall-adjaccnt 
cells, the code applies the laminar strcss-strain relationship that can be %Titicn as, 
uf my * (Al-19) 
It should be noted that, in the code, the la%%, s-or-thc-%%*all for mean velocity and temperature are 
based on the wall unity .. rather thany* Viese quantities are approximately cqual In 
equilibrium turbulent boundary laycrs. 
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Encre 
Reynolds' analogy between momentum and energy transport gives a similar logaridimic law ror 
mean temperature. As in the law-or-the-wall for mean velocity, the law-or-the-wall for temperature 
employed in dic code comprises the following two difrcrcnt laws: 
linear law for the thermal conduction sublaycr %%here conduction is important 
logarithmic law for the turbulent region %%here cffccts orturbulcncc dominate conduction 
Tbe thickness of the thermal conduction layer is, in general, different rrom die thickness orthe 
(momentum) viscous subl3ycr, and changes rrom fluid to fluid. For example, tile thickness of tile 
thermal sublayer for a high-ilrandti-nunibcr fluid (e. g.. oil) Is much less than Its momentum 
subl3ycr thickness. For fluids of low Prandtl numbers (e. g.. liquid metal). on the contrary, it Is much 
larger than the momentum sublaycr thickness. 
In highly compressible flows, the temperature distribution in the near-wall region can be 
significantly different from that of low subsonic flows, due to the licating by viscous dissipation. In 
the code, the temperature wall functions include the contribution from the viscous heating [A61. 
Ilic law-of-dic-wall implemented in the code bs the following composite form: 
rv4, t V) 0, .< )'r*) 
,* 
(r. 
-Tp)lvpCv4kv3 
Pr )-* + Y; tilr ur, 
Tm4=I v4k VI 
Pf, 
A: 
ln(E), O)+I']+VaPC" 4" 
(Pr, U,. ' + (Pr- 
(A 1.19) 
%%here P is computed by using the ronnuI3 given by Jayatillckc JA71: 
P=9.24 
r( Pr [I + 0.2 Se*4 (A 1-20) 
and p is die fluid density, cp is the spccific licat of the fluid, 4 It the %%all licat flux, Tp Is the 
temperature at the cell adjacent to the wall, T. is die temperature at Oic wall, I't is die molecular 
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Prandtl number (pqlk IC rM3 Pr, is the turbulent Prandil number (-0.83 at die %%ill), A/is th the I 
conductivity of the fluid and U, is the mean velocity m3gnitude at jo*- Yr a 
Note that, for the segregated solver, the terms 
v2ppr and VS pf Pr, U; + (I)r - pr, 
q 
Up 
q 
will bc includcd in Equation A1 . 19 only for comprcssible flow calculations. 
Thenon-dimensional dicrmal sublaycrthickncss. y'r, in Equation A1 -19 is computed as tile Y*%, Oluc 
at which the I incar law and the logarithmic law intersect, given tile molecular Prandil number of tile 
fluid being modcllcd. 
Tlic procedure of applying the law-or-the-wall for temperature is as follows. Once the physical 
properties of the fluid being modelled arc spccificd, its molecular Prandd number Is computed. 
11cn, given the molecular Prandd number. the thermal sublaycr diicknessyr, Is computed from the 
intcrscction of the linear and logarithmic prorilcs, and stored. During the Iteration. dcpcnding on the 
. )ývalue at die near-wall cell, cidicr the linear or the 
logarithmic profile in Equation Al-19 is 
applied to compute dic wall temperature T. or licat flux 4 (depending on the type of the d1cmial 
boundary conditions). 
IV-rhulcncc 
In the k-c models and in the RSNI (if the option to obtain wall boundary conditions from die A 
equation is enabled), die k equation is solved in the v%holc domain including the %ill-adjaccrit cells. 
7110 boundary condition fork imposed at die %%ill is, 
a 
Oil 
%here n is the local coordinate nonnal to the wall. 
(A I2 I) 
Tbe production of kinetic energy, GA, and its dissipation rate, e, at the wall-adjuent cells, %hich 
are the source terms in the k equation. arc computed on the basis oraic local cquaibriwn 
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hypothesis. Under this assumption, the production of k and its dissipation rate are assumed to be 
equal in die wall-adjaccnt control volume. 
Tlius. the production of k is computed fmm, 
au r. Gi x r. j- - r. . g(4k VI krc"e p Yp 
and cis computed from 
rV402 
cp 
(AI-22) 
(A 1.23) 
The c equation is not solved at the wall-adj3cent cells, but instead is computed using Equation AI- 
23. 
Note that, as shown here, the wall boundary conditions for the solution variables, including mean 
velocity, temperature, k and c arc all taken care or by tile wall functions. 77herctore, there Is no need 
to be concerned about the boundary conditions at the wall$. 
The standard wall functions work reasonably well ror a broad range or %kall-bounded nows. 
I lo%%, cvcr, they tend to become less reliable v%hcn the flow situations depart too much rmin the Ideal 
conditions that arc assumed in their derivation. Among others, die constant-shcar and local 
equilibrium hypotheses arc the ones that most restrict die universality orthe standard wall 
functions. Accordingly, whcn the near-wall flows arc subjected to severe pressure gradients, and 
%%, hcn the flows arc in strong non-cquilibrium, the quality orthe predictions is likely to be 
compromised 
A1.2.2. Two-layer model for enhanced ivall treatment 
Enhanced wall treatment is a ricar-wall modelling mediod that combines a t"o-layer model with 
enhanced wall functions. If the near-wall mesh Is fine enough to be able to resolve (tic 11minar 
sublaycr (typically y*m I, y*-AyWv-v1(, r. 1p)), then the enhanced %%ill treatment will be identical to the 
traditional two-layer zonal model. 
In the ncar-wall model, the viscosity-affcctcd ncar-wall region Is completely resolved all the WAY to 
the viscous sublaycr. Ilic two-laycr approach is an integral part orthe enhanced %%all treatment and 
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is used to specify both c and the turbulent viscosity in the near-wall cells. In this arproach, die 
whole domain is subdivided into a viscosity-afTected region and a rully-turbulcnt region. Ilic 
demarcation oroic two regions is determined by a wall-distancc-bascd, turbulent Reynolds number, 
Reý, defined as, 
ým, vrk- Rey n, 
P 
whcrey is the normal distance from the wall at the cell centrcs, 
), a mi+ - F. I P. Or. 
(A 1-24) 
(AI-25) 
%%, here F is the position vector at the field point, and F. is the position vector on the wall boundary. 
r. is the union of all the wall boundaries involved. This interpretation allows). to be uniquely 
defined in flow domains of complex shape involving multiple wans. rurthermorc, )-defined in this 
way is independent of die mesh topology used, and is definable even on unstructured meshes. 
Re' -200), die A-c model (described earlier In Section In the fully turbulent region (Re., > Re* 
'I, 
ALI) is employed. In the viscosity-affcctcd ncar-wall region (ReP< Re'$' '), the onc-equation model 
or Wolrstcin [A8] is employed. In die onc-cquation model, the momentum equations and the k 
equation is retained as described in Section ALI. However, the turbulent viscosity.. u, is computed 
from, 
A. 14, n CI.. (A 1 -26) 
%khcre die length scale that appears in Equation A 1-26 Is computcd rrom fA91 
1'. - )TA, - C-141A. 
) (A 1 -27) 
The two-layer formulation for turbulent viscosity described above is used as a part ordic enhanced 
wall treatment, in which the two-laycr definition Is smoothly blended with the high-Rcynolds. 
nurnbcrp, dcf inition from the outer region, as proposed by Jongen [A 10): 
A.,. A - AIA + (1 - AdA. 24.1 (Al-28) 
whcrc. p, is the high-Rcynolds-numbcr dcrinition as described in Section A 1.1 ror die A-c models. A 
blending runction, A, is defined in such a way that it is equal to unity rar from walls and is zero very 
near to walls. I'lic blending function choscn is, 
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A, m11+ tanli 21 
1A 
(A 1 -29) 
The constant A determines tile width or the blending function. By defining a width such that tile 
value of A, will be within 1% of its far-field value given a variation oraq. the result is, 
A M, 
J'i Ile'l 
(AI-30) 
tanh(O. 98) 
Typically, Alley would be assigned a value that is between 5% and 20% or Re" n rposc 
,,. 
The mai pu 
of the blending function A, is to prevent solution convcrgcnce from being Impeded %%Iicn the k-c 
solution in the outer layer does not match with the two-laycr rormulation. 
The c field is computcd from, 
C0A 
VI 
11 
Ile length scalcs that appear in Equation A1 -31 are again computed from Chen and flatel (A91: 
It - )-C, 
(, 
- C. 
) (A 1.32) 
If the %%hole flow domain is inside the viscosity-affectcd region ( Iter < 200). c Is not obtained by 
solving the transport equation; it is instead obtained algebraically from Equation A1 -3 1.111C code 
uses a procedure for the c specification that is similar to thep, blending in order to ensure a smooth 
transition between die algcbraically-spcciried r in the inner region and die c obtained from solution 
or the transport equation in die outer region. 
Ilic constants in the length scale fonnulas, Equations A 1.27 and A1 -32. am takcn from [A91: 
CJOK Cp-V4.40, -70. . 4, -2cl (A 1 . 33) 
A1.23. Enhancedwall functions 
To have a method that can extend its applicability throughout the ncar-%%Ill region (i. e.. laminar 
sublaycr, buffer region, and fully-turbulent outer region) it Is necessary to formulate the law-or-the 
wall as a single wall law ror the entire wall region. 7lic code achieves this by blending linear 
Oaminar) and logarithmic (turbulent) laws-oklic-wall using a function suggested by Kadcr [A I 11: 
'%60 6 
U+. Cr, 4- Jew +. FL (A 1-34) 
where the blcnding function is givcn by: 
cj(v* y (AI-35) I 
c -ex 
E 
-1.0 (A 1 -36) 
a-O. Olc (AI-37) 
bm5 
c 
where E-9.793 and E" is cqual to Elf, %ý heref, is a roughness runction. 
Similarly. the gcncral cqu3tion for the derivative 
d"* is 
14WOO 
_du 
tly, dy 
(AI-38) 
(AI-39) 
'Mis approach allows the fully turbulent law to be easily modified and extended to take into account 
odicr effects such as pressure gradients or variable propcrtics. This formula also guarantees die 
correct asymptotic behaviour for large and small values or J, * and rcasonable reprcscntation of 
velocity Profiles in die cases %%Iicrc y* falls inside die wall bulYcr rcSion (3 < j, " < 10). 
The enhanced wall functions were developed by smoothly blending an enlunccd turbulent %vall law 
widi the laminar wall law. The cnhanccd turbulent law-or-thc-%vall ror compressible flow with heat 
transfer and pressure gradients has been derived by combining the approaches of W1111C and 
Cristoph [A 12] and I luang ct al. [Al 31: 
- 
-k('-'1' -(yr _v' A)' 
(At-40) 
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hcre so mI+ 
ay* for 0" < ).. *) (AI4 1) 
11 
+ a),, * for (), * < y, *) 
and am v. 
dp p ! /ip 
r. u* dx dr 
, 
on 
C.. r. T. lvpu*T. 
(A142) 
(A143) 
y ff, 
(Ully 
(AI44) 
2c,, T. 
%%here y, * is the location at which the log-law slope will remain fixed. By derault, 60. The 
cocfficicnt a in Equation A 140 represents the influences orpressurc gradients %Oilc the 
cocfYicients/7 and y represent thermal cffccts. Equation A 140 is an ordinary differential equation 
and the code will provide an appropriate analytical solution. ira. fl and y all equal 0, an analytical 
solution would Icad to the classical turbulent logarithmic law-of-the-wall. 
Tbc laminar law-of-thc-wall is determined from the following expression: 
2 /1* k= -I+ 
91Y 
(AI-43) 
Note that the above expression only includes efrccts orpressurc gradients through a, %%Ililc ale 
aects orvariable properties due to licat transfer and compressibility on Ole laminar wall law are 
neglected. 71icse cffects are neglected because they are thought to be of minor imporunce %% hen 
they occur close to ale wall. Integration orEquation Al 43 results In, 
# y. +a,,, UAM 
(2) 
(A 14 6) 
Enhanced thcnnal wall functions follow the same approach dc%, clopcd ror the profile or u*. ne 
unified wall thmnal fonnulation blends the liminar and logarithmic proriles according to the 
method of Kadcr [A I fl: 
I 
crTL. + tj T (A 147) 
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here r= --- (AI48) I+b I'r' Y* 
where Pr is the molecular Prandd number, and Oic coefficients a and b are defined as In Equations 
A1 -37 and A1 . 38. Apart from the above formulation for T% ctilianced flicniial %%, All functions 
follow the same logic as previously described for standard diernial %%ill functions. Tbc boundary 
condition for turbulence kinetic energy is die same as for standard wall functions (Equation Al -21). 
1 lowevcr, the production of turbulence kinetic energy GA Is computed using the velocity gradients 
that are consistent with die enhanced l3w-or-dic-wall (Equations Al-34 and A 1.39). cnsuring a 
formulation that is valid throughout the ncar-wall region. 
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Appendix 6 
User Guide forthe Enhance MixingAllodel UDF and the use 141thin the2DAxisymnictric 
CFD Model 
The 2D axisymmaric CFD model needs to be setup to use a rotating rcfercncc frame. 
71ic order of operations to set up and run the CFD model with die enhanced mixing model UDr 
is as follows, 
1. Pcrfon-n a conventional CFD analysis (with wall temperatures if known) using standard 
k-c turbulence model until a converged solution is obtained. 
2. Read in die CFD model. cas, case rile. File -> Read -> Case... 
3. Read in the scheme rile, 'wall_viscosity. scm. rile ->Read. > Scheme... 
4. In the UDr panel. compile, link and load the UDF source code. 
Define -> Uscr-Defined -> 
1. Functions-> Compiled... 
Add Source File "comp_cnhanced-mixing. c" 
Library Name (use default name libudo 
Press Build button 
Press Load button 
Set die UDF Function I looks. 
2. Functionsilooks... 
Set the UDF hooks, initialization -> initJactor and Adjust -> adjust-factor 
Set the number or UDF Nlemory locations. 
3. Mcmory... 
Set the Number or User-Defmcd Memory Locations to 10 
5. In the fluid matcriMs panel set the modified nuid properties UDr- parameter nanics, 
Define -> Niatcri3ls -> 
I'liennal Conductivity > uscr-derined > factorc4_conductivity 
Viscosity -> user-defined > factorcd-viscosity 
321 
6. Read in the CFD model dat, data rile. File -> Read -> Data 
7. Identify the cavity shroud walls and set the baseline fluid viscosity and thermal 
conductivity in the wall affected properties panel. 
Define -> Model -> Wall Affected Viscosity... 
1. Set shroud Wall Zones 
2. Set value of Basic Viscosity 
3. Set value of Basic Conductivity 
8. In the text command: solve -> set -> erlvrt 
Answer YES to the Question: to A-4rcp tem1wraty solivr memor)-front beingfreed? 
9. Sathe nunibcroritcrations and run die computation until the solution isconvcrgcd. 
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